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BUILDING COMMUNITY

By Edward Schwartz

Building Community is an eight-unit course
aimed at exploring the values and issues of
modern urban neighborhoods. It focuses on
how community leaders can apply the broad
principle of justice to problems of security,
reciprocity, and fellowship that face most
neighborhoods today.

Building Community has been made possible
by grants from the Rockefeller Foundation,
the William Penn Foundation, and the Dolfinger-
McMahon Fund.
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INTRODUCTION AND SYLLABUS

A. Purpose

The aim of the course will be to help neighborhood leaders
examine the possibilities of building active community organiza-
tions within neighborhoods in Philadelphia. Specifically, we
will be exploring the common values upon which such organiza-
tions might be based. The first part of this course will explore
expectations within neighborhoods about three areas of central
concern to all communities--security, reciprocity, and fellow-
ship. From there, the seminar will examine the central value
that should govern all communities--justice. Then students will
explore how different attitudes about justice will affect neigh-
borhood attitudes on how to respond to issues of security, re-
ciprocity, and justice. In practical terms, the first part of
the seminar will identify the goals around which community or-
ganizations might form; the second part, assess the extent to
which neiahborhood residents agree on stratecTies to achieve
these goals.

We divide the text into eight units. Readincs will be pro-
vided for each unit, to be used as the basis for discussion. We
also suggest several questions for these discussions. Yet as
important as the questions is the social contract technicue upon
which they are based.

B. The Social Contract Theory

Community activists often complain about the breakdown of
neighborhood values, but they have little idea as to how to re-
store them. Nor do current techniaues in values education of-
fer much to civic leaders in developing strong authority at the
neighborhood level. "Values clarification," for example, aims
at helping students tolerate differences in values and points of'
view, as well as to understand their own values. It does not
provide for the development of common values that the students
will take seriously as essential to social and political well-
being.

The problem of cultivatina collective values is hardly
new, however. It is the central task of all political systems.
If Americans have become so individualistic that we cannot even
figure out how to share common principles, then perhaps we must
return to the technique by which political communities are of-
ten established--the social contract.

6
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Social contract theory dates back to the 17th and 18th
centuries, during the earliest transformation between Monarch-
ical and Parliamentary political systems. The first major con-
tract theorist, Thomas Hobbes, argued that human beings in a
"state of nature" would agree to a social contract pledging
absolute obedience to a sovereign, in order to avoid the "war
of all against all" that would develop without common law and
government to regulate our behavior. John LoCke, considered
to be the philosophical ancestor of America, argued several
years later in 1690 that a fair social contract should hold
the government, as well as the citizens, accountable to the
broader public standards of preserving life, liberty, and
property. If a government ignored these basic principles,
then the citizens should have th T. right to overthrow the gov-
ernment. Writing in France, Jean Jacque Rousseau went even
further. He insisted that the only just contract was one which
reflected the "general will" of all signatories--their common
commitment to standards of public virtue that would,Ogvern the
community. Each year the citizens would have to meet to reaf-
firm their crmmitment to this contract or to change it. On
questions of basic law, Rousseau said, there could be no sur-
rendering representation to secondary institutions.

Today, laws passed by local and naticnal governments are
presumed to provide the social contract for our communities.
Obviously, this proposition is honored more in theory than in

fact. Were our society to obey the law, there would be few
murders, robberies, instances of vandalism, corporate rip-offs,

and political corruption. Modern America faces all of these
problems, however, despite an abundance of laws to deal with

them.

The problem is particularly acute in low-income and min-
ority communities, in view of the uneven application of differ-
ent laws to different groups. When laws governing racial dis-
crimination are loosely enforced, it is hardly surprising that
minority young people develop cynical attitudes about the gov-
ernment that makes them. When middle and upper-class young
people receive mild sentences for vandalism in the suburbs,,
while their low-income counterparts in the inner city are treat-
ed severely--or at least expected to be by the public--it is
not surprising that urban young people end up viewing police,
the courts, and the law itself as the enemy. Unfortunately,
it is not judges who suffer the consequences of a disrespect
for law, it is the neighborhoods themselves. For these com-
munities, the results are catastrophic, as much for the vandals

as for their victims.

7
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Therefore, given that the laws of society have lost
their force in many neighborhoods, perhaps it is time for
the people of these neighborhoods to heed Rousseau's advice
and develcc, social contracts of their own. Such a process
would have seemed almost inevitable to early Americans. To
them, in a country this large, law made sense only when en-
forced in a small community of a few citizens, assumed to
be equal in influence and dignity--citizens who shared
through continuing discussion a sense of what their communi-
ty _required. Under these conditions, social pressure would
be as effective in enforcing common standards as the courts.
Without this strong social .1upport, moreover, early Ameri-
cans realized that the laws would appear foreign and tyran-
nical, regardless of the process for choosing legislators.
They knew, in short, that respect for law depends upon con-
sent, and that consent often depends upon the opportunity
to affirm, actively, whatever the precise agreement is to
be.

C. Social Contract Technique

Designing a neighborhood social contract is like setting
up a code of rules or law. Let's say, for example, that the
leaders of a community want to establish a social contract for
neighborhood security. Their normal response to neighborhood
crime would be to call a meeting where residents would air
their complaints. Then someone would outline a few tech-
niques for self-protection--watching one another's homes,
patrolling blocks, etc. Someone else would call for a follow-
up meeting with the police. Then the leaders would pass a-
round a sign-up sheet for volunteers to work on future pro-
grams and everyone would go home.

What sort of common purpose would this meeting develop,
however? While a few people would sound off, the rest would
remain quiet. Nor would anyone know what the other neighbors
thought about the problem. Security affects everyone, not
just the people who come to meetings. Without some visible
commitment from the entire Community to enforce standards of
protection, no one would feel genuinely safe.

This is where the social contract technique could make
a difference. Instead of asking, "What are your complaints?"
the chairperson would start by asking, "What rules should we
make governing security in this neighborhood?" The discus-
sion, then, would aim at developing a list of acceptable com-
munity standards. It would not matter that some rules merely

8
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repeated existing laws. The important point is that the neigh-

bors themselves would agree to enforce the rules, or to demand

their enforcement by existing authorities. Moreover, they

would express this agreement not merely by voting for the con-

tract, but by signing it. That is the point of a contract:

people sign it. They also seek the signatures of everyone

in the neighborhood. When they have canvassed their blocks

for signatures, they recopy the contract with all the signa-

tures and distribute it to everyone. From that point for-

ward, people who complained about problems of security would

refer not merely to laws, but to the specific rules that the

community had endorsed. Then the neighborhood association

could work to prevent continuing violations of the rules.

The advantages of social contracts should be obvious, but

we will list a few of the most important ones.

First, contracts force neighbors to think about the posi-

:Live values hidden behind their complaints. Listing only what's

wrong with a community discourages people, unless they feel that

they can do something to improve it. Thinking specifically

about what the neighborhood ought to be gives people hope that

improvement is possible.

Second, contracts show the majority of the neighbors that

they do share certain standards for their neighborhood. Often,

neighbors feel like they are the only ones who are concerned

about a particular problem or issue. A social contract, signed

by all the people around them, tells everyone that they are

not alone--that they can turn to their neighbors for assistance.

The process is critical to building community.

Third, contracts offer potential violators a gentle warn-

ing to change their ways before the, neighbors sinale them out.

Usually, residents know when they are doing something considered

unacceptable. They may even feel that a particular rule is

"aimed at them." Yet this is a healthy feeling. It shewsthat

they are aware of their behavior. The contract, signed by their

neighbors, tells them to shape up without pointing directly at

them.

Fourth, contracts tell institutions external to the neigh-

borhood what the standards of the community are. Police offi-

cers who know that neighbors have signed a security contract

will have a clear understanding of how they feel about crime

and harassment. Real estate agents and landlords ought to re-

ceive all social contracts covering issues like noise, pets,

and curfews, so that they can Make potential homebuyers and
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tenants aware of them. Moreover, as we shall see, the contract
technique is a good way to negotiate agreements between resi-
dents and institutions--banks, businesses, even public officials.
If a community doesn't always have the power to pass a law, it
might at least be able to force a specific private or public
agency to endorse a contract. Signed agreements of this kind
can help define what society means by phrases like "corporate"
or "public responsibility."

Finally, contracts clarify the strength of the community
itself. Obviously, a list of rules, even one signed by every-
one, is no better than the willingness of the neighbors to en-
Eorce them. An agreement with an institution, likewise, will
EvIke sense only both sides live up to it. Some community -

orrjanizations ,-3how their strength by the number of victories
they can win against the establishMent. Others measure it by
the number of programs they sponsor. The contract technique
establishes the most compelling, but fairest, standard of
all--the ability of an organization to reflect and enforce
the best values of those whom it pretends to represent.

In many of these sessions, we will ask participants to
imagine what model social contracts for their neighborhoods
would look like. In a few cases-,-we will reproduce contracts
already in use in different communities. We expect that a few
community leaders will not wait for the end of-the course to
apply the technique; they will get started right away. In
the first seminar conducted by the Institute using the tech-
nique, this is exactly what happened. There are now several
blocks in Philadelphia using social contracts. Soon, we ex-
pect many more. It is a simple technique, but an important
one. As this entire course argues, community emerges when
people discover what they share. A social contract affirms
this discovery in a language that everyone can understand.

D. Breakdown of Sessions

Session 1. Preconditions of Community

In this session, students will be asked to define what
they mean by a "community," then whether they feel that their
neighborhoods constitute active communities. They will be
asked to familiarize themselves with the preconditions of
community to be explored in the course--security, reciprocity,
fellpwship, and justice. To what extent do established insti-
tutions promote each of these values in neighborhoods? To
what extent would an active community organization be required
to promote these values?

10
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Readings:

"Observations on Community," John Schaar
"The Uses of City Neiahborhoods," from The Life and Death

of American Cities, Jane Jacobs, in "The City as a Communi-

ty," Edited by Gerald Lilenward, pp. 111-120.

Session 2. The Value of Security

This session will examine problems of security within the

neighborhoods. Are there issues of security in the neighborhoods?

What are they? How are police, school, social service, and com-

munity institutions responding to them? Do residents define
security merely as freedom from crime, or do groups of young

people on street corners constitute threats to security as well?

What would a secure neighborhood look like?

Readings:

"Crime Patterns in Philadelphia: 1840-1870," by David

R. Johnson, in The Peoples of Philadelphia, Allan Davis

& Mark Haller, pp. 89-107.

Session 3. The Value of Reciprocity

Reciprocity is the value of fairness in dealings between

citizens. A sense of reciprocity is critical to relationships

within the neighborhoods. Do residents of a neighborhood make

equivalent contributions to its well-being, or do some do "all

the work," while others contribute nothing to the quality of

life? Is there a balance between the claims of different groups

within the neighborhood-residents, developers, industrial plants,

stOres--or do some groups get special treatment? What, then,

are the issues of reciprocity within the neighborhood to which

a community association might respond?

Readings:

"Industrial Metropolis as Inheritance," The Private City,

Sam Bass Warner, Jr., pp. 202-210.

The Urban Neighborhood, excerpts, Suzanne Langer, pp. 1-36.

"How Americans Combat Individualism by the Principle of

Self-Interest, Rightly Understood," Alexis de Tocqueville, .

Democracy in America, Volume'II, Book II, Chapter 8.

Session 4. The Value of Fellowship

To what extent does the neighborhood promote friendships

among residents? Around what institutions do friendship pat-

terns develop? Or is the neighborhood merely a geographic

center for isolated people? Are the blocks organized? Should

a community association attempt to promote fellowship in the

11
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neighborhood, or would most residents prefer to be left to
themselves?

Readings:

"Spirit of Township in New England," Alexis de Tocque-
ville, Democracy in America, Volume I, Chapter 5.

"The Ghetto as a Cultural Community," (Jewish) from
The Ghetto, Lewis Wirth, ep. 201-226.

"Portrait of a Changing Irish Neighborhood," from
That Most Distressful Nation, Andrew M. Greeley,
pp. 231-245.

"Bronzeville," from Black Metropolis, St. Clair
Drake and Horace R. Cayton, Volume II, pp. 383-397.

Session 5. The Ideal o:F. Justice

Two distinct ideas of justice survive in America, reflect-
ing the complex influences on our national values and goals.
The dominant idea evolves from our liberal heritage as a free
society that guarantees equality of opportunity to achieve pri-
vate advantages of wealth and security. Within this tradition,
government is obliged to protect the property of each person,
to guarantee equality of opportunity of all groups to the re-
wards that society offers and to insure equality in voting and
democratic institutions.

A second, more idealistic tradition, stemming from our re-
ligious traditions, has had a profound impact on America as well.
In this tradition, justice is achieved only when all people work
together to bring out the best qualities of each one. In Plato's
formulation, the just community is one in which there is a "right
ordering" of the spiritual, military, and economic needs of the
community; and in which each person is making precisely the best
contribution that he or she is suited to make. Most successful
movements for economic justice in America have been based on some-
thing approaching this conception of justice.

As de Tocgueville argued, few Americans will state baldly
that they have a right to do as they please, regardless of
what happens around them. Most debates within society, and by
extension within neighborhoods, reflect conflicts between the
liberal and the idealistic conceptions of justice. Unfortunate-
ly, the warriors in these battles often nevEr reach the point of
sorting out the issues of principle that divide them. Instead,
they attack one another racially or ethnically, or move away.

This session will engage students in a discussion of their
own conception of justice and how it affects their view of a num-
ber of important community problems.

12
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Readings:

The Model of Christian Charity, by John Winthrop.

"Wealth, by Andrew Carnegie," ir
Gospel of Wealth, Lexington, Ma:

Company, 1949.

nd The
7,41 and

Andrew Jackson's Veto of the Second National Bank,
July 10, 1832.

Session 6. Justice and Security

What would be a just strategy for a neighborhood associa-

tion to adopt in dealing with issues of security--a strategy

that only emphasized separating vandals and criminals from the

community; a strategy that emphasized protecting the neighbor-

hood from crime; or a strategy that worked on rehabilitating

ex-offenders as well? This debate will be related to the prin-

ciples of justice examined in the previous session.

Readings:

"The Future of the Lower Class," from The Unheavenly

City, Edward Banfield, pp. 236-256.

John Maher of Delancey St., Grover Sales, excerpts,

pp. 53-55; 59-61; 62-67; 92-93; 95-97; 157-161.

Session 7. Justice and Reciprocity

What is a just strategy for establishing reciprocity in

dealings among neighborhood residents? Would the community

association win support for a code of ethics in the neighbor-

hood? To what extent will businesses and banks take the qual-

ity of neighborhood life into consideration in their investment

and development decisions in the neighborhood? How can govern-

ment deal fairly with neighborhoods in its own planning and

development decisions? This, too, will be related to stan-

dards of justice explored in Session 5.

1 3
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Readings:

William Raspberry, "Making Johnny Learn," Washington
Post, January 30, 1976.

Robert Creamer, "Organizing Money," Public Policy
Reader, Derek Shearer and Lee Webb, eds., Washington,
Institute for Policy Studies, 1975.

Bill Callahan, "Fair Taxation with Real Rol ':;entation,"
published by Tax Equity for America Party, Philadelphia.

Session 8. Justice and Fellowship

What kind of organization is best suited to promote fel-
lowship around the pursuit of justice in neighborhoods--a co-
operdtive, self-development organization that pools neighbor-
hood resources to solve problems; a direct action organiza-
tion that aims at winning victories from political and econom-
ic institutions; or the ward structure within the political
parties? This session will explore the strengths and weak-
nesses of each strategy, consistant with the discussion of
community and justice undertaken throughout the seminar.

Readings:

Cooperative Community Development, excerpts, Edited by
Joe Falk, pp. 47-65.

"Conflict Tactics," from Reveille for Radicals, Saul
Alinsky, pp. 132-146.

"How to Become a Statesman,"; "To Hold Your District:
Study Human Nature and Act Accordin"; "On Municipal
Ownership"; "Tammany's Patriotism"; and "The Strenuous
Life of the District Leader," from Plunkitt of Tammany
Hall, William L. Riordan.

1,1
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UNIT I. THE PRECONDITIONS OF COMMUNITY

A. Introduction

The word "community" is u--1 in so many ways these days that

it is difficult to understand people mean by it. Residents

of relatively small towns, f e, will refer to "our commu-
nity," implying that they si! -n ..Ithing more than the land on

which their homes are locateu. ,..
the same time, we hear refer-

ences to the "black community" or the "Italian community," as-
suming an identity of purpose within a racial or ethnic minority
that extends throughout the country. Activists in urban neigh-
borhoods talk about creating a "sense of community" among the
people who live there, without ever saying how they will create

this mysterious feeling of belonging. Finally, we hear the term
"community of interest" used to describe an alliance between two
groups that disagree on fundamental questions, but are willing

to work together around a specific issue upon which they agree,

even for different reasons.

We, therefore, will establish our own definition of communi-

ty, the one upon which this text is based, from the beginning.

It is a tough definition. We believe that a community is a group

of people working together actively to achieve a common goal. Or,

in St. Augustine's classic formulation, "a commnity is a group of

peopre united around the =mon object of their love." (1.) The notion

of unity is critical to this definition. The idea that people
work together is central to it. The idea that they accept the
authority of the group over their behavior--that is, once the
group decides, they go alongis' critical.. Without these con-
ditions, we believe there is no community, even if the people
involved might share a common space, a common race, or even a

common ethnic nationality and citizenship.

The tough definition of community allows us to identify
degrees of community among people. A group of people may share
the common goal of building a house. They are willing to work
together to build the house. They are willing to accept the
authority of the group over their house-building decisions. Yet

that is the extent of the community that binds them. They would

not accept the authority of the group over their vacation plans,

or agree to work together to sponsor a picnic. Moreover, once

the house is built, their community ceases. This is a community,

as far as it goes, but its members and those who observe it must

understand how far it does go. Often, community activists show

groat enthusiasm when they mobilize people's work together around
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a specific issue or cause, only to become disgusted when the
group disbands after the issue is won or lost. They have failed
to identify the extent to which the group shared an objective.

This tough definition of community also allows us to iden-
tify different kinds of communities. As St. Augustine himself
argued, the "common objects" of people's love may vary consider-
ably. There are communities devoted to farming, to war, and
communities organized to pursue a spiritual ideal. The partners
in a law firm may constitute a community of law practice, just
as the active members of a u,)inn share a community devoted to
gaining decent wacTecl Ind working conditioh, for their

mbers. Communi, be a value, but it Ls not an ul-
Ltmate value. Nazil., nad a community with one anothor--based
upon their common love of war, conquest, and genocide. The
early Puritans in the United States shared a quite different
kind of community, devoted to the pursuit of God's will as re-
vealed in Scripture and interpreted by their Ministers. Thus,
our assessment of the moral character of a community will depend
upon our assessment of its common objectives. As Puritan preach-
ers themselves put it, "The mind is great if the object of its desire
is great: 'as the things and objects are great or mean, that men converse
withall; so they are high or low spirited.'"

Around what kind of goals, then, do people forr ac-tive
communities? Borrowing from Aristotle, Professor Schaar
of the University of California at Santa Cruz ident os four:

mutual protec=7-Dn and material convenience, "bk. use
through the i7.,:rplay of the diversities, men v 7e

able to serve compliments of one another an& -n

attain a highL and better life by the mutual
of different .,!rvices";

recipxocity, zhe "feeling of mutuality and fairness" that
must characterize the economic relationships among people;

fellowship, sympathy, and good will, "tying the members
of the community together; and

justice. "It the capstone. It is found perfectly in
the formu1atio77 that men form c'ommunities not fu,,,t to

live, but 1--;-e a life of felicity and goodues:s." (2.)

Professor Scha.L-.._ is particularly insistent upon zhe impor-
tance of developir common sense of justice in communities
that hope to last. ',ristotle, he points out, believed that
without this sens,.-,. 'sociability and fellowship becomes mere herding .

together undistinguis by any nobler purpose of gain, and the community
itself becomes little :lore than a cormmrcial enterprise." Professor
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Schaar tells us that Plato' s standards for community were even

harsher than Aristotle's. Schaar notes that to Plato, "'political

community' was possible only under a couple of prior conditions--where,

first of all, men are bound by a rnmmon reverence for the same conception

of justice and of virtue. Seconclly, these tablets of justice and virtue

must be based in divine origin, must be hallowed by tradition, and must

be enforced by the laws and insti utions." (3.)

These are important statements. We should examine how

Professor Schaar develops them.

1 7



"OBSERVATIONS ON COMMUNITY'

John Schaar
May 1970

(Editor's Note: Between September, 1969 and May, 1970
at the behest of the Editor the Anwrican office of the

International Association of Cultural Freedom in Cam-
brid,gc, Mass, conducted six sessions on the idea of ''com-
munity'', The sessions were a prototype of the kind of'
programs that the Instithte f'or the Study of Civic Values
HOW Sponsors ill Philadelphia. Scholars, labor leaders,
activists met monthly with Propssors John .Schaar, Wilson
Carey iI1cWilliams, and others to examine how their theo-
ries of "conlintinity"applird to the political, economic,
liltl social crises of America today. Transcripts of the
proceedint;s, then, were niade available to the participants.
The papers developed by Professors Schaar and MelVilliams
for these seminars were never published. The Institute has
used tbein effectively; ho iv e Ver pa rtie Wady ii, seminarS
with professionals ineolvetl in conlin unit y work, Indeed,
rim Institute's N'eighhorboods Project. aimed at promoting
urban neighbo rh 0041S as centers of community in the ci-
ties, evolved out a study-group examining the concept of
''community'' presented here.

, of course, don't know where you people have been , what
kind of journeys you've had, but I thought at least I'd try
to start I know UMT general theme has been community
- by saying a very few, very basic, almost elementary
words about some of the ways that notion, that problem,
that set of ideas and theories have been formulated in the
tradition of Western pofitical thought and institutions.
Mayhe they'll set a kind of context, a kind of boundary,
provide as with a few terms when we try to talk about
where we are, tio this is going to be very schematic, it's
even going to be stark a kind of schematic presentation
of some of the basic ways of this oldest and ill our day a-
gain, liveliest of the problems of political theory. I'm not
going to try to say anytiog new. I'm lust going to try to
formulate a few themes fi.ir our talk,

I think the way the question has been mainly formulated
(and it's a formulation that's appearing among us again
today) is one that starts with a tension or strain between
the demands of political order and structure and uniformity
on the other. Today, in place after place, in writer after
writer, this theme and this problem in effect is being
formulated in ways that make it insoluable, that offer
terms for the discussion which can end up only in para-
dox. It's formulated today increasingly as mit merely a
tension, but probably an incompatibility, between things
that we call individual freedom or authenticity or self-
fulfillment and self-realization on the onc side, and the
structures and processes of power and of domination and
of alienation and mediation on the other.

Even that harsh formulation, and in the end not very useful
formulation, is not new, If you start, for example, with
certain of the themes in that magnificent Platonic allegor
of the Cave, we're already taught that at least for certain
individuals who would seek the highest possible fulfillment
of their potential, it is necessary to leave the market place
- to leave the life of common men and of common things,
and to fix their gaze and their energies on an order of truth
and reality and being which is higher, more enduring than
the fleeting images of the world of opinion. And Plato
tells us that once a man has tasted of that, he in effect
will have to he compelled to descend again into the cave,
into the market place, to shoulder some of the common
burdens of ruling and of caring for the whole.

That flight, that Platonic flight from the market place in
his argument, of course, in the interest of the highest pos-
sibilities of the self, and only for the hest men is recom-
mended today by taoderns t'or all men. The notion of
higher and of lower has virtually disappeared from the re-
comnwridation. So uni can see the symbolieal structure
of the argument is as old as Plato, but the eoniunt and the
tenor of the argument is, I think, among us today very,
very different. Von cut off the tuition of higher and
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lower and the whole thing changes. The modern con-

sciousness contains very little of that Platonic notion that
when the prepared man leaves the market !Alec he will find
authentic-fulfillment not in an order created by him, but

in an order discovered by him 7 real and existing outside

of himself. Whereas for the modcrn, increasingly we are

being told by the writers on this subject that man's only
authentic and truc home is the self itself. That is the
only home he has, and that of course is a decisive differ-

ence. That's one way thc problem has been formulated for
us, that's one way of stating very starkly the changc of
accent that has taken place in formulating the argument. .

And thcn there is a contending formulation of thc question
which is like the other one, equally old and equally new.
This contending formulation, of course, found its earliest
philosophical treatment in the Aristotelian vision of poli-
tical life, a vision that tried to reconcile the difference
between the private and the public selves which argues

that participation in the public things and cares was an

essential activity in the individual questior fulfillment or
authenticity that the idiot, in effect, was not fully a man.

Now that formulation finds its modern echoes, of course, in

such things as the slogans of participatory democracy and

in a good many books and essays. But:here again therc.are

decisive differences between the classical and modern for-

mulations on this question which I'm going to touch on

in just a minute. So then .e have this one way of formu-

lating thc question it's .ormulation that asks, "can the

individual participate in t.. structures and processes of

politics and still achieve an authcntic expression of the

highcst potentialities 'of the self?" We have that one

common way of formulating thc question and we already
have those two great and opposing answers to it.

There has been, I think, a second enduring way of formu-

lating this problem and question in political philosophy.
The question is put, "Arc there any conditons which are

prior to and ncccssary for thc existence of political order
and community, as such? Are thcre thcn indispensable pre-

requisites for political community?" Here again, I want to

very quickly at some of the contending answcrs to

that question. One starts again with Plato, because he has

offcrcd us an enduring answer to thc question one that

still echoes in muted form and sometimes in very loud

voices among us today. Usually, I suppose, if you were

doing this very seriously from Plato, ypu would look at

The Republic. I want to just simply instcad go through thc

retelling of a little story in Tbe Protaguras, where Plato of-

fers us one of his earliest mt~ths. That is, of course, his tell-

ing of the myth of Prometheus.

I won't try to expound the ;:ialogue or anything of that

sort, just retell the story vcry quickly. You remember it runs

something like after the 5.rreatures were created by the

gods they gave to Fpimethand to Prometheus the work

of equipping each of the matures with the materials and

ability necessary to their survival. Again, as I'm sure you

know, it was Epinietheus wn took on the job and he loused

it up. By the time he got 211>und to man, the highest crea-

ture, he had exhausted all 7-lie materials and resources avail-

able to him, I lis brother Prometheus coped with the prob-

lem by that famou.s theft he stole the mechanical arts and

fire, Ile could not, howevor we are told in this Platonic
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telling of the myth, steal political wisdom because that was

held by Zeus.

Now fascinatingly, at this very ear,ly timc, we're told :hat
man is already equipped for survival. He is able to live dis-
persed with the arts that have been made available to him
by this theft. He is able to live without the city in small

and scattered and isolated groups. In this condition, then,
men have the means of light, but they are too wcak to de-
fend themselves against somc of the animals more furiously
equipped. For, we are told by Plato, thcy lack the art of
government, of which the art of war is a part. Therefore,
they gathered into cities for their self-preservation, but
lacking that art of government, they fell into conflict.
Zeus, fearing the cxtermination of the whole race, sent his

messenger to them, and here I quote: "bearing reverence
and justicc to be the ordcring principles of citics and the

bonds of friendship and conciliation." Then three f,

things are brought along at the same time. There is the In-
struction that reverence and justice must be distributed so
that each man sharcs in them. They must not be distribut-
cd in the way thc arts are, where only some can have an
art and not all, for we're told that cities can cxist only if
all men share in the virtues and in a reverence for justicc.
The next thing that is brought is a God-decreed law de-

claring that he who has no parr in reverence and justicc
shall bc put to dcath as a plague of the state. The final
counsel is that the state must vigorously and constantly,
through every means available to it, teach men laws and

teach men the meaning of justice. It must compel all men

to live aftcr the pattcrn furnished by the laws and justice
and not to live after their own fancies and tastes.

Thc point is, I think, in his way of formulating the ques-

tion, political community is possible only under a couple of

prior conditions where, first of all, men are bound to-

gether by a common reverence for the samc conception of

justice and of virtue. Secondly, these tablets of justice and

of virtue must be based in divine origin, must be hallowed

by tradition, and must bc enforced by the laws and the
institutions. Now that is such a beautiful and still timely

way of making that formulation. It is as-though in anti-

cipation, Plato had looked forward to that time which, is

ours, whcn, in effect, God is dead, whcn tradition is either

hollow, (or for those who still have it, it is seen mainly as

a burden); where thc law is seen increasingly as little more

than temporary treaties in the struggle of competing groups

for competitive advantage; and finally, where sets of be-

liefs held in common are said to bc something called

ideologies, all of which might be equally valid. Or at

least, we arc very confuscd about the status of our loyalities
andcnar obligations to any such sets of seemingly arbitrary
and relative beliefs. In short, then, we live in a world ob-

viously without tradition and transcendence, and I'm

simply trying to remind you that theorists heretofore, very

powerful ones among them, have known of no way of keep-

ing order in such a time save through force.

Now that myth and most politieial thought stemming from
that tine always formulated the question in terms of what

did maT owe the city and each other. What is so fascinating

and tutpublesome in our time is that today, the very priori-

ties ordinarily in most of the discussions of this subject and

in niost of the books on.this subject have shifted so that the



primary concern is not o much with what men owe the
city as it is with what each man owes himself. That is
where I think typically, discussions even of this theme and
topic tend to begin today. It comes as no surprise. In
many ways this was the American concern, the American
promise, the American conunitmcnt from the very found-
ling. Our central value was liberty, it was not common
reverence for justice and for virtue. Liberty was defined
as private liberty, namely as the liberty to enhance one's
private estate and possibilities to the limits of his power.
Interests and desires become the main if not the sole guides
to conduct. In that profound sense, the American found-
ling was genuinely democratic. By calling it genuinely
democratic, I mean there were to be imposed no common
standards. I mean, secondly, that the test of conduct was

o bizstii-interest or self-expression or self-fulfillment.
The cont would vary. The logic would be remarkably
uniform. Thirdly, I mean that all desires were to be re-
garded as equally valid. Desire is to begratified in effect
because it is there. I'm trYing to say that a is that tendency
which has now reached its perfection among us.

It's that tendency that sets, I think, the problem for our
discussion. A hundred texts and movements today, even
those that think they are talking about political com-
munity, stress self-liberation and self-fulfillment. They
reject, in one of the common vocabularies of the day,
"role-playing". Or they reject singleness of occupation and
purpose. We're, I think, striving for somc vulgarized ver-
sion of the Marxian vision of the multiple man set forth in
The Grrman Ideology.

Many writers today are stressing..in effect that any insti-
tution which is not immediately responsive to personal
desire and demands is without justification. That's where
most of the writers are. The test of the validity of any
institution isthat it must directly and almost immediately
contribute to the fulfillment of personal demand and de-
sire. Of course, there's an interesting body of writers

think they've.got their own problems but they're inter-
esting Abraham Maslow's perhaps the most powerful of
them, who try to go beyond this and provide a task. Insti-
tutions must fill basic human needs, not merely all inter-
ests and desires. The problem, however, is that the list of
those basic human needs varies among thc writers.

I just want to conclude by saying that nobody can say at all
where this modern discovery and celebration of the self is
going to lead-us. I want to make a couple of points about
it. First of alL.nobody known to me has found that kind of
integrative principle of the self upon which can build
towards all these shining and dazzling promise s-that are
held before us-today, such as authenticity, the experimental
and open orientation, and so forth. I'm trying to say that it
is so importanr-to understand that after 300 yc=s of look-
ing for it, the yell' remains elusive, ironically perhaps, the
most.elusive thmg of all, though seemingly it is7.-he most
intimate thing, the thing closest to us. Now, sec.,ndly, if
that is the ease, and if these impulses towards Nall-
zatktn are basic, then the only justificatMn for rolitical
der and community is that they must aid in achieving self-
fulfillment. That formulation I've lust proposed yoU pro-

bably renders the whole problem of political community
odious. It probably makes it impossible to discuss the
problem meaningfully. It rests, as I've said, on a very
vague basis the elusive self. Then it goes on to rest all
its supreme values on the self. By doing so, I think it vir-
tually forecloses most of the really serious questions that
have to be encountered in a discussion of the problem of
community.

I'll close on just one point. Just to suggest what some of
thc problems which are to be encountered in a serious dis-
cussion of community, I want to suggest to you a few
offered by Aristodr You r.,11(..,, 1. tgnifi-
cent arguemnt with Plato on exactly this question. It
remains, I think, the very best discussion of the matter in
the whole of Western political thought. Ile took up the
contest with Plato at exactly that point where Plato had
concluded after a pwerful and beautiful argument that
since unity was a good in the state the best state was the
one with the most unity and the state was a perfect unity.
It was exactly at-that point that Aristotle enters the conver-
sation with the proposition that.the state cannot attain,
and therefore should not aspire to attain unity. He thought
this was so because the state consists neither of one man
nor of a body of identicals. Rather it consists of a body of
different kinds of men. Therefore, he tells us, community
requires different kinds of capacity, interest and charactcr
among its members. It does so because through the inter-
play of the diversities, men, arc able to serve as compli-
ments of one another and to attain a higher and better life
by the mutual exchange of different services. That's the
first area of discussion for the problem of community.

That something more that I'm trying to deal with, I think,
has two parts. It first of all has a part going by a number of
names fellowship, sympathy and good will tying the
members of the body together, giving them a sense of
common trust and responsibility. Aristotle tries to argue
that this feeling must characterize the social bond just as
the spirit of utility and fairness must characterize the eco-
nomic bond. The fourth and final element in this presenta-
tion of the problem of community is simply justice. It is
thc capstone. It is found perfectly in the formulation that
mcn form communities not just to live, but to live a life of
felicity and goodness. Aristotle tries to tell us that this is
what must characterize the political bond, namely the pur-
suit of justice and goodness, and that without thk capstone
all the rest is defective sociability and fellowship become
mere herding together undistinguished by any nobler pur-
pose of gain, and the community itself becomes little more
than a commercial enterprise.

In short, I'm trying to suggest that, if we really want to
think seriously about the theory and the problem of com-
munity, we think of four sectors of the problem as mutual
protection and material convenience. Secondly, the area Of
reciprocity: thirdly, fellowship and sociability; and fourth-
Iv, the agreement on felicity and justice. As nearly as 1
.-iavc been able to read, most of thc modern formulations
,v7h start from the self will help us to talk usefullv almut
US one of those four.
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C. Community and Neighborhoods

From these arguments, activists s)--)uld recogniz, im-

portance of understanding the ,-.11Llus J11: goals of the 1;. pie

in thoir own neighborhoods. It would be difficult to mobilize

Lo fight for neighborhood security, for example, if they

felt secure. It would be impossible to build an organization

devoted to improving social contacts in the naLghborhood if

churches and civic organizations already planriF-d regular social

events; or, alternatively, if the ieighbors we::en't interested

in relating to one another socially. These arle the kind of

c-uestions that an activist milst ask about a neighborhood before

-_!ven determining what kind of community organization is possible

A.thin it. What common traditions and values do they share,

and what do they not share? To what extent would the neighbor-

_-.00d identify common problems of security, reciprocity, and

fellowship, to which an organization would have to respond?
2bviously, the broadest common goal of all-pursuing justice-

Ls available to neighborhoods at all times, since the world as

it is presents us with injustices galore. Yet to build this

kind of idealistic organization, the neighborhood residents al-

ready must believe that working for justice is important, or

the organizer must persuade them that it is. As the reader is

doubtless aware, this is no easy task.

Ms. Jane Jacobs, author of The Death and Life of American

Cities, *suggests a few of the major problems.

The Uses of City Neighl-orhoods

by Jane Jacobs (5.)

Neighborhood is a word that has come to sound like a Valentine.

As a sentimental concept, "neighborhood" is harmful to city plan-

ning. It leads to attempts at warping city life into imitations

of town or suburban life. Sentimentality plays with sweet inten-

tions in place of good sense.

A successful city neighborhood is a place that keeps sufficiently

abreast of its problems so it is not destroyed by them. An un-

successful neighborhood is a place that is overwhelmed by its

defects and problems and is progressively more helpless before

them. Our cities contain all degrees of success and failure. But

on the whole we Americans are poor at handling city neig'iborhoods,

as can be seen by the long accumulations of failures in our great

grey belts on the one hand, and by the Turfs of rebuilt city on

the other hand.

It is fashionable to suppose that certain touchstones of the good

life will create good neighborhoods-schools, parks, clearl housing

and the like. How easy life would be if this were so! How charm-

ing to control a complicated and ornery society by bestowing upon

it rather simply physical goodies. In real life, cause and effect
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are not so simple. T1 !-Hburgh study, und iKon to

the supposed clear Lr?tween better ho .nd imp.covy

social conditions, comi -y:.:.,ncy records unclearod
slums to delinquency recorthi it. -ev; housing projc:cts, and came to
the embarrassing discovery that the delinquency was higher in the
improved housing. Does this mean improved shelter increases de-
linquency? Not at all. It means other'things may be more impor-
tant than housing, however, and it means also that there is no
direct, simple relationship between good housing and good behavior,
a fact which the whole tale of the Western world's history, the
whole collection of our literature, and the whole fund of obser-
vation open to any of us should long since have made evident. Good
shelter is a useful good in itself, as shelter. When we try to
justify good shelter instead on the pretentious grounds that it
will work sOcial or family miracles we fool ourselves. Reinhold
Niebuhr has called this particular self-deception "the doctrine of
salvation by bricks."

It is even the Same with schools. Important as good schools are,
they prove totally undependable at rescuing bad neighborhoods and
at creating good neighborhoods. Nor does a good school building
guarantee a good education. Schools, like parks, are apt to be
volatile creatures of their neighborhoods (as well as being crea-
tures of larger policy). In bad neighborhoods, schools are brought
to ruination, physically and socially; while successful neighbor-
hoods improve their schools by fighting for them.*

Nor can we conclude, either, that middle-class families or upper-
class families build good neighborhoods, and poor families fail
to. For example, within the poverty of the North End in Boston,
within the poverty of the West Greenwich Village waterfront neigh-
borhoods, within the poverty of the slaughterhouse district in
Chicago (three areas, incidentally, that were all written off as
hopeless by their cities' planners), good neighborhoods were created:
neighborhoods whose internal problems have grown less with time in-
stead of greater. Meantime, within the once upper-class grace and
serenity of Baltimore's beautiful Eutaw Place, within the one-time
uPper-class solidity of Boston's South End, Within the culturally
privileged purlieus of New York's Morningside Heights, within miles
upon miles of dull, respectable middle-class gray area, bad nLigh-
borhoods were created, neighborods whose apati-- and internal fail-
ure grew greater with time ins-teed of less.

*In the Upper West Side of Manhattan, a badly failed area where
so,-Ial disintegration has been compounded byruthless
project building and sl-oving people around, annual pupiZ turn-
ov,r in aihools was more th272 50% in 1950-6C Tn 16 aahoolr,

it reacled an average of 92% it is ludicrous to think tlat

any amount of effort, official or unofficial, even a tolerable
school i spossible in a nelghborIvod of such extreme instabilit

Tool a OW lmpo rmible in an L, un stable iei hbo 2'1!C'Aci 24,1

turnover rate *s and thl s inciude s ui (obi, neighborhood t

good 19using.
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To hunt for city neighborhood touchstones of success in high

standards of physical facilities, or in supposedly competent

nonproblem populations, or in nostalgic memories of town life

is a waste of time. It evades the meat of the question, which

is the problem of what city neighborhoods do, if anything,

that may be socially and economically useful in cities them-

selves, and how they do it.

We shall have something solid to chew on if we think of city

neighborhoods as mundane organs of self-government. Our fail-

ures with city neighborhoods are, ultimately, failures in local-

ized self-government. And our successes are successes at local-

ized self-government. I am using self-government in its broad-

est sense, meaning both the informal and formal self-management

of society.

Both the demands on self-government and the techniques for it

differ in big cities from the demands and techniques in smaller

places. For instance, there is the problem of all those strang-

ers. To think of city neighborhoods as organs of city self-gov-

ernment or self-management, we must first jettison some ortho-

dox but irrelevant notions about neighborhoods which may apply

to communities in smaller settlements but not in cities. We

must first of all drop any ideal Of neighborhoods as self-con-

tained or introverted units.

Unfortunately orthodox planning theory is deeply committed to

the ideal of supposedly cozy, inward-turned city neighborhoods.

In its pure form, the ideal is a neighborhood composed of 7,000

persons, a unit supposedly of sufficient size to populate an

elementary school and to support convenience shopping and a

community center. This unit is then further rationalized into

smaller groupingsof a size scaled to the play and supposed man-

agement of children and the chitchat of housewives. Although

the "ideal" is seldom literally reproduced it is the point of

departure for nearly all neighborhood renewal plans, for all pro-

ject building, for much modern zoning, and also for practice work

done by today's architectural-planning students, who will be

inflicting their adaptations of it on cities tomorrow. In New

York City alone, by 1959, more than half a million people were

already living in adaptations of this vision of planned neigh-

borhoods. This "ideal" of the city neighborhood as an island,

turned inward on itself, is an important factor in our lives now-

adays.

To .:7,:ee why it is a silly and even harmful "ideal" for cities,

we =list recognize a basic difference between these concoctions

grafted into cities, and town life. In a town of 5,000 or

10,000 population, if you go to Main Street (analogous to the

consolidated commercial facilities or community center for a

planned neighborhood), you run into people you also know at
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work, or went to school with, or see at church, or people who
are your children's teachers, or who have sold or given you pro-
fessional or artisan's services, or whom you know to be friends
of your casual acquaintances, or whom you know by reputation.
Within the limits of a town or village, the connections among
its people keep crossing and recrossing and this can make work-
able and essentially cohesive communities out of even larger
towns than those of 7,000 population, and to some extent out of
little cities.

But a population of 5,000 or 10,000 residents in a big city
has no such innate degree of natural cross-connections within
itself, except under the most extraordinary circumstances.
Nor can city neighborhood planning, no matter how cozy in in-
tent, change this fact. If it could, the price would be des-
truction of a city by converting it into a parcel of towns.
As it is, the price of trying, and not even succeeding at a
misguided aim, is conversion of a city into a parcel of mu-
tually suspicious and hostile Turfs. There are many other
flaws in this "ideal" of the planned neighborhood and its
various adaptations.*

Lately a few planners, notably Reginald Isaacs of Harvard,
have daringly begun to question whether the conception of
neighborhood in big cities has any meaning at all. Isaacs
points out that city peonle are mobile. They can and do
pick and choose from the entire city (and beyond) for every-
thing from a job, a dentist, recreation or friends, to shops,
entertainment, or even in some cases their children's schools.
City people, says Isaacs, are not s'-uck with the provin-
cialism of a neighborhood, and why should they be? Isn't
wide choice and rich opportunity the point of cities?

*Even the oZd reason for settZing on an ideaZ population
of about 7,000-sufficient to populate an elementary school-
is silly tAe moment it is appZied to big cities, as we dis-
cover if we merely ask the question: Which school? In many
American cities, parochial-school enroZZment rivals or sur-
passes public-school enroZZment. Does this mean there should
be two schools as presumed neighborhood gZue, and the popu-
lation shouZd be twice as large? Or is the population right,
and should the schools be half as large? And wly the elemen-
tary school? If school is to be the touchstone of scale,
why not the junior high school, an institution typically
far more troublesome in our cities than tie elementary school?
The question "Which school?" is never asked because tlis vision
is based on no more reaZism about sclools than about anything
eZse. The school i s a plausible, and umally abstract, excuse
for defining some size for a unit that comes out of dreams
about imaginary cities. It is necessary as a formal framework,
to preserve designers from intellectual chaos, and it has no
other reason for being. Ebenezer Howard's modei towns are
ancestors of the idea, to be sure, but its durability comes
from the need to fill an intellectual vacuum.
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This is indeed the point of cities. Furthermore, this very

fluidity of use and choice among city people is precisely the

foundation underlying most city cultural activities and spe-

cial enterprises of all kinds. Because these can draw skills,

materials, customers or clienteles from a great pool, they can

exist in extraordinary variety, and not only downtown but in

other city districts that develop specialties and characters

of their own. And in drawing upon the great pool of the city

in this way, city enterprises increase, in turn, the choices

available to city people for jobs, goods, entertainment,

ideas, contacts, services.

Whatever city neighborhoods may be, or may not be, and what-

ever usefulness they may have, or may be coaxed into having,

their qualities cannot work at cross-purposes to thorough-

going city mobility and fluidity of use, without economically

weakening the city of which they are a part. The lack of

either economic or social self-containment is natural and

necessary to city neighborhoods-simply because they are parts

of cities. Isaacs is right when he implies that the concep-

tion of neighborhood in cities is meaningless-so long as

we think of neighborhoods as being self-contained units to

any significant degree, modeled upon town neighborhoods.

But for all the innate extroversion of city neighborhoods,

it fails to follow that city people can therefore get along

magically without neighborhoods. Even the most urbane citizen

does care about the atmosphere of the street and district where

he lives, no matter how much choice he has of pursuits out-

side it, and the common run of city people do depend greatly

on their neighborhoods for the kind. .of everyday lives they

lead.

Let us assume (as is often the case) that city neighbors

have nothing more fundamental in common with each other than

they share a fragment of geography. Even so, if they fail

.at.Managing that fragment decently, the fragment will fail.

There ,exists no inconceivably energetic and all-wise "They"

to take'over and substitute for localized self-management.
Neighborhoods in cities need not supply for their people

an artificial town or village life, and to aim at this is

both silly and destructive. But neighborhoods in cities do

need to supply some means for civilized self-government.

This is the problem.

* * * * * * * * *

Here is a seeming paradox: To maintain in a neighborhood

sufficient people who stay put, a city must have the very

fluidity and mobility of use that Reginald Isaacs noted, as

mentioned early in this chapter, when he speculated whether
neighborhoods can therefore mean anything very significant

to cities.
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Over intervals of time, many people change their jobs and the
locations of their jobs, shift or enlarge their outside friend-
ships and interests, change their family sizes, change their
incomes up or down, even change many of their tastes. In short
they live, rather than just exist. If they live in diversified,
rather than monotonous, districts-in districts, particularly, where
many details of physical change can constantly be accommodated-and
if they like the place, they can stay put despite changes in the
locales or natures of their other pursuits or interests. Unlike
the people who must move from a lower-middle to a middle-middle to
an upper-middle suburb or their incomes and leisure activities
change (or be vt:-y outrè indeed), or the people of a little town
who must move to another town or to a city to find different oppor-
tunities, city people need not pull up stakes for such reasons.

A city's collection of opportunities of all kinds, and the fluidity
with which these opportunities and choices can be used, is an asset-
not a detriment-for encouraging city-neighborhood stability.

However, this asset has to be capitalized upon. It is thrown away
where districts are handicapped by sameness and are suitable, there-
fore, to only a narrow range of incomes, tastes and family circum-
stances. Neighborhood accommodations for fixed, bodiless, statisti-
cal people are accommodations for instability. The people in them,
as statistics, may stay the same. But the people in them, as people,
do not. Such places are forever way stations...

D. Neighborhood, Community, Society

Despite these issues, why is organizing in neighborhoods
important to the overall effort to build community in society?
Many activists believe that neighborhood action is a waste of time.
There is no guarantee, they point out, that the people within one
geographical area will share enough concerns and values to come
together in the same organization. They argue that it would be
better merely to bring people together around common issues, or
around common relationships to the economic system, or around
common ethnic or religious loyalties. Besides, they say, the most
serious problems facing the country are beyond the capacity of
any individual neighborhood to solve. Power at the national, even
international level, is necessary.

These are powerful arguments and neighborhood activists
should not dismiss them. Obviously, opportunities to create
community among citizens are not peculiar to neighborhoods.
Unions organize workers in the workplace around the goals that
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they share for their work and their economic betterment.
Churches do build'communities of faith around common con-
ceptions of God and human obligation, communities that trans-
cend neighborhoods and cities. While there may not .be one
Black or Italian community, there are certainly strong or-
ganizations built around common strategies for justice for
Blacks and Italians in America. Alternatively, there are
many neighborhoods whose diversity, or whose residents' re-
sistance to organization, defies efforts at mobilizing around
anything in common, let alone justice.

Yet if the neighborhood is not the only center for build-
ing community in America, we believe that it should be consid-
ered an important one. Living closely together may not dic-
tate the same values, but it poses common problems for those
who share the same space. Neighborhood resid.mts walk the
same streets, shop at the same stores, pass by the same houses
and parks, and breathe the same air. Their common environment
is at least as powerful as the common working environment of
workers at the workplace. If a neighborhood is threatened by

crime and vandalism, physical decay, pollution, economic ex-
ploitation, all of its residents will share these experiences
in ways that they do not share experiences with people else-

where. Common encounters with life are the basis for common
activity, and a neighborhood offers its inhabitants more than
their fair share.

The neighborhood offers citizens a tangible arena in which

to work ont their respective visions of justice with one another.
Justice becomes a principle to deal with concrete situations
rather than abstract problems. This opportunity to work for
justice tangibly was critically important to the classic philo-
sophers like Plato, Aristotle, and St. Augustine. Indeed, they
all believed that the community of justice was possible only
over a small territory, where people would know one another

personally. They felt that it was easier to be just to those
whom we knew and about whom we could develop personal feelings

than in a large nation of strangers. Many analysts today
argue that modern communications has somewhat modified the
classical theorists' emphasis on size---although the state of
justice in modern society is not really much of an argument.
Nonetheless, few would deny that all things being equal, it
is easier to care about someone at close range, whom we see
regularly, than someone we rarely see at all.

The neighborhood provides a setting in which citizens

can participate with the feeling that their involvement matters.

A variety of studies bear out this aspect of citizen partici-

pation. Sydney Verba and Norman Nie, two prominent political
scientists, have found that all other things being equal, par-
ticipation of citizens is greatest in small, autonomous cities
between 10,000 and 25,000 people. (6.) While urban neighbor-
hoods are hardly autonomous, such findings suggest that people
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will participate the more they feel that their own involve-
ment will contribute concretely to improving their own con-
dition. Professor Mancur Olson makes this point well in
The Logic of Collective Action (7.). People will partici-
pate at the local. level, Olson suggests, because they think
that their own involvement is crucial to the result. The
larger the group, the less Likely any individual will feel
that his or her contribution-will matter. Therefore, nation-
al organizations often must build membership around services
--newsletters, private benefits, insurance and credit schemes
--to replace the process of building loyalty that can occur
only when a person feels that he or she is needed.

The neighborhood, finally, is the center of representa-
tion within our political system. We do not elect public
officials for any office from the workplace or from our inter-
est group or from our ethnic Group. We elect people from
where we live. If the party organization is strong at the
local level, the citizens who become involved in party activi-
ty will exercise influence over their own elected officials.
When party organization decays, as it has in many areas of
the country, then only public opinion polls can tell politi-
cians what their constituents are thinking. Obviously, these
polls are an imperfect device for telling a Councilman or
woman, or a Representative in Congress what the voters think.
So the groups that can afford professional lobbyists and
organizers end up exercising a disproportionate influence
over elected officials, influence that often goes against
what the people within a district would want if they knew how
to demand'it.

Yet effectively used, neighborhood power can bring na-
tional results. Representative William Green of Philadelphia
was persuaded by several voters in his District that tax re-
form was important, and that he should take leadership in
demanding it. As a result, the Congressman seized the initia-
tive in the fight to end the depletion allowance. To be sure,
the Congressman himself had to assukte leadership in the effort
to lobby for reform of the tax laws, using his position on the
Ways and Means Committee and in the Democratic Congressional
caucus as a point of leverage with his collegues. Yet without
the knowledge that his constituents thought tax reform to be
important, the Congressman would have had little reason to spend
time on it. In short, in the cities, it is the residents in
the neighborhood who must shape the agendas of their elected
officials, or they will be determined by powerful interests with
no concern for what the people of the neighborhoods want.

These are the concerns then, that will guide our discus-
sion of community and of the neighborhoods in which community
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might be built. We are interested in understanding what the

problems of the neighborhoods are, what the values of their
residents are, and what issues of security, reciprocity, and
fellowship might unite them around a common vision of justice.

Answering these questions will not spell out exactly how an
activist can organize a strong, idealistic neighborhood asso-

ciation. That is the subject of a course in community organ-

ization. Answering the questions in this course are prelim-

inary to any effort to organize a community, however, for
without an understanding of the goals of a community, no
technique or tactic can bring it into being.

Footnotes
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3. Ibid., p. 26.
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-
E. Questions for Discussion

1. What are the four most important neighborhood problems or

issues that a community organization should try to tackle?

2. What would the goals in dealing with each of these problems

be?

3. If you were to leaflet every door of your neighborhood about

a meeting to deal with each of these problems, how many peo-

ple do you think would attend each meeting? Which problem

would attract the most people; which would be the second;

which, third; and which would attract the smallest number?
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4. Now sort out _t-ne _-_-:roblems in terms of the broad :;oncerns
that they reprJes:It--security, reciprocity, and 7:77ellow-
ship. Do the --Jro'Lliems all come unde one headin:7- Or 3o
they represent a1-1 threee concEirns?

5 ba-zk problems 'ZGu I wnich val i wrDuld
seem tc bE: ,ost important -,,,ason for starting a

-pmmunity crcF- Lon in your nei (r.orhoc-J.--secIrnity, re-
ciprocity, or -1" ship? You call determine this 7-'7om your
assessment problems the community would mc'' want
to solve.

6. Why would you 3.ay 7=he neighborhood is united, or iePt
more strongly _n+.. rested in this value?

--the values of Ile people in neighborhood pla ,2 a high
priority on th- value in quest_Lon. Even when some neigh-
borhoods would De satisfied wi-th the situation in relation
to this value, our neighbors would feel that the City isn't
doing enough.

--the real conditions of the neighborhood are so bad in re-
lation to this value that we are concerned about it out
of necessity. All we would expe,ct is what every citizen
has a right to expect, but the system as it is isn't re-
sponding.

7. Now think about the composition of your neighborhood, and
consider the following questions:

--What do you consider your neighborhood to be? If you were
starting an organization, what would its boundaries be?
If you belong to a neighbdrhood organization now, what are
its boundaries? Do you think that the boundaries of the
organization make sense? Why or why not?

--List all of the things that you believe that the people in
your neighborhood share--common space, religious belies,
political affiliations, economic position, etc. What
would these common elements mean in terms of common views
on neighborhood problems and values?

--List all the things that you believe might divide the
residents of your neighborhood, in terms of religious
beliefs, political affiliations, economic position, etc.
What would these divisions mean to the ability of the
neighborhood to agree on important neighborhood values?

8 Where would the highest level of agreement be in your neigh-
borhood--on questions of security, reciprocity, or fellow-
ship? Or all three? On what points would your neighbors
agree in each of these areas?

9. Where would the highest level of disagreement be?
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UNIT II. THE VALUE OF SECURITY

A. Crime in the Neighborhood

The widely acknowledged basic value that all COMMTAI ies
expect is security, but there are obviously many neigEbrol---_oods
that don't have it. Crime may be a response to the eaonc7±_c,
social, and physical deterioration of neighborhoods, ba7: is

a response that further contributes to the community's
"Predatory crime," James Q. Wilson observes in Thinking AL_'t Crime,
"does not merely victimize individuals, it impedes, and in the ext_f: case,

even prevents the formation and maintenance of community. By disung
the delicate nexus of ties, formal and informal, by which we are LLn,.:A with
our neighbors, crime atomizes society and makes of its members mere individual
calculators, estimating their own advantage, especially their own chances for
survival amidst their fellows." (1.)

Unfortunately, by the time a crime problem grows to unbear-
able proportions in a neighborhood, it may defy solution. Pro-
fessor Wilson observes when "'communal social controls' break down--
neighbors demand 'the imposition of formal or institutional controls'--
demands for 'more police protection,"more or better public services,'
and so on. The difficulty, however, is that there is relatively little
goiiernment can do directly to maintain a neighborhood community." (2.)
Community associations throughout the country have had the ex-
perience of sponsoring mass meetings of outrage following a
horrible incident--either a murder or a case of police bru-
tality--only tc wither away in frustration when the group fails
to solve the problem right away.

A popular belief is that crime would decline if the basic
causes of crime--unemployment, bad housing, inadequate social
serviceswere solve. Yet comffiunity associations in one nE,H4h-
borhood are hardly in a position to solve any of these problk-ms
by 'the7selves, and goverment is turning its back on all of them.
Moreov,2r, even efforts to create jobs, rehabilitate abandoned
housiirg, and provide new educational opportunities will fail
without a parallel effort to restore the authority of the commu-
nity where such problems are taking place. A community grour_.
can hardly establis'h its authority when none of the important
stitutions relatina to the neighborhood take the group serizlusly.

(1.) See p.41.

(2.) See p. 42.
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Dealing ::ith crime in a neic7- .orhoo may pit resident':

against one a::other. If the area int::-:tated racially, .
-te

becomes a ra=al issue, even if vhites as w1l as blacks 17.7-7:.:.e

people on thc stret corners. It the ara is integrated .:7:7771-11-

ically, then 7.2-le mL3dle-class res_:lents wiLl blame the crtnia )11

the poor, even if siuburban communities =1.- showing us tha-t

dle-class 7.tre capable of coullaittL=g it.rimes PR well.

Young people ttmmit many of the crimes that neighborhoods worry
about--robberies, muggings, rapes. Yet the parents of a mugcr-Lr

may not even ::now it. The parent may e-,7en deny it, when con-

fronted with 'the information by the police or neighborhood resi-

6ents. The parent's instincts will be to defend his or her
child, to protect the child against the community. Thus, even

communities that think about confronting the families whose
children seem to be ringleaders in gangs and street crimes raLe-

ly develop the courage to do it. We have not progressed far

from the days when the western town waited for the lone sheriff
to save it from the gang of bandits before it would gain r.JIL- raur-

age to enforce the law upon itself.

Indeed, as Dr. David R. Johnson suqgests, the crime problem

today is not much different from the crime problem 100 years ago.

B. Crime Patterns in Philadelphia 1840-70

by David R. Johnson *

Thomas Welsh, down on his luck, was about to stumble onto a fortune.

A clerk in the offices of Jay Cooke & Company, at Third and Chest-

nut, had spilled 7he contents of a bag cf =IA coins he had been

counting. While he and thE other clerks sc7arried about on the floor

retrieving the money, a shabbily dressed Tr,zn walked in. Everyone as-

sumed he had husialess in th:3 rear of the otfice; but the stranger de-

parted hastil7 and someone noticed another bag containing $5,000 haf

disappearc wIth him. When pursuit proved useless, the clerks noti-

fied the rilice. Headguarrs sent officers to watch all the rail-

road depots and other exi. Toints in the city, and began a fruitless

search. ,E--everal hours a -7..osperous :looking fellow walked into

a jewelry store only :::locks from the scene of the crime. He

bought a ring, raying ft:..r Lt with a $20 gold piece. Another customer,

having heard the robbery, belme suspicious because of tdle -mode of

payment. :,L 7:ok the liberty o-1-7 nefting t±.e gentleman's vaalin, and

m:saion of 7e111 p10 Univera.77:y Prea3 and tho AUL; PO,

orZiy.:n11!i in AlleK :)avis and Na2'4;

Thc of :Id, lade lphEa, Philadelphia, Temple Univerait;y
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t itnking ..t reter heavy, called for the police. After his arrest,
W-rish mac to =tempt to deny the theft, "but said he thought that
h needee tn-=ney as much as CoOk., & Co.' (1.)

T-Is robbery C7pified crime in Pii..1..:Aelphia during the years 1840
tL 1870. Obocrranity and inclinFtticn proved time and again to be
the comb: .-0-H,^1 which resulted in .-efts and assaults. This does
not mean-rtan- t-h criminal inciderp had no larger context. Some
thieves,-a= esWelsh, stole beftse they either needed or wanted
money. F ±xs larCeny const-iited part of a life style-a
group of onwes might deprive a..a5,sing stranger of his cash in
order to t1n7- Pnemselves liquor orrmusement. Those of a more de-
liberate mur= pf mind might plan -,rod execute a burglary of a store
or home. 2-) Physical violence derived from racial preju-
dice. RivaLri between gangs els:: accounted for a large number
of assault cases- And deep hostil=mies among volunteer fire com-
panies produced a lonc series of rots and minor battles which en-
livened urban life. Crime was therefore both_rational and random:
rational because individuals had sufficent reasons (at least in
their- own minds) to commit these acts; and random because oppor-
tunities to steal or to assault someone depended upon time and cir-
cumstance.

Crime patterns in the mid-nineteenmh century conformed to Phila-
delphia's demouraphio chanaes. In 1840 the Delaware and Schuylkill
rivers, and Vine and South streets formed the city's political
bounderie5. The business section, lying along the Delaware River
from WaIn7.t to Arch, had penetrated only as far west as Second
street- -fhis cmncenL-ation was only relative. Many merchants
maintak=d: warehouses and stet= outside this area. Because
PhiladeLPhia was stiL._ a wall±r:!= city, her upper classes nasided
close 77_, their places of wor. Few wealthy citizens liVec west
of ar in the.various surround±ng the city_ Be-
catse mixture cfl re-s:iens. and businesses, then, there

no .-omm.:_rcial nexirs. ir mae zhodern sense. Most Industries
.1Cte,:::- _beyond the poli7ical confines of Philadelphia, es-

7ping Garden, -1-:_ansington and Southwark. The working
asseL_ in hor..s.ing clustered around the factories. A small

al_:=E5 along South strt, --.1m the Delaware to Seventh,
and fr:ff (withim the c;--7y lih:._s) to Fitzwater (in South-
wark). area serned es the arrry point for immigrants and
as the h=,,- Philade2r=hie's blaziLs. These spatial arrangements
meant =Le low-income well as the least desirable
housin7.4 w-F.7, on the fringe f the zity. (3.)

During the next three decad_s the -=-sidential patterns underwent
drastic changes. Wit the advent=7-the omnibus, the upper classes
began to leeve the central city for the suburbs. Sidney George
Fisher, a 1Cpal Philadelphian, noted in 1847 that "the taste for
country life is increasing here very rapidly. New and tasteful
houses are built every year. The neighborhood of Germantown is
most desirable." (4.) Le:I by the wealthier citizens, Frople began
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moving in large numbers toward thlorthwest and across the

Schuylkill into West Philadelphia. 'Pr,2 main thrust of this

migration was up Ridge Avenue, th.:gh-many residentLi also

bought new houses within the city. We-7 of Broad. The slum

district along South street remaid --he worst section of

the city and expanded slowly :oward EJoad Street. By 1870

these population movements ha .. rever the character of

the suburbs and c,ity. The ou- lyt7 :11ttricts Tricv4 contained

the best, mut the worst, how:- .ng.

PhiladelpLia's downtown grew steadL17 as the well-to-do

citizens ri::)ved outward. Shopkeepc either took over aban-

doned houses or demolished them to Take roomfor imposing

new comme.1.--7.-ial buildings. These conversions occurred most

rapidly or. Chestnut street, but the other major east-west

avenues (Walnut, Market, and Arch. ;dii.re not fax behind.

Some of th north-south stree7s dc.rveloped majcr concentra-

tions of businesses. Third, from Walnut to Willow-, and

Eighthand Ninth from Walnut ao Vihe were espe,=fally

noteworthy for their fine stores. IBy the mid--1860s the

area bounded by Third, Eighth, Maret, and Walnut had

emerged as the center of the downtown district_ The mer-

chants on these streets served the upper and middle classes.

South street became the mat= shop:,-Thg thoroughfare for low-

income families. A 7-7ascetLz.zneous collection of stores-, ..7-i-

fering a vast assortment c;-7-'cheap wares, lined this arty

running thrmug '±. the heart c' =--he slums. The div±sion of

the city's two business di:El ''cts along socioeconomic lines

also occurred in the types ,7n1tertainment

each. While the streets ad-eint to Walnut, Chenut, arid

Market offer.-5 such divra.- theE.--2rs and mtrFca.ums,

the, avenues surroundir souTh (eFipebily Bedforf; and Staf-

ford) enticed-the pas- _by v:7-7-11 nuterous houses prostf..-

tution. (6.)

Philadelphia's prope.: crime patterns closely followed

residential and busihe shifts. (.) Throughout the

period under study the emerging downtown area from the

Delaware to Broad. and from Vine to South (wards 5 and

6 after,1854) had a persistent concentration of this type

of offense. Sneat thieves, till-tappers, and window

smashers victimiz.:ad merchants in that district. 8.)

Shopowners sometimes aided the thieves by placing mer-

chandise on the ,H_dewalk fronting their stores durinci

business hours.. Daring zneak thieves simply walked off

with whatever roulC carry. Tn the days before cas]-.

registers, Aant kept his money in a till (a

drawer undr one cunter). A gro:...-2 of boys could send

the smallest of th,ir number around the counter to raic

the till while the,.' occupied the owner's attention. Or
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a customer might ask for something which he knew was in the jack
of the store, and, while the clerk searched for it, the thief
reached over the counter and ,Imipti(7,d the cash .1.rawer. There were
many variations of till-tapping, which seeri to have been a favor-
ite endeavor among juveniles.

Thieves also took advantage of improvements in displaying goods.
In the 1020s merchants began or replace thei:: old, small shcp
windows with large bulk windi::wis.. (9.) A han:*- b-,:ick or stone
and nimble hands combined to 7:lake window smaaing a prevalent
form of larceny by 1840, and 7:he offense contued to plague
store keepers throughout the Tieriod. Because the noise in-
volved in this particular ar_Ime, its practitio,lers soon turned
to various glass cutting ins=ments to reduce the possibili-
ties of attracting attenti= and perhaps to reduce the chances
of getting cut on jagged glass fragments).

As the residential pattern .of R-1iladelphia :spr,ad, so did the
incidence of thefts from houses.. The heavies concentration
of these property losses occurred in those a2=.1,as where the up-
per-and middle-income groups zettled, especia1l7 in the ster:-
and northwestern parts of the metropc,lis The sneak, or entoy-
way thief, was very prevalent. His 77-ictims

his success by habitually leE7Lna oots, ±aatz, imbrellas,
and similar wearing- apparel hanging on a -rack 7ust inside the
doorway of a home. The crimimal hae, only to step :_nside
ly,grab whatever was within reaz*, and dispa= Bolder .an,,,lak

thieves, posing as service or reTairmen, en=ared horlie and
any watches, jewelry, and alottL-rig that ra.s- 17:Lng loose. Ju-
veniles were especially parsino depratcr:s.. Among their
favorite targets were new house:: which 7et been cTcoured.
They broke into many such resid:- 2:e5 and strip7d away t-h, pmb-
ing fixtures to secure the bra:,J.L, and lead. Jghe2n elaborate cl
knobs and knockers became popular-, youthful thiE-Tres developec
the ability to quickly rip thos, '7ibjects from til2ir fasteninc7
without undue noise. Even the f7,mily wash dIsa777-eared frequnt-
ly, as did any miscellaneous houehold caralesslv left :n
view. The cash loss in most .1f,-- -these tht7tE won Tow, but ohe
incidents were extremely to t:7-,e

And finally there was a soe_ class of 71-7:77i= crimes,
way robberies, which often s:,aded into violent attacks on
sons. This form of theft occurred anywhere in the city o:

suburbs, though its peroetrators seem to have favored either side
streets or the Tess densely settled areas. Juniles and ,77.ung
men, especially those wandering about in small -roups, commi-Tted
many of these offenses. Two social customs ai':_ed the thiL--nren..
First, most victims usually had enough money in their posses::,:on
to make tne robbery worthwhile. In the days 1:-,.-ore checking
accounts and credit systems, people norma:Ty c_:Tried their cash
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with them when conducting business or while engaged in shop-

ping. In one variation on this practice, merchants employed

messenger boys who conveyed large sums from their employers

to the banks. This arrangement made robberies even easier,

since a juvenile could offer only minimal resistance. Second7

ly, watches (a favorite target with thieves) were scarce be-

fore the Civil War because few people could afford them.

Due to their relative rarity, it became customary to ask

strangers for the time of day. Thieves used this habit to

their advantage. When a pedestrian pulled out his watch

in order to answer a query as to the time, the criminal

grabbed it and ran. Or, if the watch happened to be at-

tached to a chain, he pulled the victim off balance by jerk-

ing the watch toward him, at the same time quieting the

owner with a blow on the head. Either method usually

proved successful.

Philadelphia's thieves stole everything from washtubs

to diamonds. They took everything which might have some

cash value because a market existed for these goods. The

city's numerous pawnbrokers and junk dealers purchased most

of the pilfered items for a fraction of their value, and

they asked few questions about ownership. Because those

merchants were so willing to buy whatever was offered, the

metty thieves (and even the more serious offenders such as

burglars) always had a way to convert their day's work in-

to ready cash. A part of 'the commercial structure of the

city therefore provided the incentive for these particular

offences. (10.)

Crimes against property, then, tended to concentrate where

the property was available: in the commercial district and

in the rapidly expanding residential neighborhoods of the

relatively well-to-do. Crimes of violence against persons,

in contrast, tended to occur where the poor lived. Because

the residential areas of the poor remained fairly stable,

crimes against persons exhibited a rather stable pattern

throughout the period. The center of assaults was located

in the heart of the Negro section, around Seventh and Lom-

bard. From there, crimes of violence spread along South

Street ahd from South to near Market via Fifth, Sixth and

Seventh. Water and Front streets (close to the Delaware

river) also had recurring episodes of attacks on various

people. In the old districts, Southwark's residents from

South to Wharton consistently experienced a number of these

incidents in varying forms. The working-class areas of

Northern Liberties and Kensington, with Germantown Road

forming an apparant axis, also had a persistent pattern

of these offenses.
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Customs of a different sort from those involving property crimes
produced the opportunities for violence. The city's streets were
centers of social life in the nineteenth century. Every evening,
and especially on the weekends, the avenues teemed with people
seeking relief from the day's tasks. The street corners performed
a special function as the focal point for crowds of youths. Num-
erous citizens throughout the period complained about corner loun-
gers, and the Public Ledger's frequent attacks on the practice led
one such "lounger" to write a defense of that habit. He justified
his companions' behavior by claiming young men had nowhere else to
go, and he asserted it was only natural for them to gather and talk
among themselves. Furthermore, he argued that corner loungers had
redeeming social values: they helped pull fire engines and were
the first to volunteer in wartime. He suggested that, if the citi-
zens of Philadelphia wanted to stop the practice of congregating
on the corners, they should provide places for juveniles to go
"where we could talk ourselves and not have an orator or preacher
do the talking." (11.)

This champion of the corner lounger had a point. Urban society
provided few places for recreation, and proper society tended to
feel that leisure time should be spent listening to informative
lectures or in other educational pursuits. But the weight of the
evidence favors the critics of the corner loungers. Unfortunately

for many citizens, those youths did a great deal more than talk
among themselves. Their amusements also included loud, obscene
verbal abuse of other pedes.trians. They pelted the passing citi-
zenry with snowballs, rocks, or bricks, and anyone who objected to
this treatment faced the prospect of a beating. The loungers' de-
fender correctly noted their eagerness to pull fire engines. Men

had to haul these primitive mechanisms to a fire. Long rapes, at-

tached to the engine enabled many people to join the regular crew
and somewhat increased the speed with which the apparatus arrived
at a fire. But the prospect of a good fight probably had much to
do with the readiness to help. After a fire, and sometimes while
getting to it, the followers of an engine often clashed in battles
ranging from a brief fist fight to a full-scAle riot.

The corner loungers also swelled the ranks of Philadelphia's
gangs. Although no one knows how many of these bands existed, a
survey of a single newspaper from 1836 to 1878 uncovered fifty-two
gangs which were identified by name. (12.) Whatever the total.might
have been, the pre-Civil War era was one of the most gang-plagued
periods in urban history. These associations concentrated their
activities along South street and in Southwark and Moyamensing.
Although a few were located in the northern working-class districts,
newspaper coverage suggests these were neither as numerous nor as
dangerous as their brethren on the south side of town. (13.)

3 8
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The distribution of violent gangs was due in part to the age

composition within the city's wards. In 1840, just before

the height of juvenile gang activity, those ages which tend-

ed to form these associations (ten to fourteen and fifteen

to nineteen) comprised 3.6 and 4.4 percent of the total city

population. Cedar Ward (bounded by Seventh, Spruce, the

Schuylkill River, and South street) had 12.9 and 9.6 per-

cent, respectively, in those age categories. Among the ten-

to fourteen-year-olds that was the highest density in the en-

tire city. Other wards had percentages higher than the aver-

age, but none had so many violent gangs operating within its

borders. (14.)

Newspaper accounts said little about the internal structure of

these bands. The author of a fictional romance dealing with

an actual gang, the Killers, left the only contemporary de-

scription of that group's composition: (15.)

They were divided into three classes-beardless ap-

prentice boys who after a hard day's work were turned

loose upon the street at night, by their masters or

bosses. Young men of nineteen and twenty, who fond

of excitement, had assumed the name and joined the

gang for the mere fun of the thing, and who would

either fight for a man or knock him down, just to

keep their hand in; and fellows with countenances

that reminded of the brute and devil well intermingled.

These last were the smallest in number, but the most

ferocious of the three.

The Killers, according to this account, used an abandoned building

as their headquarters. Other gangs also had clubhouses, but most

had only a street corner which they reserved for themselves. The

vast majority of these groups had very short lives of three years

or less. But a few persisted for much longer periods. The Schuyl-

kill Rangers held the record (at least twenty-six years). Others,

like the Buffers (ten years) , the Forty Thieves (nine) , and the

Snakers (seven), provided additional exceptions to the general

rule of a short, violent life. (16.)

Street warfare between rival gangs formed one of the basic themes

of city life during the middle years of the nineteenth century.

These clashes generally occurred in the evenings and lasted as

long as the participants felt like fighting. Any law officer who

appeared on the scene did so at his peril. The weaponry ranged

from fists to pistols. Since the newspapers usually listed only

fatalities, not more minor injuries, it is difficult to judge how

deadly this behavior became. Battles erupted so frequently, how-

ever, that the fighting developed some semiformal aspects. By

1850 there was an-area of ground known as the "Battlefield" where

opposing bands met regularly for combat. The place even attracted

spectators who watched the fun and offered encouragement to their

favorites. (17.)
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,-.1;angs provided one L2...ie of organized violence. As the pre-.
-.7ious chapter makes clear, the volunteer fire companies sup-.

a related, and in sone ways more serious, form of dis-
rup Lon. The volunteer system had been a product Of necessi-.
ty the eighteamth century when fire posed one of the great7
est lazards to umt..in life. That danger persisted throughout
the nineteenth cecturT as wail, but while the problem remainecd,

.

the nature of fire fighters changed. Initially composed of the
"best citizens," the membership in many companies shiftedloy.. .

the 1830s to include: some of the worst elements in society.. (.18.)

The conflicts between these rival associations became the major
source of organized ,-iolence before the Civil War. Though fires
were too frequent suit most city residents, the volunteers
brawls had reached point by the 1840s where many blazes
were set deliberate:- to provoke a riot. As a company chargecU.
along a street in C-1: direction of a fire, its opponent either
collided with it, ar Iay in ambush. The engine was the supreme
prize in these affairs, and several valuable pieces of equip-
ment received severs damage or were totally destroyed in the.:
battles. Any l'-±1.7e, incendiary or otherwise, became an excuse.:
to fight. Whene. twm companies met, the encounterusually
ended in some larrmE: combat. Most of these engagements were
brief, but some wie,L,L. on for hours, covered several city blocks,
and occasionallI7 =ztinued the next day or evening. (19.)

One source of this conflict derived frOm the circumstances
surrounding fire fighting:. In the early nineteenth century
good-natured contests to be first to a blaze, and first to a
hydrant, slowl7r altered Into determined battles between claim-
ants for those honors_ (20.) Once this change occurred, par-
tisans of one or another organization began attempting to pre-
vent competitors .E.LAJur arriving at all. Fights developed on the
route to a conflagration. As rowdies infiltrated some com-
panies, the crowds 7which usually followed the engines also
changed. Corner lcangers and gangs attached themselves to
several fire assoc±ations_ When rivals, reinforced by their
supporters, met dn the streets, the excitement of the moment
combined with an eagerness for combat to produce an outbreak
of violence.

Deeply rooted so7-ial conditions also accounted for this war-
fare. Religious differences provided one excuse for conflict.
The Irish Catholics of Moyamensing Hose hated the Irish Pro-
-tl,etants belonging to Franklin Hose. Their fights were among
the most savage contests which occurred. Community loyalties
formed another be==.-iq for trouble. Many volunteers came from the
same neighborhocd_ This gave cohesion to an outfit, but it also
made the company competitive with others formed along similar
lines. The internal structure of these organizations also con-
tributed to a comhative nature. Firehouses were built to include
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living quarters or a meeting place for members. What had

been public associations had become private clubs for the

city's young men who had few other places to spend their

time. This social aspect of fire fighting bred the same

sort of pride as that connected with neighborhoods. The

sense of belonging expressed itself in such rituals as
elaborate parades and in battles with rivals. (21.)

Small groups of rowdies wandering through the streets con-

stituted another form of violence.. Unprovoked assaults

occurred with distressing frequency on the city's south

side and in the less densely settled areas to the north.

The victim might be a rival gang member, a lonely stroller,

a man (or woman) suddenly slashed by a knife as he brushed

past a gathering of juveniles, or-especially along South

street-a Negro. Racial antagonism kept the ghetto area in

turmoil for years. Philadelphia experienced five major

anti-Negro riots between 1829 and 1849. In the intervals

between major battles, White and Black youths constantly

attacked on another. Raids and reprisals became common-

place and kept tensions high until the mid 1850s. Though

the antagonists behind these assaults seems to have de-

clined somewhat by 1860, it flared occasionally after

that date, as in 1871 when a minor race riot erupted. (22.)

Law officers were also frequent victims of assaults by

bands of rowdies. Until the city and districts consoli-

dated in 1854, the policing establishments in the metro-

politan area suffered due to inadequate manpower and con-

flicting jurisdiction. A watchman pursuing an offender

had to give up when the culprit crossed into another dis-

trict. Roaming toughs took full advantage of this state

of affairs. When a policeman interfered in an assault, they

frequently turned upon him and beat him badly. Officers

who attempted to disperse corner loungers also faced the

prospect of an attack. If help arrived during these af-

fairs, the rowdies simply headed for the nearest dividing

line. In a refinement of this situation, some malefactors

took to shooting at patrolmen of one district while stand-

ing in another. Under these circumstances, officers had

great difficulty maintaining any semblance of public order. (23.)

Footnotes

1. Philadelphia Public Ledger, Jan. 20, 1863.

2. This paper concentrates on non-professional crime. One did

not have to be a professional criminal to plot, a burglary.

Disgruntled clerks, teenage gangs, and men like Welsh were

porfectly capable of plundering businesses and homes.
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3. Sam B. Warner, Jr., The Private City: Philadelphia in Three
Periods of its Growth (Philadelphia: Univ. of Pennsylvania
Press, 1968) , chap 3. Stuart Blumin. "Mobility and Change
in Ante-Bellum Philadelphia," in Nineteenth Century Cities:
Essays in the New Urban History, Stephan Thernstrom and
Richard Sennett, eds. (New Haven, Yale Univ. Press, 1969),
pp. 187-90. W.E.B. DuBois, The Philadelphia Negro: A Social
Study (New York: Schocken Books, 1967) pp. 302-3.

4. Nicholas B. Wainwright, ed., A Philadelphia Perspective: the
Diary of Sidney George Fisher covering the years from 1834 to
1871 (Philadelphia: Historical Society of Pennsylvania, 1967),
p. 202.

5. Kenneth T. Jackson, "Urban Deconcentration and Suburbaniza-
tion in the Nineteenth Century" (unpublished paper in the
possession of the author). North American and United States
Gazette, September 12, 1859.

6. The movement of the downtown has been tracod through accounts
in the Public Ledger; see, for example: Nov. 11, Dec. 15, 1847;
March 29, 1848; Dec. 19, 1850; April 4, 1851; Jan. 13, Feb. 23,
27, 1855; June 17, 1856; Aug. 31, 1857; Jan. 14, i'eb. 29, Mar.
20, April 12, 14, 1860; July 26, 1864; Aug. 30, 1865; July 23,
1869; April 26 (supp.), April 30 (supp.), May 3 (supp.),
With regard to the locations of respectable amusements and
houses of prostitution, cf. The Stranger's Guide to Philadelphia
and its Environs (Philadelphia: Lindsay and Blakiston, 1854),
pp. 48-53, and the Public Ledger, June 10, December 19, 1840;
November 30, 1852. See in addition George R. Taylor, ed.,
"Philadelphia in Slices: Slice IV: Dandy Hall," George C. Foster,
Pennsylvania Magazine of History and Biography 93 (Jan. 1969):39.

7. The discussion of crimes against both property and persons is
based on a sample taken from the Public Ledger at 10-year in-
tervals. In each year, every other day's catalogue of incidents
was examined and the author recorded every crime story in which
a geographic location was given. This method resulted in a re-
cord of the following number of incidents:

Year Property Personal
1840 122 68
1850 117 116
1860 143 47
1870 272 104

8. Pickpockets id shoplifters also plagued storeowners, but by
the 1840s they tended to be professional thieves and are there-
fore omitted from this discussion.
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9. John F. Watson, Annals of Philadelphia...(Philadelphia; E.L.

Carey and A. Hart, 1830) , p. 201.

10.Watson, Al'nals, pp. 218-19. Public Ledger, January 5, 1844:

September 15, 1871: letter to editor signed "Honest Dealer,"

February 14, 1874 (supp.)-

11.Letter to editor signed "A Corner Lounger," Public Ledger,

July 25, 1856. Examples of complaints against loungers are:

Ibid., July 19, 1859; March 29, 1867; March 8, 1873 (supp.);

June 16, 1877 (supp.).

12.The gangs, with the dates when they appeared in the Public

Ledger, were: Bleeders, June 17, 1851; Blood Tubs, July 17, 1855;

Blossoms, Feb. 1, 1848; Bouncers, Feb. 1, 1848; Buffers, May 5,

1845, June 4 1845, July 17, 1855; Bugs, July 17, 1855; Bulldogs,

Feb. 21, 1848; Centre Street Boys, May 2, 1872; Chesapeakes,

March 7, 1845; Crockets, Oct. 6, 1845; Darts, Dec. 1, 1869;

Deathfetchers, Feb. 1, 1848; Dogs, June 21, 1860; Dog-Towners,

May 2, 1872; The Forty-Thieves, Sept. 21, 1868, Dec. 29, 1869,

Jan 24, 1870, July 15, 1871, Fe. 23, 1877; Garroters, Feb. 29,

1860; Gumballs, Oct. 29, 1844, April 1, 1845, Feb. 1, 1848;

Hyenas, Dec. 19, 1844, Feb. 1, 1848; Jack of Clubs, Dec. 30,

1857; Jumpers, Oct. 29, 1844, Aug. 2, 1845, Feb. 1, 1848;

Juniatta Club, Jan. 22, 1872; Keystone No 2, Sept. 30, 1850;

Killers, Aug. 2, 1847, Feb. 1, 1848; Lancers, Jan. 20, 1854;

Molly Maguires, Aug. 7, 1878; Neckers, Aug. 10, 1848; Pickwick

Club, Aug. 19, 1844; Pluckers, Feb. 1, 1848; Pots No 2, Sept. 30,

1850; Privateer Club No. 1, Nov. 26, 1847, Jan 22, 1850, March

18, 1850; Rats, May 28, 1845; Oct. 16, 1845, Nov. 23, 1847,

Feb. 1, 1848; Rangers, March 7, 1845, Feb. 21, 1848; Reading

Hose Club, Dec. 5, 1873, Sept. 4, 1876; Rebels, Dec. 11, 1845;

Red Roses, July 18, 1860; Reed Birds, June 22, 1850; Schuylkill

Rangers, Aug. 14, 1850, Oct. 16, 184, July 23, 1860, March

6, July 26, 1876; Shifflers, May 28, 1845, June 4, 1845; Skinners,

Dec. 9, 1844, March 7, 1845, Oct. 16, 1845; Smashers, June 22,

1850; Snakers, Feb. 1, 1848, Aug 11, 1855; Snappers, Dec. 19,

1844, Feb. 1, 1848; Spiggots, Dec. 21, 1857, June 21, 1860;

Sporters, Dec. 9, 1844; Springers, Jan. 3, 1855; Stockholders,

May 12, 1854; Tormentors, Feb. 1, 1848, Feb. 8, 1850, June 17,

1851, Jan 16, 1854; Turks, Aug. 15, 1850, Nov. 20, 1850; The

Vesper Social, March 8, 1878; Weecys, Oct. 16, 1845; Wild Cats,

May 28, 1845; Waynetowners, Oct. 24, 1850.

13.This summary is based on the author's examination of 134 incidents

involving gangs which the Public Ledger reported between 1840 and

1878.

14.Calculated from the Sixth Census or Enumeration of Inhabitants

of the United States, 1840, p. 150.

15.Anon., Life and Adventures of Charles Anderson Chester, the No-

torious Leader of the Philadelphia "Killers" (Philadelphia: Yates

and Smith, 1850), pp. 27-28.
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16.Determined from data given in n. 12.

17.Public Ledger, April 30, 1850.

18.J. Thomas Scharff and Thompson Westcott, History of Phila-
delphia, 3 vols. (Philadelphia: L.H. Everts, 1884), 3: 1883
ff. G,9orge R. Taylor, ed., "Philadelphia in Slices: Slice III:
The Rowdy Clubs," by George C. Foster, Pennsylvania Magazine
of History and Biography 93 (January, 1969): 35736.

19.Public Ledger, Jan. 30, 1844; Jan 25, 1848; April 19, 1850;
July 1, 1850, Sept. 24, 1858; Nov. 7, 1865; Sept. 17, 1866.
Scharf and Westcott, History of Philadelphia, 2:691-92.

20.Andrew J. Neilly, "The Violent Volunteers: a History of the
Volunteer Fire Department of Philadelphia, 1736-1871" (un-
published diss., Univ. of Pennsylvania, 1959), p. 28.

21.Public Ledger, April 16, 1850. Scharf and Westcott, History
of Philadelphia, 3: 1887-88, 1899-1901, 1910. Neilly, "The
Violent Volunteers," pp. 130, 143. I am indebted to Pro-
fessor Bruce Laurie for pointing out the religious difference
among the fire companies.

22.Leon F. Litwack, North of Slavery; the Negro in the Free
States, 1790-1860 (Chicago: Univ. of Chicago Press, 1961),
p. 100. Scharf and Westcott, History of Philadelphia, 1:837.

23.The Public Ledger reported numerous assaults on policemen:
see, for example, Feb. 2, 14, 1840; Feb. 27, 1845, July 23,
1850; March 20, Aug. 24, 1855; Aug. 27, Oct. 20, 1860; Jan.
17, 1865; Feb. 1, March 22, 1870.

C. A Sense of Security

When the issue of crime is broadened to include a sense
of security within the neighborhood as a whole, it becomes even
more complex. Does a crowd of young people standing on a street
corner constitute a threat to neighborhood security, even if it
hassles nobody who passes by? Should all young people be inside
by 10:30, the hour of curfews in many American cities? How much
crime does it take before a neighborhood concludas that it is
going downhill? In The Urban Neighborhood, Suzanne Keller dis-
tinguishes between the "respectable" and "rough" neighborhood,
pointing out that the "respectables" are "more home-centered, con-
ventional, usually better off financially, and morally more consistent and
controlled," while the "rough" neighborhoods are often "relatively
poor, more disorganized, and unconventional in manners and morals, especially
when seen from the perspective of middle-class morality." (3.) Obviously,

(3.) Sr:e
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the neighborhoods would differ in their perceptions of what
makes for security, and when residents with different stan-
dards live in the same neighborhood, they often disagree on
whether the community really has a problem in this area.

Therefore, it is critical that a neighborhood activist
or leader get a clear sense of the community's standards of

security from the start. Obviously, everyone would agree that
homes should be safe from breaking and entering, and that citi-

zens should be able to walk the streets without fear of being

mugged, raped or robbed. What is the environment that will

give neighborhood residents this feeling, however? Is it just

the knowledge that there have been few crimes in the neighbor-

hood, or does it take quiet, empty streets to convince neigh-

bors that the streets are safe? An understanding of what a
community thinks a safe neighborhood should look like will sug-

gest to the community activist what his or her objective ought

to be.

What, in effect, is the crime rate in the community? Does

the activist know? What kind of crimes are most frequent, and

where do they occur? Are some streets particularly "bad",

while others seem protected or do people associate crime with

the entire neighborhood? If there is a history of gang activity

in the neighborhood, do people know what the turf is? Do peo-

ple worry most about crimes in their home, or do the streets

pose a threat as well?

What is the pattern of police activity in the neighborhood?

Are policemen stationed in the neighborhood, are there foot

patrols or do they merely drive through once in a while? How

fast do the police respond when called? What is their attitude
toward complaints--do they convey a sense that they can do some-

thing, or do they convey the feeling that there's not much that

can be done after an incident? What is the record of police
arrests leading to conviction within the precinct that covers

your neighborhood?

How do the neighborhood residents view the police? Do they

see the Department as there to help them, doing the best they can

under diffigult conditions? Or are the residents cynical about

the ability of the police to respond to crime? Do residents com-

plain that, "the police never come when you call them?" Have

there been incidents of police brutality in the neighborhood--

or, as important, do people believe that there have been inci-

dents of police brutality? WH-a-ETin general, is the relationship

between the police and the community?
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Finally, how much responsibility would the neighborhood
residents accept in dealing with issues of crime? This ques-
tion gets to the heart of the issue that the community acti-
vist must raise. We have developed a number of institutions
to preserve law and order--police departments, courts, pri-
sons, rehabilitation centers. Obviously, if crime rates rise
in a neighborhood, it proves that these institutions are not
accomplishing their goal. The responsibility to make up the
difference, then, returns to the community residents. Will
they take it, or will many wait for an opportunity to move
to a neighborhood where the crime rate is low? A definition
of an abandoned neighborhood, in fact, would be one in which
thc only people who remain are those who can't afford to move
out. Crime is one of the main reasons why such a situation
might come about, but what would the residents be prepared
to do to prevent it?

Finally, how would the neighbors define the major prob-
lem of security? Do they feel that the preservation of law
and order should be the responsibility of each family in co-
operation with law enforcement agencies-that the -problem
therefore is isolating offenders from the community? Or clo
they feel that rising crime rates, particularly involving
younc people, reflect the bad environment affecting young
people, an environment they would work to change? Or woulc
they work in both Oirections? Understanding this dimensior
of a neighborhood's attitudes will suggest whether a unifiec
community strate-cv to deal with crime will be possible.

Crime is identified today as a social issue, a racial
issue, an economic issue, an ethnic issue. It is all of these
things. Yet it is an enduring issue, rooted in the history
of America and in the cities throughout the world. When ani-
mals are treated badly, they turn out badly. Human beings are
more resilient, but not that much more. When their environ-
ments and social conditions are without dignity and without
direction, when they face hard obstacles in achieving the basic
necessities of life, particularly when they think that others
face no such obstacles, these injustices are bound to have an
impact on their attitudes and behavior. In the 19th Century,
the Italians and Irish were blamed for urban crime. Today,
it is blacks and Spanish speaking people. The question for
a neighborhood, however, is not who is committing crime, but
how the neighborhood can put a stop to it, and find some al-
ternative that will channel potential delinquents into con-
structive activity.

Footnotes

1. James Q. Wilson, Thinking About Crime (New York, Basic
Books, 1975), p.. 21.
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2. Ibid., p. 35.

3. Suzanne Keller, The Urban Neighborhood (New York, Random

House, 1968), p. 161.

D. Questions for Discussion

1. Imagine that the residents of your community were meeting

to discuss problems of security in your neighborhood. If

they were asked to develop a social contract governing

their own standards of security, what would it be? List

all the rules for neighhorhood security that you thin

your neighbors would agree on.

2. Are rmere any rules tha-1 some people in the neighborhood

migh t. agree to support, hut that others would not? Which

ones? Why?

3. Now lack at the rules that your neighbors have developed.

Which ones are already enforced--that is, there is no prob-

lem in the neighborhood in that area?

4. Which rules would have to require additional action to be

enforced? For example, if the neighbors agreed to a rule

against housebreaking, but there is an epidemic of house-

breaking in the neighborhood, this is an example of a rule

that would require additional action. List all such ex-

amples.

5. Now look back at the rules that require additional enforce-

ment. Which ones could be enforced if the neighbors them-

selves took more responsibility for their community? Which

ones would require additional police action?

6. Now imagine the following familiar situation: the neighbors

have agreed to a rule against people running across one

another's front porches. The kids in one family on the

block, however, are always running across one another's

front porches. What should the neighbors do to enforce

the rule? How can they enforce the rule in a way that

strengthens the community, instead of unnecessarily di-

viding it?

7. Take all the other rules that additional action from the

community could handle. How would the community associa-

tion get the neighbors to agree to those rules without

unnecessarily antagoniling everyone?

8. Now take all the rules that would require additional po-

lice action. List exactly what you want the police to do.
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Imagine that you are meeting with the police department.
How would you persuade the department to help you enforce
the rules that you have enacted? What procedure would
you want to create to insure that the police department
or precinct is living up to its agreement with the neigh-
borhood?

E. For Further Reading

A National Strategy to Reduce Crime: A Report by the National
Advisory Commission on Crimina: Justice Standards are Goals,
New York, Avon, 1975.

Thinking Ab==t Crime, James Q. Wilson, New York, Basic Books,
1975.

To Establish Justice, To Insure Domestic Tranquility, The
Final Report of the National Commission on the Causes and
the Prevention of Violence, New York, Bantam, 1970,
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UNIT III. THE VALUE OF RECIPROCITY

A. The Problem of Privatism

The word "reciprocity" is not often used in discussions
of neighborhood problems, but the concept is critical to under-

standing them. It means mutuality, give-and-take, a fair re-

turn. When a person sends a gift, he or she generally expects
a thank-you note--that is, that the receiver will reciprocate.
When we go to somebody's party, we feel obligated to invite him

or her to the next party that we give. This is reciprocity.
Workers expect a fair day's pay for a fair day's work. Con-

sumers expect a decent product for their money. These specific
expectations are part of our broader belief that reciprocity
ought to govern our relationships with people, even with people

we don't know.

Many critics of the city today contend that urban life is

distinguished by its lack of reciprocity in important areas of

economic and political life. An articulate spokesman for this

point of view is Dr. Sam Bass Warner of Boston College. Dr.

Warner's book, The Private City, argues that regardless of Wil-
liam Penn's original dream, the City of Philadelphia is now
characterized by privatism. This value, moreovor, dominates
most American cities. Dr. Warner suggests that the results have

been devastating in all areas of public policy. This brief

passage spells out the implications for the urban poor and the

urban neighborhoods.

"The Industrial Metropolis as an Inheritance"

From The Private City, by Sam Bass Warner *
Philadelphia, Univ. of Pennsylvania

Press, 1968

The quality which above all characterizes our urban inheri-

tance is privatism. By and large the productivity and so-

cial order of the metropolis flowed from pri1.7ate institu-

tions and individual adjustments. So did its weaknesses.

Privatism left the metropolis helpless to guarantee.its cit-

izens a satisfactdry standard of living. Privatism encour-

aged the building of vast new sections of the city in a man-

ner well below contemporary standards of good layout and con-

struction. Privatism suffered and abetted a system of poli-

tics which was so weak it could not deal effectively with

the economic, physical, and social events that determined the

quality of life within the city. In short, the industrial

metropolis of 1930, like the colonial town, and big city

4Hopm.,:!.:(4 1Yr,..1.,:sol!on of Iliv..W.ro:111 f Ponnoll7vania Press
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which had preceded it, was a private city and the public di-
mensions of urban life suffered accordingly.

-PRIVATISM AND THE.MALDISTRIBUTION OF INCOME

Reliance on private institutions and private wealth as the
basic mode of social organization in the metropolis produced
the notorious failing of the modern American city. Thousands
of families lived below an adequate standard of food, cloth-
ing, housidg, and employment in a metropolis of unprecedente::
wealth and productivity. There were just more poor people
Philadelphia in the 1920's than there needed to be.

Many charities, agencies of government and individual invest:-
igators had reported on the manifestations of the maldistrjhu-
tion of income. For years the Octavia Hill Association had
published accounts of Philadelphia slum housing; the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania had commissioned W.E. Burghardt DuBois
to study poverty among the city's Negroes; the City Planning'
Commission had become concerned over the decline in value and
condition of buildings in the heart of Philadelphia; the Phil-
adelphia Society for Organizing Charity had been swamped with
applicants when it undertook to offer a littLo
relief in 1922. (1.)

The Industrial Relations Committee of the Philadelphia Chamber
of Commerce, meeting in April 1929, a few months before the
great crash, understood the cit7's unsolved economic problems
well enough. Since in the private city a family's income de-
pended upon employment there must he steady employment for all,

It is the hope of your committee that American industry
will rise to this responsibility and that Philadelphia
businessmen will take a leading part in working out the
means by which we may approach the ideal solution, namely,

1. Harland B. Phillips, "A War on Philadelphia's Slums: Walter Vrooman and
the Conference on Moral Workers, 1893," Pennsylvania Magazine, LXXVI
(January, 1952), 47-62. The Octavia Hall Association's reports begin in
1895. The next big report is W.E. Burghardt DuBois, The Philadelphia Negro
(University of Pennsylvania, Series in Political Economy and Public Law 14;
Philadelphia, 1899) , 164-196. The lack of progress in the twentieth cen-
tury, report on the Planning Commission in, Mayor of Philadelphia, Third
Annual Report of Harry A. Mackey (Philadelphia, 1931), 747; the failure
of the Philadelphia system of private administration of public charity,
Leah H. Feder, Unemployment Relief in Periods of Depression, a Study of
Measures Adopted in Certain American Cities, 1857-1922 (New York, 1936)
308-314.
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that every person who is honestly seeking should be

able to find work that is suited to his capacities,

under conditions that are reasonable; and that when

he has to change from one job to another, it should

be pos-sible for him to do so without reducing him-

self :rid his family to living conditions that will

deterlDrate them. (2.)

Thousands of families lived in conditions that "deteriorated

them" in the 1920's in Philadelphia as they did in every other

American city, but the city's businessmen had not risen to

their responsibility, nor taken a leading part in doing much

about it. On the contrary, some Philadelphia firms built

plants outside the metropolis to escape the costs of main-

taining their Philadelphia employee's higher wages and high

living standards. (3.)

In respect to the problems of full employment and the

distribn of income Philadelphia faced the kind of

political situation it had confronted in the early nine-

teenth century when it sought intercity canals and rail-

roads. Since in neither case could the city attain its

ends only by its own efforts, the achievement of its goals

depended upon a united campaign before the state legisla-

ture and U.S. Congress by Philadelphia's legislative re-

presentatives, its municipal corporation, and its busi-

ness leaders. In the early nineteenth century such

united efforts had brought expensive improvements in

the Delaware River, canals to Baltimore and Pittsburgh,

and later a railroad to the West. In the twentieth cen-

tury to improve the condition of its poor Philadelphia

would have had to make common cause with other large

American cities. Indeed since all large cities then

suffered similar problems, coalitions fox welfare legis-

lation should have been easier to form and maintain than

they had been in the nineteenth century when many cities

and towns saw themselves as competitors for transporta-

tion.

2. Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce, Industrial Relations Committee,

Program for Regularization of Employment and the Decrease of Unemploy-

ment in Philadelphia (conference held April, 1929).11

3. C. Canby Balderson, The Philadelphia Upholstery Weaving Industry

(Philadelphia, 1932) , 18; the whole migration of textiles from Phila-

delphia between World War I and II can be similarly regarded, Gladys

L. Palmer, Philadelphia Workers in a Changing Economy0Philadelphia

1956) ,43-44.
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To be sure the devices of today's welfare economics
were not available in the 1920's, but a number of ef-
fective measures for alleviating poverty were well known,
had been tried in Europe and America, and had been urged
upon the public by Progressives and Socialists since be-
fore World War I. Such measures were: health insurance,
unemployment insurance, minimum wage and hour regulation,
flexible public works programming, and progressive taxa-
tion. Yet neither Philadelphia nor other large cities
in America sought national coalitions to alleviate com-
mon poverty.

The very internal organization of the industrial metro-
polis foreclosed such a possibility. The privatism
which had built the city and ordered its population into
separate work groups and into income-segregated resi-
dential districts prevented any active public concern
for poverty or unemployment in times of prosperity. The
well-to-do of Philadelphia knew the regional and nation-
al scale of business; it was the scope of their daily
activity, and they knew that this must be the scale of
effective public measures. Their interests, however,
were not focused on the poor of Philadelphia. Rather,
they formed state and national coalitions to protect
their tariff interests. The downtown business leaders
were concerned with local issues, but they were also
of no use for poverty and welfare issues. Their in-
terests were for real estate, traffic and civic beauti-
fication. They, like all the well-to-do of the metro-
polis, hid behind a screen of Philadelphia'a many pri-
vate charities. The very committee of the Chamher of
Commerce which wrote the appeal to the city's business
leaders to save the city's families from the suffering
of uncertain employment had nothing practical to offer
because it refused to consider national unemployment
insurance!

Lacking leadership from the city's businessmen, with
the poor confined to their Own neighborhoods, and with
unemployment striking only scattered workers at any
given moment, the ordinary Philadelphian in the 1920's
went about his personal affairs unconcerned. The vast
majority of the city's families had learned to cope with
the economic system on a personal basis, by friendships
and aid from relatives. Thousands of families contin-
ued to suffer the pains and indignities of poverty;
the slums went unmended, and the Bureau of Personal
Assistance of the city of Philadelphia continued in its
absurd task of separating the "worthy" from the "un-
worthy" poor. (4.)

4. Mayor of Philadelphia, Third Annual Message of Harry A. Mackey,530.
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PRIVATISM AND THE BUILDING PROCESS

Like the city's inability to deal effectively with its stan-

dard-of-living problems, the building habits of Philadelphia

in the twenties left later generations with a legacy of fail-

ure. The fault also clearly lay with the tradition of privet-

ism. Such a large share of land division and new construction

remained in the hands of the private real estate market that

despite very considerable efforts at municipal planning the

city failed to cope successfully with the disorders it inher-

ited in the old areas or the process of substandard building

it faced in its areas of new growth.

The twentieth-century planning task required two things: first,

a:public institution or institutions that could make sure that

land division, siting, and building at the growing edge of the

city met the best standards of the day. Second, twentieth-cen-

tury planning also required that public investments in the old

sections of the city be not tied down to serving a small frac-

tion of the city's interests. The industrial metropolis failed

to create the necessary institutions to control the city's

growth and to allocate the city's public investments effective-

ly.

In Philadelphia, no less than in other large American cities,

the early twentieth century was a period of active interest in

city planning. Indeed, formal physical planning in most Ameri-

can cities began with this generation.

Since 1871 the Philadelphia Board of Surveyors of the munici-

pal corporation had been empowered to make general plans for the

future development of the city, but it never had a large or am-

bitious enough staff to do any such planning. The day-to-day

demands of real estate men, lawyers, eugineers, and city offices

for drawings of street alignments, grades, set-back lines, and

approval of subdivision plots consumed all the small office's

energies. (5.)

Physical planning really began in Philadelphia in 1905 with

the City Councils' acceptance of a citizens committee proposal

to build the Fairmount Parkway boulevard connecting City Hall

with a new art museum at the edge of the park. The proposal

was a typical City Beautiful plan of the kind then sweeping

the nation. Mayor John E. Rayburn enlarged upon this parkway

effort by requesting that the Board of Survey conduct studies

for downtown traffice improvement, and he also created a large

committee of businessmen to work up plans for the city. Final-

ly, the new 1919 Philadelphia municipal charter authorized

the establishing of a regular planning commission. Intermit-

tently ever since 1919, the Philadelphia municipal corporation

5. Mayor of Philadelphia, First Annual Message of J. Hampton Moore (Phila-

delphia, 1921), 237; Robert S. Glover, Survey of the Housing Situao:11 in

Philadelphia (University of Pennsylvania PhD Thesis, 1933), 80.
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has been engaged in city planning. (6.)

Planning as then practiced by these municipal and business-
men's boards did not mean consciously allocating the city's
scarce resources among the items of a comprehensive five or
ten year plan. These ri:anners did not endeavor to see that
the new public and priwate investment in the city would con-
form to some overall program for housing, green space, public
utilities, transport, mmnicipal services, employment, and
welfare. Rather planning in the early twentieth century
was something carried on by a limited group of people to
deal with a limited set of issues.

The people who planned, or who sat on planning commissions
were downtown merchants, utility, transit, and bank direc-
tors, real estate men, railroad and ocean transport car-
riers, and a few professionals (i.e. perennial Philadelphia
board sitters, architects, and civil engineers). The
issues that concerned these commissions matched the com-
missioners: transit, the relief of traffic congestions by
parkway and new downtown street construction, inner-city
transportation improvements, especially terminals and
wharves, and parks and parkway beautification. In the
mid-twenties, a concern for promoting the tourist trade
was added to this list of interests.

By their personnel and their subject matter these first
planning commissions continued the old American urban
tradition of businessmen taking an active role in per-
suading the public and the municipal corporation to im-
prove the commercial environment of the city. In this
era the unique ingredient was the strong effort in behalf
of the downtown and intracity transportation as opposed
to the concerns for intercity business of the nineteenth
century. Yet, despite the concentration of benefit on
the downtown such was the strength of the tradition and
its sanction of public support of business that a great
deal of the planning.commission's recommendations carried.

These early commissions had no public powers or budgets
beyond the funds granted for studies and the publication
of recommendations. Yet, to a remarkable extent their
proposals became projects and were built: the Fairmount
(now Benjamin Franklin) Parkway, the Schuylkill River Park-
ways, the Roosevelt Parkway in the northeast, the conven-
tion hall, the transit extension along Broad Street, and
the River Avenue loop, the Benjamin Franklin Bridge, and

(6.) City of Philadelphia, Philadelphia, I (July, 1909), 4-7, Jacque Gréber,
Le Fairmount Parkway a Philadelphia," La Vie Urbaine (New Series, Jan-Mars,
1962), 1-18; City of Philadelphia, Philadelphia, IV (Comprehensive Plans
Number," March 11, 1911), 3-12; Werner Hegemann and Elbert Peets, The Amer-
ican Vitruvius: an Architect's Handbook of Civic Art (New York, 1922),
249-250, 259-260.
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the wharf and terminal facilities of south Philadelphia. (7.)

Except for the wharves and terminals, and perhaps the Roose-

velt Parkway which was part of a state highway to New York

City, all the projects in one way or another were downtown-

orionted. All were to bring traffic to the downtown, to

beautify it, and to raise or maintain downtown business pro-

perty values. It was a remarkable effort, some of it, like

the Fairmount Parkway and the transit extensions, involving

massive municipal investments. The state helped with the

bridge and road projects, the W.P.A. with the completion

of the transit system, but the city and private funds finan-

ced the overWhelming fraction of the total outlay.

This effort, which might best be characterized as moderniz-

ing the inner city, since it added facilities former gener-

ations would not have thought necessary or even conceived

of, over-committed the municipal corporation to inner-city

projects. It left too little funds, and too little energy,

for other kinds of municipal enterprise, or for work in

other sections of the city. For instance, increases in

school attendance during the early twentieth century brought

a crisis in school facilities. Despite a very heavy school-

building program in the twenties overcrowding continued in

many classrooms of the city. (8.)

The City Beautiful aesthetic and the downtown interests of

the planning boards also did not encompass a concern for

the smaller clusters of the city. The two-dozen odd shop-

ping streets and retail clusters of the city badly needed

modernizing if they were not to be destroyed by the auto-

mobile. Nothing was done for these lesser commercial areas,

which were, for the majority of Philadelphians, their prin-,

cipal community centers. (9.) Finally, the level of recreation,

7. Mayor of Philadelphia, Third Annual Message of Harry A. Mackey (Phila-

delphia, 1931) , 747-9, lists current projects and shows the overlapping

of personnel and personnel types with the early 1911 board of Mayor Rey-

burn and the later board of the Regional Plan of 1932.

8. School crowding: "A Seat 'for Every Child," Evening Bulletin (October

26, 1923) , editorial; Franklin D. Edmunds, A Chronological List of the

Public School Buildings of Philadelphia (Philadelphia, 1934), 90-103:

Board of Education, School district of Philadelphia, Annual Report of

the Superintendant of Public Schools (Philadelphia, 1925),11-21.

9. A map of retail locations in Philadelphia and some pictures of neigh-

borhood stores appears in Malcolm J. Proudfoot, ,!'cjty Retail Structure,"

Economic GecTrqphy, XIII (October, 1937) , 325-428.
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pOlice, and health services of Philadelphia in the twenties
was so low that the entire city could have benefited from
more allocations in these directions. The heavy downtown
Commitment, however, like the municipal corporation's sub-
scription to canal and railroad bonds in the early nine-
teenth century, was the inevitable consequence of Phila-
delphia's and America's tradition. The tradition held
that the business of a city was business. In the 1920's
the downtown was both the popular symbol of the "pep"
and success of business; it was also the locus of busi-
ness's political power.

Although the projects of the Philadelphia Planning Com-
missions took a very strong inner-city bias, the interest
of some Philadelphia businessmen in transportation, ut-
ilities, and parks led them to follow these subjects to
their full metropolitan scale. In 1923 a group of Phila-
delphia businessmen, both downtown-oriented merchants
and bankers, and national corporations executives, joined
their opposites from Camden, Trenton, New Jersey, and Wil-
mington, Delaware, to establish a Tri-State Regional Plan-
ning Federation. The f,Ideration was a privately supported
group established to study and make recommendations for
land development, transportation, water supply, and parks
for the entire region. The group raised $600,000, and
published its recommendations for regional improvement
in 1932. The project was carried on in the spirit of the
1909 Chicago plan. As in Chicago the federation had no
public powers, it made recommendations and lobbied be-
for state and county governments in its own behalf. The
group did not propose a metropolitan government agency;
rather it expected to continue as a federation of citi-
zens' planning associations in each of the eleven counties
of the three-state region.

The subject of the federation's plan was growth; its theme
was the orderly programming of municipal and private in-
vestments according to F. scheme which took into account the
projected fifty-year growth of the region. The goal was
conservation of land through an allocation among green
space, housing, and industry. It was hoped that through
planning, substantial savings to the metropolitan region
could be effected by the coordination of some of the heavy
capital investments in transportation, utilities, and water
supply. (10.)

10. Regional Planning Federation of the Philadelphia Tri-State District,
The Regional Plan (Philadelphia, 1932), 1-22. A good discussion of the
Chicago Plan, John W. Reps, The Making of Urban America (Princeton,1965),
497-502.
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Over and over again, in pictures, and in the text, The

Regional Plan stressed the failure of the metropolis

to control its own growth. The disorders noted were

many: houses where highways, parks, and industries

should be, barren, ugly subdivisions, traffic jams,

heavy expenses in expanding utilities, transport and

regional services, the failure to reserve adequate

space for groupings of industry and stores.

The Regional Plan was written at the time when the Penn-

sylvania legislature had just authorized zoning ordinances

in the state, and hopes ran high for the future benefits

of the land use and building bulk classifications of

common zoning procedures. These zoning laws were not

novel in their regulations. Rather they enacted on a

city-wide basis what had become common good practice

in middle-income developments. The new zoning laws,

by forbidding industries in residential zones or apart-

ments next tu single family houses, enacted as law what

had become by the twentieth century the norm for new

residential areas. (11.)

The Regional Plan, after recommending zoning ordinances

to communities which did not yet have them, went on to

observe that zoning could only prevent certain abuses;

it could not ensure good building. The Regional Plan

clearly stated that the key to achieving a satisfactory

metropolitan development was good design of the new

suburban communities. Such design meant: attention to

the arrangement of stores to see that trips to stores,

jobs, and houses would help make coherent communities;

arrangement of house lots to preserve recreation space

and to take advantage of the inherent beauties of the

landscape; siting of houses on their lots to ensure a

good final effect when all the lots had been build upon;

hiring good architects for the design of the buildings

themselves.

There can be no question but that these design objectives

were obtainable in the 1920's and that the results would

have proved more satisfactory both to their first occu-

pants and to later generations than the mass suburbs

then bei.4 built. The examples cited in The Regional Plan

showed what could have been done with a different organi-

zation of the land subdivision and housing market: Rad-

burn in Fair Lawn, New Jersey; Yorkship Village in Camden,

New Jersey; French Village (McCallum Street) in Chestnut

11. The hopes and limitations for zoning, Mayor of Philadelphia, Third

Annual Message of Harry A. Mackey (Philadelphia, 19131) ,775-776
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Hill, Philadelphia. Yet because the businessmen of the
regional plan commission and its authors were unwilling
to confront the conflict between their goals of satis-
factory metropolitan development and the daily product
of private city building they had neither institution,
law, nor technique of purpose. Because of their unwil-
lingness to disturb the private market in land they,
like American city'planners ever since, were helpless
to prevent the continued destructive process of metro-
politan building which their reports castigated. (12.)

The problem of securing good design for the growing
edge of the metropolis turned on the peculiar nature
of the private building process. An ord:1nary city or
suburban structure will stand at least sixty or a hun-
dred years before being radically remodeled or torn down.
Thus, all new construction adds a long-lasting element
to the metropolitan physical environment. Yet, each
house and store must be designed and sold to meet
the financial capabilities of the individual who first
purchases it. According to the private building pro-
cess, then, the capabilities of the large number of
little home and store buyers set the future for the
metropolis.

The industrial metropolis of the early twentieth cen-
tury was built by a succession of thousands of bar-
gains struck between two parties. On the one side the
land owners and developers tried to maximize their
profits on the sale of land for houses. On the other
side the vast majority of working-class and middle-class
home purchasers tried to become home owners without over-
straining their limited financial capabilities. The
only constraints on the bargaining between the two groups
in the 1920's were the building and banking laws and the
housing customs of the city. The building law of Phila-
delphia merely legislated what were long-ago minimal stan-
dards for structural safety, sanitation, and light and
air. The banking laws of Pennsylvania allowed building
and loan associations to lend money on both first and
second mortgages, so that in Philadelphia one could at-
tempt home ownership with almost no down-payment.

In the twenties many Philidelphians made the attempt at
home ownership. In 1930 more than half the city's families
owned their own houses for the first time in the city's his-
tory. The effort, however, proved more than many could
sustain, and by World War II the Great Depression had re-

12. The Regional Plan, 378-412.
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duced home ownership to just below the level of 1920. (13.)

The surge of home ownership in the twenties clearly tells

of the aspirations of Philadelphia's working-class and

middle-class families. Yet their incomes tell how the

building of the metropolis had to be tailored. The im-

portant figures for the twenties were: 48.3 percent of

all Philadelphia families earned less than $2,000 per

year and thus could not enter the new housing market

either as purchasers or renters; next, 39.2 percent of

Philadelphia's families earned $2,000 to $4,000 per year.

These ',Fere the customers for mass suburban housing. Two

thirds of the residential construction of the twenties

was designed, built, and sold for this incorae range. (14.)

The result-miles and miles of grid streets filled with

narrow lots and six-room row houses. These structures

varied from their 1880 predecessors only by the addition

of a front porch, a tiny front yard, and a basement

garage connected to a paved, rear, service alley. Fancy

detailing and elaborate brickwork and fixtures dressed

up the standard model to give the salesman some talkpag

points. The results were equivalent to six-unit flatd,

two families, and detached singles then being run up by

the thousands all over America. The only unique Phila-

delphia quality was the continuation of the row-house

style in the twentieth century when all other cities save

Baltimore had turned to detached dwellings.

The developers of Philadelphia followed the American

builder's tradition of giving as much structure as they

could. The profit lay in pinching on the land. The new

construction of the 1920's, thus, meant a good deal of

structure set on a disastrous land plan> Not one of the

rules of good design was followed: the grid streets did

not make visually or socially coherent communities, the

narrow lots destroyed the inherited beauty of the land,

the façade of the houses, once all the lots were filled,

was ugly and endless, and the land so cramped with struc-

tures that no recreation space existed and no space was

left for future development of the suburbs. In later

years streets could be widened, sewers laid, new schools

13. Philadelphia, Bureau of Building Inspection, The Building Code (January,

1930), 103-104; David T. Rowlands, Two Decades of Building and Loan Associ-

ations in Pennsylvania (Philadelphia, 1940). 24-5; Henry M. Muller, Urban

Home Ownership: a socio-Economic Analysis with Emphasis on Philadelphia

(Philadelphia, 1947) , 78.

14. Robert S. Glover, Jr., A Survey of the Housing Situation in Phila-

delphia (University of Pennsylvania Master's Thesis, based on the Phila-

delphia Housing Association's materials, 1933, deposited at School of Fine

Arts Library) ,64-7.
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erected, stores and offices and factories moved into the
area only with the greatest difficulty and expense. Be-
cause the land was so crowded with structures at one mo-
ment in time, modernization could only be achieved by
the enormously cumbersome, disruptive, and expensive
method of urban renewal. The painful irony of the pri-
vate building process was that at the very moment the
building was going on developers knew how to build bet-
ter, and their customers aspired to more.

In the early twentieth century Philadelphia nourished
some of the nation's best examples of suburban design.
Local architects had carried out a very successful
revival of historical English and colonial American
styles and they had worked out a very attraciiive free
style using local stone and traditional design elements.
In the expensive sections of the city, and on the Main
Line, there stood a full range of good architecture,
well suited for mass adaptation. There were small Tu-
dor and colonial detached houses of brick and stone,
groupings of English "cottages," arranged in forms
which would later be imitated by post-World War II
.garden apartments, and there was even a fine example
of a high-rise apartment house in Germantown next to
the city park (foot of McCallum street). Architec-
tural magazines and writers of the period featured
such work, and it has been imitated widely in expen-
sive building ever since. (15.)

The private real estate market was so organized that
it had no way to join this architectural design skill
to the mass demand for housing. Radburns and French
Villages cost more than grid streets of row houses;
especially they cost the profit on the land. In the
twenties the developer's profit could only be maxi-
mized at the expense of building a substandard new
city. The substandard habit persists to this very day.

15. Examples of Philadelphia styles which could have been adapted for
mass suburbs, George H. Edgell, The American Architecture of To-day:
(New York, 1928), 98-101, 113-119; A. Lawrence Kocher, "The Country
House, Are We Developing an American Style?" Architectural Record, LX
(November, 1926), 388, 403-417. A discussion of alternatives to the
row house and street grid site design, especially based on lessons
of the U.S. Housing Corporation's World War I designs, Frank C. Brown,
"Low Rental Housing," Architectural Record, LXV (May, 1924), 405-415,
LXVI (September, 1924), 206-212, LXVI (October, 1924), 353-367.
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Thus the industrial metropolis passed on its legacy of

building failure. Vast public effort has been expended
in modernizing the downtown at the very moment when the

city of the next century was being built below the capa-

bilities of contemporary knowledge and standards. This

destructive tradition could only have been overcome if

Philadelphia had imitated contemporary European cities,

set up its own land development and housing institutions,

and used the profit it would realize on land at the grow-

ing edge of the city to build for the mass of Philadel-

phians according to the best standards of the day. The

traditions of privatism, however, forbade the city to take

the measures necessary to control its own growth. Ac-

cording to the tradition of the private city the muni-

cipality could rehabilitate by transit, park, street,

and school investments what had already been built, but

it could not become an entrepreneur to its own right,

no matter what the later public costs of the private

real estate market might be.

PRIVATISM AND POLITICAL FAILURE

In the end the failure of the imlustrial metropolis was

political. Although much of urban life is inescapably

public the genius of Philadelphia in the 1920's lay not

in its public instituhions but in its containment of

masses of people in thousands of private settings. The

single-generation family, the private company's work

group, and the income-segregated neighborhood were the

metropolis' basic units, and they were the secret of

its productivity and social peace. These same units,

however, when they confronted the traditional forms of

American municipal politics did not produce a creative

competition...

B. Reciprocity Among Neighbors

Obviously, individual neighborhoods have found ways to

overcome some of the privatism described by Dr. Warner as
the ethic of the city as a whole. In fact, without some
measure of reciprocity, citizens would eat one another a-

live. While a few neighborhoods do begin to degenerate this

seriously, most adopt informal standards of mutuality and

give-and-take. Dr. Suzanne Keller of Princeton University
describes some of the patterns in this selection from The

Urban Neighborhood.
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C. The Issues of Reciprocity

Dr. Keller's comments should suggest to community activ-
ists the importance of becoming familiar with issues of reci-
procity in the neighborhoods, even if they have never used the
term. There are issues of reciprocity between the residents of
the neighborhood, between the residents of the neighborhood
and private economic institutions, and between residents of the
neighborhood and government. A word on each sort of issue is
appropriate.

Issues of reciprocity between neighborhood residents are
those that revolve around standards of community behavior and
cleanliness. Most homeowners keep their property clean; they
expect all to do so. Most residents of a block turn their ra-
dios and televisGn sets down when somebody complains; they ex-
pect everyone to do so. Most residents respect the condition
of public property in the community; they expect their neigh-
bors to do likewise. Most pet-owners try to see that their
block doesn't go to the dogs in one way or another. All resi-
dents are asked to keep their animals in line. Moreover, peo-
ple in neighborhoods expect parents to instill in their child-
ren the same value of reciprocity that they expect from one
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another. When these implicit standards of give-and-take break
down, then residents begin'to talk about the neighborhood's
"going downhill." They begin to talk about moving out.

Issues of reciprocity between the neighborhood and in-
dustry most often relate to the environmental and economic
charactet of a neighbdrhood. When citizens demand that a
company develop a filter system to block the smoke pouring
out of its smokestacks, they are demanding reciprocity. When
a neighborhood opposes zoning variances for an industrial park
that will destroy the residental character of the neighbor-
hood, it is raising the issue of reciprocity. Alternatively,
when businesses in a community expect decent treatment for
workers on their way to work, or the safety of their stores
from vandalism and burglars, they are expecting reciprocity
for their contribution to the area. Many of the most contro-
versial community issues in recent years--redlining of neigh-
borhoods by banks; utility hikes by utility companies; ex-
pressways that threaten to destroy neighborhoods in the name
of regional economy--have been battles, in fact, over the ap-
propriate standard of reciprocity between the corporate insti-
tutions of a city and the people who live in its neighborhoods.

Reciprocity, finally, is what people expect from govern-
ment at all levels. Indeed, when Americans say that government
has permitted or perpetrated an injustice, they usually are
using the concept of reciprocity. Perhaps homes in one area
of a city are assessed at 65% of market value, while homes in
a richer area are assessed at only 30%. Or maybe large indus-
tries receive zoning variances for lavish projects with ease,
while community residents must struggle to rehabilitate aban-
doned homes. The richest areas of town might receive the best
services, while other areas are ignored. Friends of a mayor
may get not only patronage, but all the pork barrel, while the
districts of opponents are ignored altogether. These all be-
come hot political issues. We expect reciprocity from our
elected officials; and when we don't receive it, many of us
turn off to politics altogether. This is how the principle
of reciprocity operates in the political realm.

An intensive discussion of ways to achieve reciprocity
in neighborhoods is beyond our scope in this session. We
are aiming at defining the issues and how neighborhood resi-
dents might respond to them. In this spirit, however, it
might be useful to examine a few rules recommended for estab-
lishing reciprocity in different situations. .Do these rules
make sense to you? Would your own neighbors disagree with
them? Why, or why not? We can often come to grips with our
own standards of reciprocity by responding to principles de-
signed to deal with specific areas of potential conflict.

6 3
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First, examine these "Neighborhood Courtesy Guidelines"
developed by the Independence Councils in Independence, Mo.

as a code of conduct for all residents in their community:

"1.) All residents shall maintain the yard, landscaping

and exterior of their living units in presentable

fashion and in keeping with other living units in

the area.

"2.) All residents shall not leave defective cars or

trucks or any other unsightly equipment parked for

extended periods of time on their property or the

street.

"3.) All residents shall not allow noises from activity

to disturb their neighbors, especially during the

hours from 10:00 P.M. to 8:00 A.M..

"4.) All residents shall not allow smoke or other odors

that will disturb others to emanate from their pro-

perty.

u5.) All residents shall not allow pets to run loose in

the neighborhood.

"6.) All residents shall try to be considerate of their

neighbors and try not to do anything that would be

bothersome to them or detrimental to their neighbor-

hood." (1.)

Are these rules complete? What might you add? Are these

rules that would be difficult to enforce in your neighborhood?

Which ones? What would the young people of the neighborhood say

about these rules? Would they agree to them? Would they demand
anything in return from the neighbors? Try to develop a list

of guidelines that you think would work in your neighborhood.

Now consider neighborhood-corporation relations. In 1960,

William H. Form and Delbert C. Miller outlined.both industry's
expectations of a community and the community's expectations of

industry. Here, without elaboration, are both lists, as re-

printed in "Industry, Labor and Community," by Drs. Form and
Miller, in Roland L. Warren's Perspectives on the American Com-

munity:

Operating Concerns of Established Industry Toward the Community

1.) Obtaining and maintaining services which are essential for

the economic operation of the company.

2.) Obtaining and retaining a group of employees who are tech-

nically competent and loyal toward the company.
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3.) Securing representation in community agencies so that
the company can participate in determining future com-
munity action toward it.

4.) Maintaining community good will or acceptance.

5.) Encouraging the growth of local facilities harmonious
with company and employee aspirations.

Community Demands on Unions and Management

"Community organizations and leaders rarely ask themselves
whether the community deserves tc survive...Thus they pres-
sure industric- uo provide stable employment, adequate wage
levels, and increasing employment opportunities."

"An important goal of the community is industrial peac'e,
because everyone suffers from prolonged conflict...Many
kinds of pressure are put on labor and industrial leaders
to insure industrial peace."

"While communities are often willing to make sacrifices
for economic stability, they also exert pressure on in-
dustry to pay its own way for municipal services."

"The skills of business and labor officials are needed to
operate such community agencies as the planning, commission,
city council, council of social agencies, youth agencies,
and the churches. These agencies must solicit support from
industry and labor and yet must not become submissive to
them."

"All citizens have some ideas of what constitutes a good
community. Cities are commonly evaluated as being healthy
or unhealthy, good or bad places to raise children, and
as having good or poor institutional facilities...Industry
is expected to support the achievement of these community
goals." (2.)

Do these standards seem fair standards of reciprocity?
Would you add to them? Would you say that the community
makes an effort to fulfill the expectations of industry?
Does industry fulfill these expectations of the community?
Where are the strongest points of agreement? Where are the
weakest points?

Yet the critical task lies in developing a philosophy
of citizenship that promotes neighborhoods in their govern-
ment. A simple set of rules cannot establish this relation-
ship. A common commitment to justice, the subject of our
last four chapters, is the essential ingrediant.
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In the 19th Centiry however, Alexis de Tocqueville ar-
gued that Americans z2p) )ached this commitment through the
concept of "Self-Interesc, Rightly Understood." His discus-
sion is as brilliant an analysis of the ethic of civic re-
ciprocity as exists anywhere, and we end the chapter with it.
See if you think that it applies to America today.

How the Americans Combat Individualism by
the Principle of Self-Interest Rightly Un-

derstood

Alexis de Tocqueville *

When the world was managed by a few rich and powerful

individuals, these persons loved to entertain a lofty

idea of the duties of man. They were fond of profes-

sing that it is praiseworthy to forget oneself and

that good should be done without hope of reward, as it

is by the Deity himself. Such were the standard opin-

ions of that time in morals.

I doubt whether men were more virtuous in aristocratic

ages than in others, but they were incessantly talking

of the beauties of virtue, and its utility was only stu-

died in secret. But since the imagination takes less
lofty flights, and every man's thoughts are centered in

himself, moralists are alarmed by this idea of self-sac-

rifice and they no longer venture to present it to the

human mind. They therefore content themselves with in-

quiring whether the personal advantage of each member

of the community does not consist in working for the

good of all; and when they have hit upon some point on

which private interest and public interest meet and amal-

gamate, they are eager to bring it into notice. Obser-

vations of this kind are gradually multiplied; what was
only a single remark becomes a general principle, and it

is held as a truth that man serves himself in serving his

fellow creatures and that his private intenest is to do

good.

I have already shown, in several parts of this work, by
what means the inhabitants of the United States almost

always manage to combine their own advantage with that of

their fellow citizens; my present purpose is to point out

the general rule that enables them to do so. In the Un-

ited States hardly anybody talks of the beauty of virtue,

but they maintain that virtue is useful and prove it every

day. The American moralists do not profess that men ought

to sacrifice themselves for their fellow creatures because

*Democracy in America, Alexis de Tocqueville, Volume 2, Second Book,

Chapter VIII.
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it is noble to make such sacrifices, but they boldly
aver that such sacrifices are as necessary to him who
imposes them upon himself as to him for whose sake they
are made.

They have found out that, in their country and their
age, man is brought home to himself by an irresistible
force; and, losing all hope of stopping that force,
they turn all their thoughts to the direction of it.
They therefore do not deny that every man may follow
his own interest, but they endeavor to prove that it
is the interest of every man to be virtuous. I shall
not here enter into the reasons they allege, which
would divert me from my subject; suffice it to say
that they have convinced their fellow countrymen.

Montaigne said long ago: "Were I not to follow the
straight road for its straightness, I should follow
it for having found by experience that in the end it
is commonly the happiest and most useful track."
The doctrine of interest rightly understood is not
then new, but among the Americans of our time it finds
universal acceptance; it has become popular there; you
may trace it at the bottom of all their actions, you
will remark it in all they say. It is as often assert-
ed by the poor man as by the rich. In Europe the prin-
ciple of interest is much grosser than it is in Ameri-
ca, but it is also less common and especially it is
less avowed; among us, men still constantly feign great
abnegations which they no longer feel.

The Americans, on the other hand, are fond of explain-
ing almost all the actions of their lives by the prin-
ciple of self-interest rightly understood; they show
with complacency how'an enlightened regard for them-
selves constantly prompts them to assist one another
and inclines them willingly to sacrifice a portion of
their time and property to the welfare of the state.
In this respect I think they frequently fail to do
themselves justice; for in the United States as well
as elsewhere people are sometimes seen to give way to
those disinterested and spontaneous impulses that are
natural to man; but the Americans seldom admit that
they yield to emotions of this kind; they are more
anxious to do honor to their philosophy than to them-
selves.

I might here pause without attempting to pass a
judgement on what I have described. The extreme
difficulty of the subject would be my excuse, but
I shall not avail myself of it, and I had rather
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that my readers, clearly perceiving my object, would re-

fuse to follow me than that I should leave them in sus-

pense.

The principle of self-interest rightly understood is not

a lofty one, but it is clear and sure. It does not aim

at mighty objects, but attains without exertion all

those at which it aims. As it lies within the reach of
all capacities, everyone can without difficulty learn and

retain it. By its admirable conformity to human weak-

nesses it easily obtains great dominion; nor is that

dominion preuarious, since the principle checks one per-
,-;onal interest by another, and uses, to direct the pas-

:ions, the very same instrument that excites them.

Ph() principle of self-interest rightly understood pro-

duces no great acts of self-sacrifice, but it suggests

daily small acts of self-denial. By itself it cannot

suffice to make a man virtuous; but it disciplines a

number of persons in habits of regularity, temperance,

moderation, foresight, self-command; and if it does not

lead men straight to virtue by the will, it gradually

draws them in that direction by their habits. If the

principle of interest rightly understood were to sway

the whole moral world, extraordinary virtues would

doubtless be more rare; but I think that gross deprav-

ity wnuld then also be less common. The principle of
interest rightly understood perhaps prevents men from

rising far above the level of mankind, but a great

number of other men, who were falling far below it,

are caught and restrained by it. Observe some few in-

dividuals, they are lowered by it; survey mankind, they

are raised.

I am not afraid to say that the principle of self-in-

terest rightly understood appears to me-the best suited

Of all philosophical theories to the wants of the men

of our time, and that I regard it as their chief re-

maining security against themselves. Towards it,

therefore, the mindsoof the moralists of our age should

turn; even should they judge it to be incomplete, it

must nevertheless be adopted as necessary.

I do not think, on the whole, that there is more self-

ishness among us than in America; the only difference

is that there it is enlightened, here it is not. Each

American knows when to sacrifice some of his private

interests to save the rest: we tend to save everything,

and often we lose it all. Everybody I see about me seems

bent on teaching his contemporaries by precept

and example, that what is useful is never wrong.
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Will nobody undertake to make them understand how what
is right may be useful?

No power on earth can prevent the increasing equality
of conditions from inclining the human mind to seek
out what is useful or from leading every member of the
community to be wrapped up in himself. It must there-
fore be expected that personal interest will become
more than ever the principal if not the sole spring of
men's actions; but it remains to be seen how each man
will understand his personal interest. If the members
of a community, as they become more equal, become more
ignorant and coarse, it is difficult to foresee to
what pitch of stupid excesses their selfishness may
lead them; and no one can foretell into what disgrace
and wretchedness they would plunge themselves lest they
should have to sacrifice something of their own well-
being to the prosperity of their fellow creatures.

I do not think that the system of self interest as it
is professed in hmerica is in all its parts self-evi-
eent, but it contains a great number of truths so evi-
dent that men, i: L.hey are only educated, cannot fail
to see them. Educate, then, at any rate, for the age
of implicit self-sacrifice and instinctive virtues is
already flitting far away from us, and the time is fast
approaching when freedom, public peace, and social or-
der itself will not be able to exist without education.

Footnotes

. Joe Falk, editor, Cooperative Community Development, Shawnee
Mission, Kansas, Future Associates, Inc., 1975, p. 178.

2. William H. Form & Delbert C. Miller, Industry, Labor, and
Community; in Roland Warren, editor, Perspectives on the Amer-
ican Community (Chicago, Rand McNally, 19661 pp. 239-251

D. Questions for Discussion

1. Using three separate discussions of reciprocity--between
residents, between residents and industry, and betwee resi-
dents and government--develop your own social contract for
reciprocity in a neighborhood. How difficult would it be
to gain acceptance for this contract in the neighborhood?
Why or why not?

2. Who would be the main supporters of your reciprocity con-
tract (s)? Why? Who would oppose it? Why?
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3. Now consider the following arguments made by people or in-

stitutions in the city. Do you think they are fair stan-

dards of reciprocity?

-Young people will not give up gang activity and
crime until we can guarantee them a decent educa-
tion and a job.

-Industry will not remain in a city unless we insure
that corporations get strong tax advantages from local

government.

-Politicians will always reward their friends and ignore

their opponents.

4. In general, what are the strongest areas of reciprocity in

your neighborhood? What are the weakest? Of the weak areas,

which do you think that a community association could handle

if it asked the neighbors to take more seriously the prin-

ciples that are being violated by one or more groups within

it? Which principles would be difficult to establish? How

could you gc5 about dealing with these?

E. For Further Reading

The Private City. Sam Bass Warner, Jr.,
Philadelphia, University of Pennsylvania Press, 1968.

The -Urban Neighborhood. Suzanne Keller,
New York, Random House, 1968.

The Death and Life of Great American Cities. Jane Jacobs,

New York, Random House, 1961.

Philadelphia: Neighborhood Authority, and the Urban Crisis.

Conrad Weiler, New York, Praeger, 1974.

Governing'the City. Gerald Einward, Editor,

New York, Pocket Book, 1971.
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UNIT IV: THE VALUE OF FELLOWSHIP

A. The Spirit of Fellowship

Fellowship, our third basic community value, is what
people usually mean by a "spirit of community," a sense of
belonging and friendliness that we imagine the healthiest
urban neighborhoods to have developed. Unfortunately, ma.ly
neighborhood activists assume that fellowship is something
that can be wished into existence merely by calling for it,
or by holding one or two fairs and Christmas parties. The
moment everyone in a neighborhood is at one place, sharing
something--anything--they start making long, sentimental
speeches about the wonderful "thing" that has been "created
here today." No doubt, something does happen at periodic
social events that contributes to the fellowship in a neigh-
borhood. Without a continuing effort to cultivate common
values, however, this spirit of fellowship hardly survives
the events.

Fellowship, comraderie, exists among people who can
call themselves friends. Are your neighbors your friends?
If they are, then fellowship probably already characterizes
the neighborhood, as does reciprocity, security, and the
common standard of justice that makes all community possi-
ble. If the neighbors are strangers and acquaintances, how-
ever--then to talk of fellowship within the neighborhood is
premqture. Activists must understand why fellowship exists
in those communities that claim to have it.

In writing about New England, Alexis de Tocqueville
identified two main ingredients pf fellowship as "indepen-
dence" and "authority." Since t'he New England town has
become a model for what we think of as fellowship in Amer-
ica, we should examine how de Tocqueville characterized it.

Spirit of the Townships in New England (1.)

Alexis de Tocgueville*

In America not only do municipal bodies exist, but they are
kept alive and supported by town spirit. The township of
New England possesses two advantages which strongly excite
the interest of mankind: namely, independence and authority.
Its sphere is limited, indeed; but within that sphere its
action is unrestrained. This independence alone gives it
a real importance, which its extent and population would not
ensure.

*Domoerao( in America, VoZwno I Claptr), 6 . p . 6,1 .
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It Is to bo lemembered, too, that the affections of men
gem:rally turn toward, power. Patriotism is not durable

in a conquered neti.on. The New Englander is attached to
his township not so much because he was born in it, but
because it is a free and strong community, of which he
is a member, and which deserves the care spent in manag-
ing it. In Europe the absence of local public spirit
is a frequent subject of regret to those who are in
power; everyone agrees that there is no surer guaran-
tee of order and tranquility, and yet nothing is more
difficult to create. If the municipal bodies were made
powerful and independent, it is feared that they would
become too strong and expose the state to anarchy. Yet

without power and independence a town may contain good
subjects, but it ea!: have no active citizens. Another
important fact is that the township of New England is so
constik.ted as to excite the warmest of human affections
without arousing the ambitious passions of the heart of

man. The officers of the county are not elected, and
their authority is very limited. Even the state is only
a second-rate community whose tranquil and obscure admini-

stration offers no inducement sufficient to draw men away
from the home of their interests into the turmoil of pub-
lic affairs. The Federal government confers power and
honor on the men who conduct it, but these individuals
can never be very numerous. The high station of the Pres-
idency can only be reached at an advanced period of life:
and the other Federal functionaries of a high class are
generally men who have been favored by good luck or have
been distinguished in some other career. Such cannot be
the permanent aim of the ambitious. But the township', at

the center of the ordinary relations of life, serves as
a field for the desire of public esteem, the want of ex-

citing interest, and the taste for authority and popular-
ity; and the passions that commonly embroil social change
their character when they find a vent so near the domes-
tic hearth of thL family circle.

In the American townships power has been distributed with
admirable skill, for the purpose of interesting the great-
est number of persons in the cOMMon Weal" Independently'
of the voters, who are from time to time called into ac-
tion, the power is divided among innumerable functionaries
and officers, who all, in their several spheres, represent
the powerful community in whose name they act. The local
administration thus affords an unfailing source of profit
and interest to a vast number of individuals.
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The American system, which divides the local authority
among so many citizens, does not scruple to multiply the
functions of the town officers. For in the United States,
it is believed, and with truth, that patriotism is a kind
of devotion which is strengthened by ritual observance.
In this manner the activity of the township is continually
perceptible; it is daily manifested in the fulfillment of
a duty or the exercise of a right; and a constant though
gentle motion is thus kept up in society, which animates
without disturbing it. The American attaches himself to
his little community for the same reason that the moun-
taineer clings to his hills, because the characteristic
features of his country are there more distinctly marked;
it has a more striking physiognomy.

The existence of the townships of New England, is in
general, a happy one. Their government is suited to their
tastes, and chosen by themselves. In the midst of the
profound peace and general comfort that reign in America,
the commotions of municipal life are infrequent. The con-
duct of local business is easy. The political education of
the people has long been complete; say rather that it was
complete when the people first set foot upon the soil. In

New England no tradition exists of a distinction of rank;
no portion of the community is tempted to oppress the re-
mainder; and the wrongs that may injure isolated indivi-
duals are forgotten in the general contentment that pre-
vails. If the government has faults (and it would no doubt
be easy to point out some), they do not attract notice,
for the government really emanates from those it governs,
and whether it acts ill or well, this fact casts the pro-
tecting spell of a parental pride over its demerits. Be-
sides, they have nothing wherewith to compare it. England
formerly governed the mass of the colonies; but the people
was always sovereign in the township, where the rule is
not only as ancient, but a primitive state.

The native of New England is attached to his township,
because it is inoependent and free: his co-operation in
its affairs ensures his attachment to its interests; the
well-being it affords him secures his affection; and its
welfare,is,the,aim of, his,ambition, and of his future exer-
tions. He takes a part in every occurence in the place;
he practices the art of government in.the small sphere
within his reach; he accustoms himself to those forms with-
out which liberty can only advance by revolutions; he im-
bibes their spirit; he acquires a taste for order, com-
prehends the balance of powers, and collects clear prac-
tical notions on the nature of his duties and the extent
of his rights.
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B. The Fellowship_of the Church

In urban neighborhoods, a church or synagogue often operates

as the main institution to establish fellowship in the community.

Writing about the Jewish ,..;hetto of Chicago in the early 1920's,
Lewis Wirth observed that, "The synagogue is the central institution in

the whi,ie community. It usually has its rabbi, who visits the homes of the

members and advises them in their domestic and business problems...Through

the synagogue the members come into touch with important events,of concern

to them, and the synagogue still remains the effective organ of approach

to the ghetto community." (2.)

Father Andrew Greeley makes a similar point about the role

of the Catholic Church in Irish neighborhoods:

The parish was...a symbol of loyalty around which the immi-

grants and their children and grandchildren would rally in

a society that was at first hostile and then not especially

friendly. For many of us, it is no exaggeration to say that

the parish was the center of our lives; it provided us with

education, recreation, entertainment, friendships, and po-

tential spouses. It was a place to belong. When asked

where we came from, we named the parish rather than the

street or neighborhood. (3.)

In the past fifteen years, many Americans have also learned

about the critical role that churches'play in promoting fellow-

ship in black neighborhoods. As the following selection suggests,

strong churches have existed in these neighborhoods for years.
Black Metropolis, by St. Clair Drake and Horace R. Clayton, first

appeared in 1945.

Religion and the Church (4.)

by St. Clair Drake and Horace Clayton*

There are about 500 policy stations in Bronzeville,. BO pool-

rooms, 200 taverns, and scores of buffet-flats and dives. But

there are also about 500 churches, at least 300 of these being

located in definitely lower-class neighborhoods. The evening

hours of Bronzeville's lower-class areas are noisy with the

cacophony of both hymns and blues, gospel songs and "low-down"

music. It is obvious that some people in Bronzeville take

their pleasure by "making a joyful noise unto the Lord."

This complex that we have just described is to them "The

World of Sin," and they claim to live "in it, but not of it."

*From Black Metpopolds, See P. 84
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The church-oriented segment of the lower class is impor-
tant because it represents an element of stability in a
disordered milieu. The church world is a women's worla,
for less than a third of the lower-claths church members
are men. These lower-class church women are, on the
whole, an influence for stable family relations within
their social strata. As they phrase it, they are often
"unequally yoked together" with men who are "sinners"
and whose "sin" is reflected in a devotion to gambllAg,
extra-marital sex relations, and "big-timing." "Res-
pectable lowers"-male and female-are usually "church
people," but they are a decided minority within the
large lower class. The Negro "dicties" and the larger
white world view lower-class religion with amused con-
descension. To some lower-class people, however, iden-
tification.with the church is considered the "better"
alternative of a forced option: complete personal dis-
organization or "serving the Lord." But, as we shall
see later, certain secular organizations such as the
labor unions and radical political sects have recently
begun to pull a segment of the lower class into their
orbits.

Slightly over half of Bronzeville's 100,000 lower-class
adults claim to be church members. The majority of
these identify themselves with the Baptist or Metho-
dist denominations, and &re therefore nominally com-
mitted to opposing gambling, card-playing, dancing,
drinking, fornication, and similar derelictions. A
small proportion of the lower-class church group claims
membership in a score of other denominations, each hav-
ing its own distinctive doctrinal emphasis. Although
about half of the lower class claims church membership,
a caref-1 analysis of church records indicates that
fewer t.an a third of the lower-class adults were ac-
tually dues-paying members of any church on the eve of
the Second World War. An ever smaller number organized
the greater part of their leisure time and the emotion-
al life around the church and religion.

It has been estimated that of the approximately 30,000
lower-class persons who were actually affiliated with
churches, about a sixth belonged to three very large
lower-class churches (each having more than 1,500 mem-
bers); another sixth were d47',:r.ibuted among a score of
medium-sized lower-class chL:...hes (each with 200 to
500 members); about one-third of the total group were
worshiping in remodeled stores, garages, theatres, houses,
and halls; and another.third were members of churches
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in which higher-status members predominated. Lower-class

neighborhoods were plentifully supplied withsmall Baptist

and Holiness churches.

Old Wine in New Bottles: The prevailing attitude of
Bronzeville's lower-class church people is expressed in

an old spiritual: "Gime that old-time religion, it's

good enough for me." Drawn into the Baptist and Meth-

odist evangelical tradition by white missionaries dur-

ing and immediately after slavery, Negroes have pre-

served on a large scalp the religious behavior which

was prevalent on the American frontier between 1800

and 1890. Since, however, the Negro church has evolved

in isolation from the white church, certain distinc-

tive modifications and colorations have grown up which

give Negro religious services 1 flavor all their own.

The fountainhead of the old-time religion is the rural

South-the Bible Belt. Urban life puts its stamp on this

religion, and while the basic features of the old be-

liefs and rituals persist in Bronzeville they have been

modified by contact with the complexities of a large

northern city. "Sin," and the "Devil" too, are wilier

adversaries in Chicago than in the less complicated

world of the Deep South.

To most of Bronzeville's lower-class church people,

"Sin" is a malevolent reality. It was responsible for

Adam's fall. It is the cause of alI our present woes,

'individual and collective. In defining "sin" there

is much unanimity cn the nature of the major sins, and

much disagreement about the minor ones. One preacher

at a lower-class revival took as his subject, "Look

What Sin Has Done, Let's Get Rid of It." He named

as the main derelictions adultery, anger, atheism,

cheating, "acting stuck-up," covetousness, "being too

critical," deceit, dishonesty, disloyalty, gambling,

hypocrisy, "backbiting" and "spasmodic speaking to

one another," lack of personal cleanliness, fighting

in the home, drunkenness, and "sex immorality."

References to lower-class sex and family behavior

are prevalent in sermons delivered before lower-

class congregations. The following excerpt from a

Sunday sermon in one of Bronzeville's largest churches

illustrates the usual attack upon "sinful" family

habits:

"Why, the people have lost all self-respect, and most

of our children are brought up in homes whr.re there is
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strife, anger, and viciousness all the time. Some of you
people lie down mad and get up mad. Just cursing and
swearing all the time over the children. I sometimes
wonder can't you that live that sort of life find a place
for Jesus in your homes. That's where to start a remedy,
right in your home life. One thing I want to impress
upon you-no couple should ever marry that don't have love
and respect for each other."

The tone of such a sermon would imply that the pattern
of sex and family behavior described in Chapter 20 as
typically lower-class is characteristic of "church peo-
ple" as well as "sinners." Interviews with a score of
preachers in intimate contact with the lower class, as
well as observation of families affiliated with lower-
class churches, seem to indicate that where both heads
of a family are "church people" the unit tends to have
a pattern similar to that of the middle class. Most of
the members of lower-class churches, however, are women
married to husbands who are "unchurched" or women who
have been deserted or divorced. In the latter case,
sexual affairs outside of marraige, while frowned upon,
do not ordinarily result in social ostracism so long as
they do not involve open scandals or public fights. The
influence of the church on lower-class sex and family
life seems to be confined to moderating public brawling
and to creating a group of women who try to make their
children "respectable" and encourage them to assume a
middle-class family pattern even though they themselves,
due to "weakness of the flesh" or bitter experiences with
men, do not main',.ain stable family relations. Children
pf such families are often torn between affection for a
parent and contempt or disgust for the family behavior
pattern. It is probable that juvenile delinquency is
closely related to such conflicts. There are, of course,
numerous lower-class women whose lives are so completely
organized around the church and religion or middle-class
ideology that sexual "delinquency" would never occur.

The pattern of lower-class family life thus finds its
reflection in one definition which lower-class ministers
give of "Sin." Most of them also include diatribes
against card-playing and dancing, attendance at movies
and baseball games on Sunday, and "putting the 'world'
before Christ." A few denounce all forms of athletics.

Lower-clan theology is Fundamentalist. The preachers
paint a vivid picture,of a stern Father "who gave His
only begotten Son to save a sin-sick world!" They call
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upon sinners to seek salvation through the "Four-square
Gospel"-confession, repentance, regeneration, and sanc-

tification. They preach justification by faith, declar-

ing that a man is not saved because he is good, but will

act good because, he's saved. Once saved, a Christian

may backslide, but he can be "restored to fellowship"

by repentance and prayer. The immediate rewards of sal-

vation-the "fruits of the spirit"- are udually described

as joy, peace, and "a clear conscience." The ultimate

rewards, however, are reserved for Heaven, the final

destination of the "saved." Conversion, baptism, and

confirmation are assumed to be the high spots in the

Christian's life, and the faithful meet periodically

at testimonial meetings and prayer meetings to recount

the circumstances of their conversion, to detail their

"trials and tribulations," and to "tell their determin-

ation" to "press on." Preachers, too, sometimes relate

the circumstances of their own conversions, as in the

case of one Baptist minister who exhorted his congre-
gation to "inquire about the path and follow it." He

told them that "a long time ago, down in Arkansas, I

found the path and I've tried to walk in it ever since.

I've made mistakes just like anybody else, but I'm

trying to keep on the path. God needs clean men!"
Allusions to a conversion "back South" are common in

testimonials, With some such statement as: "I know some

of us found 'it' out down South after praying all night

long. I got 'it' in Louisiana and am satisfied that I

am saved by the blood of Jesus."

Prodigal Sons and Daughters: Most of Bronzeville's

adults and a large proportion of the children have b?.en

exposed to the general outline of this theological scheme

and are familiar with the ritual requirements for salva-

tion. Almost half of the adults claim to have been "con-

verted" and immersed as Baptists. A very large propor-

tion of them are "backsliders." Nevertheless, they (and

many of the "sinners" too) continue to accept the church's

estimate of their status as apostate or unsaved. Bronze-

ville's lower class seems to carry a heavy load of deeply

buried guilt feelings. In Bronzeville's buffet-flats
and dives it is not unusual to hear proprietors and pa-

trons alike reminiscing when a religious song is sung on

the radio-about their "Christian mothers" or their own

religious experiences when young. The very vehemence

with which these prodigal children sometimes denounce

the preachers and "the church folks" reveals a latent

uneasiness.

Bronzeville's lower class generally recognizes an area

of the sacred and profane, a dichotomy evidenced by the

comment of one tough woman: "My sister goes to the Holi-

ness church. She's good. I went down there to her church

once drunk and the usher put me out. I shouldna done that."
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But the acids of modernity are at work in Bronzeville as they
are everywhere. Skepticism about the truth of the saga of sal-
vation is general. Mistrust of the motives of the professional
religionists is widespread. Often hungry and beset by family
troubles, discriminated against by white people and more af-
fluent Negroes, Bronzeville's lower class, during the Depres-
sion years, entertained serious doubts of either the necessity
or the efficacy of religion. They demanded results in the
"here and now" rather than in "the sweet by-and-by."

In the country and small towns of the South, the church and
the preacher are often influential and powerful. In the city,
the average preacher is shorn of his power. Except for one or
two influential ministers, Bronzeville's preachers are not in
a position to secure jobs, legal favors, and similar gains
for their constituencies. The precinct captain or alderman
tends to replace the preacher as the key person in time of
crisis. It does not take long for a migrant Negro to recog-
nize the wielders of power in the city; to discover who can
secure relief for him; who can get him out of jail; or who
can find him a job. (One does not even need a preacher for
burila or marriage, and Baptist children, at least, do not
need to be christened-it's "unscriptural.") Deprived of
his power in this fashion, the minister is in a very pre-
carious position indeed, and such criticisms as the following
are common among lower-class persons. The first speaker is
a church member; the second and third are not.

"There are too many churches in colored neighborhoods anyhow.
What we need is something to put people to work."

"It's nice to have religion, and it's nice to go to church.
But you've got to look after self first. Most of our people
have got th?ir minds too deep on religion and let everything
else get away from them. If they'd stop so much religion
and do a little more thinking, it would be better for us all.
As far as I can see, hef of these preachers ain't right.
They do everything they're big enough to do, then expect you
to live holy. I don't believe half of them."

"Religion's a lot of bunk."

Even those who believe that "God will reward the righteous
according to his deeds" are quick to say: "I can be saved
if I live right. I don't need to go to church and give no
preacher my money," and for the backsliders there is always
the old Baptist doctrine to comfort them: "Once in Christ
you're never out" (i.e. if you have once been converted and
baptized, nothing you do afterwards is really fatal). Des-
pite repeated clerical warning that "you can't count on a
deathbed repentance," plenty of Bronzeville's people are
willing to take the chance.
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C. The Crisis of Fellowship

What happens in neighborhoodS without one;
central church or synagogue that everyone attends? The answer

is that without an alternative center for cultivating common
values--nothing happens. In previous years, the political par-

ties--most often the Democratic Party in the cities--created
common loyalties where common religious or ethnic bonds did

no't exist. To be sui-e, local party organizations often tried

to reflect, rather than erase, ethnic diversity within their
organizations, for sound moral and political reasons. Yet the

process of a local clubhouse, that engaged people in a contin-
uing effort to control local and national government, that
involved party workers and voters in periodic social activities,
that responded to the daily needs of party constituents, all
served to strengthen the relationships among people within the
neighborhood as well.

From this'perspective, it is not hard to understand why
neighborhood communities are losing their sense of fellowship
today; and why those that still have it feel deeply threatened
by the slightest suggestion of- change. The pressures of modern
e-onomic life have eroded 'common faith in both religious and
local political institutions. Indeed, many liberal reforms--
Civil Service, for example--have destroyed party organizations
at the local level without creating adequate centers for com-
munity in their place. Advocates of these reforms have as-

sumed fellowship to be a "natural" instinct in human beings,
requiring little institutional reinforcement. Sometimes, re-

formers have felt threatened by strong local communities,
feeling that communal standards and values are somehow at
odds with a sense of personal freedom. The result has been
the development of liberal institutions and liberal political
programs that have done virtually nothing to preserve communal

institutions or the fellowship that has emerged from them.

Yet those who would now recreate fellowship in a vacuum

must approach the problem with the recognition of how difficult

it is. Most religions evolve over centuries. Political parties
in the United States date back to Thomas Jefferson's administra-
tion. Cultivating the traditional loyalties that these insti-
tutions possess isn't going to happen overnight. As a starting
point, the activist must ask what the basic possibilities for
fellowship are.

First, are the people in the neighborhood even interested
in promoting fellowship with one another? If they aren't,'then
trying to create it is going to be rather difficult. There are

many neighborhoods where most people would just as soon be left
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alone, or whose sense of communal responsibility with neighbors
would extend only to reciprocity. The activist must determine
first where the neighbors would extend only to reciprocity. The
activist must determine first where the neighbors stand on this
question. The conclusion might be that efforts to create fel-
lowship should await common activity on a range of security,
or reciprocity issues, before trying directly to promote fellow-
ship among the neighbors themselves.

A second question to ask in whether there is fellowship
among some groups within the neighborhood. Senior citizens
may belong to neighborhood senior citizens' clubs. Even when
churches do not involve an entire neighborhood, they may involve
sub-groups within it. Friendships may revolve around recrea-
tion programs, around child-care centers, around political club-
houses. These centers of fellowship may provide a social base
from which broader social cohesion can be developed.

Third, are there problems of secarity and reciprocity
which can be dealt with only if a measure of fellowship is
achieved among the residents of a neighborhood? Obviously,
it would be impossible to solve an issue of noise or pets
between two neighbors who despised one another. Why would
they care what each other thought? Indeed, neighbors have
to take a chance on liking one another before even attenl-
ing a neighborhood meeting. For this reason, an activist
probably should not raise the most sensitive issues in a
neighborhood until the neighbors know one another well e-
nough to handle them. Most people follow this rule in de-
veloping other relationships that are important to them.
Neighborhood relationships are no different.

Finally, the activiSt 'Should figure out what kind of
activities might create fellowship among the neighbors.
Every community isn't equally excited by fairs, Christmas
Parties, and dances. Some might prefer kite-flies, picnics,
or tennis leagues. Perhaps a neighborhood talent show would
bring people together, or a neighborhood art show. Or even
some sort of neighborhood discussion series. There are no
sure-fire answers to these questions. Neighborhood activ-
ists must feel them out for themselves, and expect to make
many mistakes. Cultivating fellowship is as delicate a
problem as cultivating friendship. Unless it is approached
with great caution and skill, the activist may end up in
the center of squabbles and fights, rather than among friends.
A Beatles song talks about "getting by with a little help from
our friends." Perhaps the first step is persuading thc
neighbors that they can't get by without them.

Footnotes

1. Alexis de Tocgueville, see P. 73.
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C. Questions for Discussion

1. In general, would you say that your neighborhood is char-

acterized by fellowship? Why or why not?

2. Are there groups within your neighborhood who share the

value of fellowship? On what basis--religious; ethnic;

age (senior citizens, young people); political? Do these

groups participate in broad neighborhood activities, or

do they keep to themselves?

3. Are there institutions that promote fellowship in the

neighborhood? Which ones? How? What is there overall

impact on the eighborhood?

4. Do you think that your neighbors would want a program to

promote fellowship among them? Why or why not? What kind

of program would work best?

D. For Further Reading

The Ghetto. Lewis Wirth,
Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 1928.

That Most Distressful Nation: The Taming of the American
Irish. Andrew Greeley,

Chicago,,Ouadrangle, 1972.

Black Metropolis. 2 Volumes. St. Clair Drdke and Horace
Clayton,
New York, Harper Torchbooks, 1948.

The _Urban Village. Herbert Gans,
New-York, Free Press, 1962.

The Peoples of Philadelphia. Allen F. Davis and Mark H.
Haller,

Philadelphia, lemple University Press, 1973.
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UNIT V: THE IDEAL OF JUSTICE

A. The Relevance of 3ustice

As we argued at the outset, the capacity to develop common
standards of security, reciprocity and fellowship depends on a
common principle of justice. Even the ways in which citizens
define their problems reflects their view of what justice re-
quires. When asked about neighborhood security in a diverse
neighborhood, for example, some residents will complain about
housebreaking, while others will focus on police brutality. In
the area of reciprocity, homeowners might complain about th
failure of banks to give conventional mortgages in their neigh-
borhood, while the bankers complain that the homeowners aren't
doing enough to prevent vandalism and street crime. In pro-
moting fellowship, an activist may discover that while some peo-
ple are anxious to get the community together, others want to be
left alone. These are a few examples of how different standards
of justice can dictate not merely the solutions to problems, but
the way in which we define them.

For this reason, it is quite important for a neighborhood
activist to understand what the competing standards of justice
are. By definition, building community is a process of helping
citizens identify common goals around which they can unite.
Since our ability to come to such agreements depends upon a
shared sense of justice, an activist without an understanding
of the concept will never be able to relate to people at this
level.

A familiar neighborhood situation will emphasize the point.
A person decides to organize a block with several elderly resi-
dentsTaving alongside families with young people between 14
and 20. Going door to door, he or she discovers that many of
the senior citizens are upset about housebreakings, while the
young people are angry at being hassled by adults just for
standing on street-corners. The organizer calls a meeting. He
or she asks everyone to list their complaints. True to form,
the senior citizens talk about housebreakings in the past three
years. They say that they are terrified to leave their homes,
particularly at night. They long for the days when everyone
knew and trusted one another. The parents of the young people,
in turn, complain that their kids have no jobs; that there are
no decent recreation programs; that it is unfair to keep a young
person locked up all day. They insist that it is not their child-
ren who are robbing houses.
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The organizer first tries to persuade each side to join in
a common campaign for the demands of the other--that is, he or
she asks them to join in a common campaign for safe streets for
older people and jobs for youth. While both groups agree in
principle to the coalition, neither shows much enthusiasm for

it.

Consistent with the social contract technique, the organ-
izer tries to obtain agreement to a Neighborhood Security Con-
tract stipulating that all will work for neighborhood safety,
even to the point of offering information to the block and to
the police about suspected housebreakers in the neighborhood.
While the older residents sign right away, the young people--
particularly those who have such information--refuse. They ar-

gue that the community is doing nothing for them, so why should
they start acting as undercover agents for the community? Even

though they're not housebreaking themselves, why should they get
people they know in trouble?

At this point, the organizer would have no way out of the
dilemma unless he or she could generate a discussion in the
neighborhood on appropriate common standards of justice. What

do senior citizens have a right to expect from their neighbors?
What do young people have a right to expect? How much do the

people of a neighborhood owe one another? How much protection
do they deserve from one another? These are all issues to which
the organizer would have to respond. Most important, the stan-
dards of justice presentd in such a dialogue--concerning re-
sponsibility, obligation, mutual respect--would reflect princi-
ples of justice determined within society as a whole. Unless

the activist were familiar with these principles, he or she
would find it difficult to get beyond the conflicts to the more
important goals around which the neighbors should unite. Indeed,

without an ability to appeal to higher--and perhaps more deeply
felt--common values among the.neighbors, the organizer might end

up reinforcing the conflicts between members of the community.

Each group would end up even more convinced that the other didn't

care about what it thought.

The number of organizing efforts that have met this sorrow-
ful fate should persuade budding activists to take issues of jus-

tice quite seriously. Unfortunately, the foolish belief that it

is only private interests to which people respond--not common
valuesLas prevented various schools of "professional" Organ-
izers frc paying much attention to this process. There is al-

most no written material available that even deals with it.
Thus, we offer below a brief summary of the important American
traditions of justice, and how they reflect our attitudes toward
the communities in which we live.
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B. The Traditions of Justice

Within political theory and theology, at least, there have
been several efforts to define different standards of justice in
America. Reverend Jesse Jackson of Operation PUSH offered a
particularly good summary in his July 4th Philadelphia address,
"Time to Weld the Bell":

We think of justice by several definitions. We think of demo-
cratic justiceinnocent until proven guilty, and we often know
people whp.are condemned without trial.

We speak of proportional justice, of poetic justice, justice
with symmetryyou will reap what you sow. Often, we see peo-
ple sow, but the reaping is so distant that we become disgusted.

We speak of reciprocal justice as an eye for an eye and a
tooth for a tooth. That is a barbaric and crude form of
justice; for taken to its logical conclusion, we will all be
blind and without teeth.

There is another level of justice that we are called toDivine
justice, which has a sacrificial character. The integral con-
cepts imagined in Divine justice are: to whom more is given more
is required; mercy (extended favor); grace (unmerited favor);
forgiveness(debts that you forego) for renewal. The Cross re-
presents the burden of Divine justice with a sacrificial charac-
ter. If we are to get well, we must rise above democracy,
poetry, proportionality, and reciprocity into the divine realm
of sacrificial justice. (1.)

Reverend Jackson's summary suggests three distinct tra-
ditions of justice, all of which have had powerful roots in Amer-
ica--a religious tradition, a corporate tradition, and a liber-
al tradition. From our religious heritage, we have derived the
Prophetic or "Divine" conception of justice, enunciated by Rever-
end Jackson in his speech. Since Alexander Hamilton however,
and particUlarly since the late 19th Century, business leaders
have defended a "Gospel of Wealth" that remains the main argument
for justice under capitalism to this day. Between them, a liber-
al conception of justice based on the notion of equality in the
Declaration of Independence has attempted to mediate. Each of
these traditions deserves consideration.

1. Religious Justice

When most Americans think aboui- justice, religious justice
is what first comes to mind. Our earliest origins were religious
in nature, and we still have not escaped them. Indeed, the most
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powerful formulation of religious idealism in American History ap-
pears in the Model of Christian Charity, composed by John Winthrop
in 1630 on board the ship Arrabella, as the Puritans headed to what
later became known as the Massachusetts Bay Colony. The "Model"

was more than a manifesto. It was itself a social contract among
the_voyagers to the New World, one which viewed the "natural" in-
equalities of human life as a challenge to cooperate. We repro-
duce the main arguments here.

Model of Christian Charity
John Winthrop (2.)

God Almighty, in his most holy and wise providence has so disposed

of the Condition of mankind, as in all times some must be rich,

some poor; some high and eminent in power and dignity; others mean

and in subjection.

The Reasons:

First...to show forth thr glory of His wisdom in the variety and

difference of the Creatures and the glory of His power, in order-

ing all these differences for the preservation and the good of the

whole...

Second, that he might have more occasion to manifest the work of

the Spirit:first, upon the wicked in moderating and restraining

them: so that the rich and mighty should not eat up the poor, nor

the poor and despised rise up against their superiors and shake

off their yoke...

Third, that every man might have need of other, and from hence

they might all knit more nearly together in the Bond of brotherly

affection. From hence it appears plainly that no man is made more

honorable than another or more wealthy, etc., out of any larticular

respect to himself, but for the glory of his Creator and the Common

good of the Creature, Man...

There are two rules whereby we are to walk towards another: JUSTICE

and MERCY. These are always distinguished in their Act and in their

object, yet may they both concur in the same Subject in each 3.-spect;

as sometimes there may be an occasion of showing mercy to a rich man,

in some sudden danger of distress, and also doing of mere Justice to

a poor man in regard to some particular contract, etc.

There is likewise a double Law by which we are regulated in our con-

versation, one towards another...By the first of these laws, man as

he was enabled so withall is commanded to love his neighbor as him-

self. Upon this ground stands all the precepts of the moral law,

which concerns our dealings with men. To apply this to the works

of mercy, this law requires two things: that every man afford his

help to another in every want or distress; second, that he perform

this out of the same affection, which makes him careful of his own

good according to that of our Savior: Matthew (7:12)...When there

is no other means whereby our Christian brother may be relieved in
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this distress, we must help him beyond our ability, rather than tempt
God, in putting him upon help by miraculous or extraordinary means...

1.) For the persons, we are a Company professing ourselves fellow
members of Christ...

2.) For the work we have in hand, it is by a mutual consent through
a special overruling providence, and more than ordinary approbation
of the Churches of Christ to seek out a place of Cohabitation and
Courtship under a due form of Government, both civil and ecclesias-
tical.

3.) The end is to improve our lives and to do mo ,:rvice to the
Lord, the comfort and increase of the body of Christ whereof we are
members, that ourselves and our posterity may be the better preserved
from the Common corruptions of this evil world to serve the Lord and
work out our Salvation and under the power and purity of his holy Or-
dinances.

4.) For the means whereby this end must be effected, they are two-
fold: a conformity with the work and end we aim at...That which the
most in their Churches maintain as a truth in profession only, we
must bring.into familiar and contant practice--as in this duty of
love we must love brotherly without dissimulation; we must love one
another fervently; we must bear one another's burdens; we must not
look only on our own things, but also on the things of our brethren;
neither must we think that the Lord will bear with such failings at
our hands as he doth from those among whom we have lived.

Thus stanas the cause between God and us, we are entered into Cove-
nant with Him for this work. We have taken out a Commission, the
'Lord hath given us leave to draw our own Articles. We have pro-
fessed to enterprise these Actions upon these and these ends. We

have therefore besought Him of favor and blessing. Now if the
Lord shall please to hear us, and bring us in peace to the place
we desire, then hath he ratified this Covenant and sealed our Com-
mission...

As we can see, although the Puritans recognized that "some must
be rich, some poor: some high and eminent in power and dignity, others mean and
in subjection, " they believed that theSe inequalities of nature imposed
a strong obligation on the community to create a' cooperative spirit.
We should remember as well that the inequalities of 1630 in Massa-
chusetts Bay were nothing like the massive inequalities between rich
and podr that we tolerate today. Even modest inequality, however,
prompted the Puritans to work for the "ordering" of "all these differ-
ences for the preservation and the good of the whole."

2. Coroorate Justice

The growing class of merchants in 18th Cel .ury America beyan
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to develop their own interpretation of the religious principle,
however. If the Puritans had argued that the pursuit of God
would lead to success on earth, to America's businessmen, this
formula rapidly became, "the pursuit of success will lead to
grace in the eyes of God." By the late 19th Century, the propo-
sition had become a new American gospel, a gospel of wealth,
with its own standards of justice.

Mr. Andrew Carnegie of U.S. Steel, presents us with its
main arguments in an article cElled "Wealth," that appeared in
the North American Review in 1889. A few passages reveal his
argument. First, Carnegie tells us why society benefits from a

system that permits great inequalities of wealth:

It is well, nay, essential for the progress of the race, that

the houses of some should be homes for all that is highest and

best in literature and the arts, and for all the refinements

of civilization, rather than none should be so. Much better

this great irregularity than universal squalor. Without wealth

there can be no Maecenas. The "good old times" were not good

old times. Neither master nor servant was as well situated

then as today. A relapse to old conditions would be disastrous
to both--not the least so to him who serves--and would sweep

away civilization with it...

In the manufacture of products we have the whole story. It

applies to all combinations of human industry, as stimulated

and enlarged by the inventions of this scientific age. Former-

ly articles were manufactured at the domestic hearth or in small

shops which formed part of the household. The master and his

apprentices worked side by side, the latter living with the mas-

ter, and therefore subject to the same conditions...But the inev-

itable result of such a mode of manufacture was crude articles

at high prices. Today the world obtains commodities of excel-
lent quality at prices which even the generation preceding this

would have deemed incredible. In the commercial world similar

causes have produced similar results, and the race is.benefited

thereby. The poor enjoy what the rich could not before afford.

What were the luxuries have beL:oroe the necessaries of life.

The laborer has now more comforts than the farmer had a few

generations ago...

The price we pay for this salutary change is, no doubt, great.

We assemble thousands of operatives in the factory, in the

mine, and in the counting-house of whom the employer can know
little or nothing, and to whom the employer is little better

than a myth...

The price which society pays for the law of competition, like

the price it,pays for cheap comforts and luxuries, is also
great; but the advantages of this law are also greater still,

for it is to this law that we owe our wonderful material de-

velopment, which brings improved conditions in its train...
While the law may be sometimes hard for the individual, it
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is best for the race, because it insures the survival of the fittest
in every department. (3.)

Having stated the benefits of concentrated wealth and the "law of
competition," Mr. Carnegie turns to the obligations of the wealthy:

Poor and restricted are the opportunities in this life; narrow are
our cortunities in this liEe; narrow our horizon; our best work
most imperfect; but rich men should be thankful for one inestima-
ble boon. They have it in their power during their lives to busy
themselves in organizing benefactions froM which the masses of
their fellows will derive lasting advantage, and thus dignify
their own lives...

This, then, is held to be the duty of the man of Wealth: First,
to set an example of modest, unostentatious livng, shunning dis-
play or extravagances; to provide moderately for the legitimate
wants of those dependent upon him; and after loing so to consider
all surplus revenues which come to him simply as trust funds,
which he is called upon to administer, and strivly bound as a
matter of duty to administer in the manner which, in his judge-
ment, is best calculated to produce the most beneficial results
for the community--the.man of wealth thus becoming the mere
agent and trustee fo- his poorer bretheren, bringing to their
service his superior visdom, experience, and ability to admini-
ster, doing for them better than they would or could do for
themselves. (4.)

Thus, from these two passages, we can piece together the main
pcints that Andrew Carnegie makes:

First, t ,t the highest culture of the race depends upon
great wealth. Therefore, it is important for society to
amass great wealth.

Second, that competition provides an important incentive
for individuals to amass the wealth that society needs.

Third, that a competitive system allows the worthiest to
rise to the top, in accordance with the law of the sur-
vival of the fittest.

Fourth, that even the 1 ,iest members of society grow rich-
er under a system that works to produce wealth, because
there is much more total wealth. They end up better off,
in fact, than they would i government imposed an arbi-
trary equality between rich and poor that gave no one in-
centive to produce wealth. In such a system, Carnegie im-
plies everyone would emerge equally poor and miserable.
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Fifth, that the opportunity to amass wealth imposes an
obligation upon the rich to use their money for the
benefit of those less well endowed and fortunate. Such
a system, in fact, is allowing the rich to become "agents
and trustees" for their "poorer brethren."

In short, justice is the rule of the fittest in the struggle for
economic survival.

We can see how profoundly the "Gospel of Wealth" revises
the ideal of religious justice as developed in New England. Indeed,
the Puritans would have said that Carnegie was turning God's Law
on its head. God created diversity, they insisted, to challenge
human beings to cooperate with one another despite their differ-
ences. The end of progress was not wealth, not even the arts and
literature, but virtue--the "moral law" that a person should "love
one another as himself." To the Robber Barons, however, love in
the abstract was less important than creating material goods and
services for themselves and others. They rejected the religious
notion that even greater wealth would not offer much dignity to
low-income people under a system that treated the poor as serfs
to a few corporate magnates acting as their "trustees." If every-
one's private needs were satisfied, they argued,,why would anyone
care how much money and power rich people possessed?

3. The Role of Government and Liberal Justice

The practical consequence of this debate becomes even clearer
when we examine the,role of government in the systems defendedby
the Puritans and Carnegie. The Puritans had envisaged a much tough-
er role for government than merely creating incentives for service
once a few people already acquired massive wealth. The social
contract, the covenant, was not with progress, not .ith material
possessions, but with God. The government was "civil and ecclesi-
astical." The political leaders, then, were to be the spiritual
leaders, always forcing the community to define what God's Will re-
quired in each stage of political and economic development.

To Carnegie, however, government had two responsibilities:
to help individuals accumulate wealth and to encourage them to use
it for the good of society. The first responsibility was easy enough
to fulfill. Government should merely permit capitalists to acquire
as much as they could without interference. Only in the area of
charity and distribution was govE:rnment action appropriate. Be-
lieving that the differences in wealth should reflect the differ-
ences in talent and not accidents of birth, Carnegie favored severe
inheritance taxes. He had contempt for English Kings who bestowed
enormous riches upon their children, regardless of their ability.
He also felt that strict inheritance taxes would provide incentives
for wealthy people to distribute their riches during,their life-
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times, rather than horde it for their own sons and daughters.
This was his concession to the Christian standard of service
that he himself shared with his Puritan ancestors.

If Ministers, finally, had to defend their decisions in
.ccordance with "right reason" in interpreting the Bible to the
community, "Robber Barons" defended their decisions only in ac-
cordance with standards of efficiency, growth, and profit.

Though separated by over 350 years, this debate between cor-
poratism and Puritanism over the role of government presents us with
something like the dilemma faced by our Founding Fathers in drafting
the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution. Writing in
the 18th Century, they identified the unity between Church and State
as a grave threat to human-liberty, permitting only one Church, the
Anglican Church, to dominate all others. They equally resented pub-
lic control of the economy, since this system had turned fledgling
American industries into mere tax producers for Parliament and the
Crown. Yet early Americans hardly rejected God's role in government
--our "inalienable rights" were "endowed by the Creator." Nor did
they oppose all government intervention in the economy. All early
American administrations--Washington's; Adams'; Jefferson's--in-
cluded strong public involvement in agricultural and manufacturing
affairs. The debate was over how government should become involved,
not whether it should.

The result, as it evolved, was a liberal compromise--one which
left the basic process of competition to the "private sector," but
which let government act as something like a referee--controlling
the excesses of the rich, while working to insure equal opportunity
for each succeeding generation. In 1832, President Andrew Jackson
offered the clearest statement of this sort of justice in vetoing
a national bank that would have permitted enormous government sub-
sidies to corporations:

...Every monopoly and all exclusive privileges are granted at the
expense of the public, which ought to receive a fair equivalent.
The many millions which this act proposes to bestow on the stock-
holders of the existing bank must come directly or indirectly out
of the earnings of the American people. It is due to them, there-
fore, if their Government sell monopolies and exclusive privileges,
that they should exact for them at least as much as they are worth
in open competition.

It i3 to be regretted that the rich and powerful too often bend the
acts of government to their selfish purposes. Distinctions in
society will always exist under every just government. Equality of
talents, of education, or of wealth cannot be produced by human in-
stitutions...but when the laws undertake to add to these natural and
just advantages artificial distinctions, to grant titles, gratuities,
and exclusive privileges, to make the rich richer and the potent more
powerful, the humble members of society--the farmers, mechahics, and
laborers--who have neither the time nor the means of securing like
'favors to themselves, have a right to complain of the injustice of
their Government. There are no necessary evils in government. Its
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evils exist only in its abuses. If it would confine itself to
equal protection, and, as Heaven does its rains, shower its favors

alike on the hi0 and the low, the rich and the poor, it would be

an unqualified blessing. (5.)

As we can see, if religious idealists believed that government
should challenge us to fulfill God's Law, while corporatists believed
that government should reward the rich for their wealth, President
Jackson saw the role of government as guaranteeing equal protection
to all elements of society who then could sort out standards of jus-
tice among themselves.

This liberal notion of justice as a balance between opposites--
rich and poor; powerful and weak; idealist and realist--has had a
profound impact on the evolution of both religious and corporate
justice in the United States. Alexis de Tocqueville's comments on
the subject , made in 1832 in the midst of the Jacksonian era, are

worth examining. De Tocqueville recognized that churches deliber-
ately avoided direct political intervention:

I showed how the American clergy stand aloof from secular affairs.

This is the most obvious but not the only example of their self-

restraint. In America religion is a distinct sphere, in which the

priest is sovereign, but out of which he takes care never to go.

Within its limits he is master of the mind; beyond them he leaves

men to themselves and surrenders them to the independence and

instability that belong to their nature and their age. I have :,oen

no country in which Christianity is clothed with fewer forms, figures,

and observances than in the United States, or where it presents more

distinct, simple and general notions to the mind. Although the

Christians of America are divided into a multitude of sects, they all

look upon their religion in the same light: This applies to Roman

Catholicism as well as to the other forms of belief. There are no

Roman Catholic priests who show less taste for the minute individual

observances, for extraordinary or peculiar means of salvation, or who

cling more to the spirit and less to the letter of the 1:1w than the

Roman Catholic priests of the United States. Nowhere is the doctrine

of the church which prohibits the worship reserved to God alone from

being offered to the saints more clearly inculcated or more generally

followed. Yet the Roman Catholics of America are very submissive and

very since;-e.

Another remark is applicable to the clergy of every communion. The

American ministers of the Gospel do not attempt to draw or fix all

the thoughts of man upon the life to come; they are willing to sur-

render a portion of his heart to the cares of the present, seeming

to consider the goods of this world as important, though secondary,

objects. If they take no part themselves in productive labor, they

are at least interested in its progress and they applaud its results;

and while they never cease to point to the other world as the great

object of the hopes and fears of the believer, they do not forbid

him honestly to court prosperity in this. Far from attempting to

show that these things are distinct and contrary to one another, they

study rather to find out on what point they are most nearly and

closely connected.
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All the American clergy know and respect the intellectual supremacy
exercised by the majority; they never sustain any but necessary con-
flicts with it. They take no share in the altercations of parties,
but they readily adopt the general opinions of their country and
their age, and they allow themselves to be borne away without op-
position in the current of feeding and opinion by which everything
around them is carried along. They endeavor to amend their con-
temporaries, but they do not quit fellowship with them. Public
opinion is therefore never hostile to them; it rather supports and
protects them, and their belief owes its authority at the same time
to the strength which is its own and to that which it borrows from
the opinions of the majority.

Thus it is that by respecting all democratic tendencies not ab-
solutely, contrary to herself and by making use of several of them
for her own purposes, religion sustains a successful struggle with
that spirit of individual independence which is her most dangerous
opponent. (6.)

At the same time, he marvelled at an industrial system that
seemed.to be developing in a spirit of relative equality:

The United States of America has only been emancipated for half a
century from the state of colonial dependence in which it stood
to Great Britain; the number of large fortunes there is small and
capital is still scarce. Yet no people in the world have made
such rapid progress in trade and manufactures as the Americans;
they constitute at the present day the second maritime nation in
the world, and although their manufacture:, have to struggle with
almost insurmountable natural impediments, they are not prevented
from making great and dail advances.

In the United States the greatest und -akings and speculations
are executed without difficulty, bec= the whole population are
engaged in productive industry, and Lause the poorest as well as
the most opulent members of the commonwealth are ready to combine
their efforts for these purposes. The consequences is that a
stranger,is constantly amazed by the immense public works execu-
ted by a nation which contains, so to speak, no rich men. The
Americans arrived but as yesterday on the territory which they in-
habit, and they have already changed the whole order of nature for
their own advantage. They have joined the Hudson to the Mississipi
and made the Atlantic Ocean communicate with the Gulf of Mexico,
across a continent of more than five hundred leagues in extent
which separates the two seas. The longest railroads that have
been constructed up to the present time are in America.

But what most astonishes me in the Unted States is not so much
the marvelous grandeur of some un6ertas as che innuMerable
multitude of small ones. Aamost i1 the farmers of the United
States ,;ombine some trade with agrculture; most of them make
agriculture itself a trade. It sldcm l'appens that an American
farmer settles for good upon the land -,:ht,;t1 occ!rpies; especially
in the districts of the Far West, he brings land into tillage in
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order to sell it again, and not to farm it; he builds a farmhouse

on the speculation that, as the state of the country will soon be
changed by the increase of population, a good price may be obtained

for it.

Every year a swarm of people from the North arrive in the Southern

states and settle in the parts where the cotton plant and the

sugar-cane grow. These men cultivate the soil in order to make
it produce in a few years enough to enrich them; and they already

look forward to the time when they may return home to enjoy the

competency thus acquired. Thus the Americans carry their busi-
nesslike qualities into agriculture, and their trading passions
are displayed in that as in their oter pursuits.

The Americans make immense progress in productive industry,
because they all devote themselves to it at once, and for this

same reason they are exposed to unexpected and formidable em-

barrassments. As they are all engaged in commerce, their commer-
cial affairs are affected by such various and complex causes that

it is impossible to foresee what difficulties may arise. As they

are all more or less engaged in productive industry, at the least

shock given to business all private fortunes are put in jeopardy

at the same time, and the state is shaken. I believe that the

return of these commercial panics is an endemic disease of the

democratic nations of our age. It may be rendered less dangerous,
but it cannot be cured, because it does not originate in accidental

circumstances, but in the temperment of these nations. (7.)

To de Tocqueville, then, the general standard of "self-interest,
rightly understood," appeared to modify the demands of all groups
in America, permitting each to exercise some influence, but no one

group to dominate. Government's role was to preserve this balance.
This is what justice required.

Today, however, the liberal belief that government-should pre-
serve a balance between wealth and virtue, between riches and service,
between corporate power and spiritual ideals, has led to a confusion
among many Americans about the vision of justice. Religious ideal-
ists and corporatists at least offer us clear standards--"love
thy neighbor as thyself," from the Bible versus, "produce profits,",
from the Gospel of Wealth. It is not clear now we do strike a
balance between these two principles, so thoroughly at odds with

one another. Some Americans say that they are "moderates," picking

and choosing between idealism and materialism as it suits them.
When does it suit them, however? On what basis?

Indeed, for many, the real American dream, and some would say
the most naive dream of all, is that we can avoid these troublesome
conflicts over justice altogether. We can pursue wealth, but re-
main moral. We can permit massive inequality, but not the indi.g-

nities experienced by the poor. We can promote competition, but
within a framework that teaches us self-interest "rightly understood."
Americans, in short, seek the best of all possible worlds, and in
its absence, we move back and forth between them. We elect one ad-
ministration to challenge our moral and spiritual ideals, only to

ci
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exchange it for one that believes in corporate pow,- when reli-
gious justice seems too difficult 'co handle. Then grow dis-
gusted at the r-;eeming amorality of corporate leaders, so we sflop
around for moral leadership again. And so it goes.

Yet if there is any clue to what most Americans would de-
fine as their own ultimate standard of justice, it lies in the
arguments to which both corporatists and early liberals felt
obliged to respond. Every corporate leader--Carnegie included
--knew that they had to defend themselves in accordance with
the stanrds of religious justice. JusL as clearly, the founders
knew that the rights they were seeking had to be endowed "by
their Creator." In short, when an American talks about justice,
he usually does mean justice as Reverend Jesse Jackson talked
about it--Divine justice. No less than the Puritans, we govern
our moral activity in accordance with the Golden Rule. We
disagree only--albeit an important only--on how much of this
divine justice human beings are capable of achieving for them-
selves and one another.,

C J..Istice and Neighborhoods

Having examined briefly the competing standards of justice,
we can suggest hr=r,7 they relate to the debates over building com-
munity in neigh;)-)rhoods. Within the religious tradition, pre-
serving specific communities is ultimately important, if only be-
cause the community be-omes the sodial arena in which to fulfill
God's will. Yet the religious idealist would not defend "neigh-
borhood as a good in itself. Neighborhood would be a necessary,
but insufficient means of achieving the Golden Rule. The idealist
would always be working to challenge individual neighborhoods
to adhere to these principles; and to establish them as the prin-
ciples of common activity between the neighborhoods themselves.

To the corporatist, by contrast, it would be just to preserve
a neighborhood only if the specific community were useful in the
acquisition of social and personal wealth. Within corporate theory,
there is no suggestion that communal life is important in itself.,
or for any other reason. Therefore, neighborhoods become expend-
able when the dictates of progrcss and technology and expansion
become,clear. In the name of this Standard of justice, community
residents have watched neighborhoods give way to highways, to fac-
tories, to nuclear power plants--in fact, to almost anything that
could promise wealth and advancement to "the race" even if it im-
posed hardsh-ps on the "individuals."

The liberal concep of justice in neighborhoods would em-
phasize diversity. The Jeral would say that the just neighbor-
hood was one that promoted diversity among those living within it--
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racially, ethnically, and economically. In neighborhood meetings,
moreover, the liberal would be suspicious of all efforts of the
community to limit the activities of individuals in the name of
the collective goals. A corporatist might favor neighborhood
rules that encouraged everyone to support business activities. A

religious idealist might favor standards that directed neighbors to

t,hp_Rqrsuit, of ,God. The ,libera_Lwould.say,that,al_l,such rules
were unfair. Individuals should have the right to pursiie'lli6ir

own private ends, consistent with the freedom of others.

On what basis, then, would a liberal support common stan-

dards within the neighborhood as being just? John Rawls, a
modern liberal theorist, has tried to come to grips with this
problem in a book called A Theory of Justice. Rawls offers two
rules for the just social contract: first, that there should be
maximum individual freedom, consistent with the freedom of others;
and second, that inequality should exist only when it benefits
everyone. These standards, he believes, are rationally defen-
sible and consistent with the general human desire for freedom.

Unfortunately, these rules offer us little guidance in de-
termining just goals for the community itself. As we saw, for
example, Andrew Carnegie believed that despite wide inequalities
in wealth and power under capitalism, the system benefitted
everyone by creating incentives to produce wealth... Without
these incentives, poor people would be even poorer, even though
everyone might be more equal. The Puritans, by contrast, would
have wanted capitalists to accept the leadership of ministers.
They argued that wealth would have little meaning to human beings
unless the relationships between us reflected God's standards of
love and companionship. Both capitalists and Puritans, in short,
defended their own kind of inequality as being beneficial to
everyone. How do we decide which of these inequalities is just
without a notion of a just goal for human life itself? Liberal-
ism is weak in answering this question, which explains why
Americans raised on liberal assumptions about communities and
societies have such difficulty in figuring out fair community
standards.

Nonetheless, the idea of justice does have meaning to
Americans as part of our religious heritage and from our belief
that "life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness" should be a
goal for society as well as individuals. How this standard af-
fects debates over security, reciprocity,.and justice--the subject
of our next sessions--will help us understand further how jus-
tice can become a visinn for the neighborhood itself.
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b. Questions for Discussion

k`on( t on: Hin ;oity that you fool Aro unjur;t. Ar-
tcv eivon ono, try to identify why you feel that they Are 1111jueii.

2. Now look at your reasons for thinking that conditions within
ar4, un)12:0, In thcro ? a common principle or principles

running thronqh All yOljr r0a144,11g7 What is it? ir you won!
asked "Whit is witice," would this principlm at-log:lately ex-
plain what you thin) it is?

In this section, We have discussed justice within the corpor-
ate tradition, within the religious tradition, and within the
liberal tradition. Which of these traditionn comes clonest
to your own atandard of justice? Consider the following spe-
cific statements below:

qoc-inty pa,0 te,s thx, tottipoition, Uhl*

Ino prio, it pay54 for ilwap confortq and 1oxotios, it; Al0 gri.,at?

tI' ariVankw;eg a this iaW ate ale) qrea(C*f still, f,Jr it is
to thiA law that w..1 owr Our wood(!rfol rat otl a I dohr.slopg.,ont,

which britos irtrovfA eonditionA in it5§ ttaiti...Thv poor ehjesy

what the rich c,NISIO hr0 txtfore afford.''
ikhAtew catwgiot

**T1qr.c.1 litkcl a 4,3olllo Law Ly t4laifit UT, are rectulaed ih oor

convoration. ot1T.? trn4tardz anothe.t...Py thrt first of th.. I4WA,

rLan, afi he Wa'14 AO withal!, --str,ItvirA to lovo hi§ twIli
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but As himself, Upon thi4 tound stahan all the nueooptq or the

thotat law, which concerns oot dealings with other ItiOti,"

(The Puritans)

"rquality of CalMit.5, of education, or or wealth cannot be pro-

doced by human institutions...but when the lawn undertake to

444 to cc ii tital 4114 )04t advantagen artificial distinctions,

to grant titles, gratoition, and exclusive priviloqos, Lo make

the ufth richor and tho potent ffibte powortui..itho homhio mom-

looiety have 4 rioht to comiotaln of the inlustice of

their lovetement,"
(Ateitew Jackson)

clo back over your standards of security, reciprocity, and fel-

lownhip developed in previous sessions. In what tradition of
fellowship would they fall most closely?

Can you think of ntandardn of necurity, reciprocity, and fel-

lowahip adopted within your neighborhood that you would con-

older unjunt7 how about ntandardn that_ you would connider just,

but ,that your neighborn would not? How would you define the

ntandards of justice conflict?
-2

6. What principlen of juntice would you adopt to govern a social

contract for juntice within your neighborhood? Within society

ein A Aole?

V. rot. Furthor Readinct4.1.,

a. Reliqious or Idealistic

Tho ,PuritannI 1 _.5ourcebook_of,Thejr Wr1ti91q. Volume I,
Tirw MCP:, liarper TaFabocIETI-,-150%

The Irephets. Volume 1, Abraham Hosehel,
New Yotk, Parpor Torchbooks, 1962.

The Republic Plato.

Small_is_lleAutiful. c.r. Schumacher,
York, 'harper Pow, 1973.

The Meanino 01 _the 3acque Mut,
Mivh., tordturwin Co., 1970.

b. Corporate Justice

Oolocracy And the nospel of Wealttt. nail Kennedy, Witor,
IA:?Minfltont MAA.14., D.C. Heath and Company, 14)40.

ACrV# of Diamonds. Pussell Corwell,
rdited by Sitney Newton hrentier, Successful Achievement, 1971.
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A Thit'y of Justtee. Joint Rawls,
Cam-ridge, Harvard Onivernity Press, 1971.

Prankiin O. Roosevoles "Four Vroodomn" npfloch.
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UNVP Vt. JOSTICP AND 811CORITY

A. Intro4uction

Developing a common aenne or iustice in a community involves
more than mediating disputen. Mediation merely allows people to
live together, whether they work together or not. An organizer
or activist aims at getting people to work together. Indeed, he

or she should view conflicts as opportunities to demonstrate why
the perspective of justice is important to our common life.

Consider the example we examined at the beginning of the

last session. We saw that without a common standard of justice,
there would be no way to resolve the conflict between young people
who make noise and older residents who prefer quiet. An activist
who assumes that the neighbors cannot share common standards of
justice, In fact, deco not resolve these sorts of conflicts. rather
they give up, or they side with one of the two parties at the ex-

pense of the other. Usually the situation grows worse. Young

people continue to make noise. Senior citizens continue to call
the police. It becomes a neighborhood war, until an angry kid
throws a rock through somebody's window or a senior citizen files

a formal complaint with the District Attorney. The bitter feelings
poison the community indefinitely.

With a perspective of justice, particularly ideal justice, the
activist would try to persuade each group to understand the needs of
tho other, then to accept a standard to govern them both. First,

the activist would confront the neighbors with their precise sit-
uationnamely, that the neighborhood includes both young people and
Ilder people and that each side must learn to adjust to the other.
Young people cannot expect the world to revolve entirely around
their needn. Nor, however, can the older residents expect the
neighborhood to return to the way they imagined it to be when they

were growing up. Indeed, perhaps if their memory extended back to
earlier days, they might recall that young people always have liked

to make noise, perhaps even when they were young.

The issue, then, is where and when. Agreement to a neighbor-

hood courtesy guideline establishing quiet hours and providing for
advance warning before parties or other unusually loud activities--
in exchange for which all residents would put up with a modest
amount of noise during the daytime and early evening--would confirm
the common principle. The important Point, however, is that agree-

ment to the rule should give rise to a new relationship between
those who make it, one which reflects mutual respect and cooperation.
The solution to the problem, in short, should promote a growing
common commitment to justice in the neighborhood as a whole.
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Confronting issues or neighborhood security should promote
a sense of justice ds well. All three trsditions of justice sup-
port the right of individuals to protect LhoMselves against harass-
ment, vandalism, and crime. Corporate justice demands the protec-
tion of property. Religious justice asks us to adhere to the 10
Commandments and the Golden Rule. Liberal justice insists upon a
respect for freedom and diversity. Even given the varied perspec-
tives on issues of fairness, there should be unity around the idea
that the neighborhood deservon to be safe.

The debate centers around how neighborhoods should encourage
this sense of security. One position, closest to the tradition
of corporate justice, arguos that communities should worry most
about how to remove potential offenders from within their midst,
in the interests of preserving stability for the rest. A second
position, operating within the liberal tradition, emphasizes de-
veloping proper procedures for preventing crime in the neighbor-
hood, without dealing with criminals directly. A third position,
reflecting a concern for ideal justice, asks us to do something
to help potential and real offenders, as well an to help those
who are threatened by their offenses. The three positions are
not mutually exclusive; a community can work to remove trouble-
makers, establish procedures for preventing crime, while it also
supports efforts to rehabilitate criminals. Since h ighborhood
crime often gives rise to a debate between these various ap-
proaches, however, it is important to understand each of them.

13. Corporate

Dr. Edward Bonfield of the University of Pennsylvania maken
the clearest case for the corporate strategy to deal with crime in
The Upheavenly City Revisited. The following sums up his position:

Theyikturi),efjhe Lower_Class
Edward Bonfield (10

So long an the city contains a sizable lower clans, nothing basic con
be done about its most oeriouo problems. Good jobs may be offered to
all, but some will remain chronically unemployed. Slums may be demo-
lished, but if the housing that replaces them in occupied by the lower
class It will shortly be turned into new slums. Welfare payments may
be doubled or tripled and negative income tax instituted, but some per-
sons will ,%,ntinue to live in squalor and misery. New schools may be
built, now curricula devised, and the teacher-pupil ratio cut in half,
but if the children who attend these ochoolo come from lower-class
homes, the schools will be turned into blackboard jungles, and those
who graduate or drop out from them will, in moot cases, be functionally
illiterate. The streets may be filled with armies of policemen, but
violent crime and civil disorder will decrease very little. lf, how-
ever, the lower class will disappearif, say, its members were over-
night to acquire the attitudes, motivations, and habits of the working
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clagg°.the MOSt serioun dn4 introotable problemn of the city would

all disappear with it,

The nertond problems Of the city All Oast in tWo forms--,a normal-

clann and a lower-clasn form--which are fundamentally different

from eAch other. In Ito normal-clann form, the employment prob-

lem, for example, coneintn mainly of young people who are junt

entering the tabor market end who munt make a certair number of

tridtg and errorn before finding nuitable jobn, in its lower-clans

form, IL connintn of people who prefer the "action" of the ntreetn

to any nteady job. The poverty problem in lin normal-dorm form

consistn of people (enpecially the aged, the phynieally handicapped,

and mothers with dependent children) who:4e only need in order tO

live decently is moneys in itn lower-clans form it consists of

people who would live in squalor and misery even if their incomes

were doubled or tripled. The same is true with the other prob-

lems--nlum houning, nchooln, crime, rioting, each is really two

quite different problems.

The lower-class forms of all problemn are at bottom a single

problems the existence of an outlook and style of life which in

radically present-oriented and which therefore attaches no value

to work, sacrifice, self-improvement, or service to family, friends,

or community.

Denpite all that wan naid to the contrary in the earlier chapters

of this book, some readers may suspect that when the author usen

the worth§ "lower close what he has in the back of his mind in

"Negro," They Aay suspect, too, that the "real" purpose of the

rather pesnimistic account of the ponnibilities of reducing the

nine of the lower clans that follows is to lay the basis for the

conclusion that nothing should be done about any of the city's

serioun problems. There in, of course, no arguing with a reader

who is determined to mistake one'n meaning. All the author can

do In to repeat once more that there are lower-clans people, an

defined here in ALL ethnic groups, including the Anglo-Saxon

white Protestant one, and to point to the obvious fact that moot

Negroes are not improvident, do not live in squalor and violence,

and therefore are plainly NOT lower class. An for the nunpicion

that the argument of thin chapter will be used to justify a

program of inaction, the reader in advised to wait and see.

The implication of all thin moy seem to be that the child should

be taken from its lower-class parents at a very early ago and

brought up by people whose culture Is normal. It will do little

good to explain to a lower-clans mother wherein her child-roaring

practices are wrong: she in net really interested in improving

her practices, perhaps becaune she cannot noo anything wrong with

them. In thin and in other areas an well, her clann cultw.,e sets

sharp limits on what it in possible for her to do. rt may seem,

therefore, that the only thing to do is to take the child from

her and put it in the care of a substitute who will bring it up

properly.
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However, the cnoe in not de clear no it may firet appear, it in

not certain that taking the child froM itn mother may Mit edlibe
even greater injury to it than woold ImoVing it with her. (it

!Mould be remembered that the Iowa children whone IQ improved so
remarkably were trann(erred from an INST/TOTION.) After a com-
prehenoive review of the ncientific literature, pnychologint Leon
J. Yarrow concluden that keeping a child with "gronnly inndequate
parento in a depriving and hontile environment" doen not neem
warrented by what in known of the dangern in neparating a child
from ite mother, he ntrennes, however, that before A child is
removed, ntrong efforts ohoeld be made to improve family condi-
tions. (1.)

Presumably, the danger to the child in taking it from its mother
in a function not only of the mother'n incompetence but also of
the ability of the mother-substitute to give it the support and
utimulation that it needs. Even supposing (as it seems plaunible
to do) that at present the average substitute provides a much
better environment for the child than does the average mother from
whom children nre taken, one still cannot conclude that ALL lower-
clans children should be taken from their mothers. For As the ht101,,

ber of ouch removals increased, the quality of the average substi-
tute would gurely fall and that of the average mother would pro-
bably increase. it is one thing to provide proper adoptive homes
and institutions for a few thousand children a year and an altogether
different one to provide them for several hundred thousand. With
respect to institutions, at leant, it is likely that "deperson-
alized and affectionlenn but otherwise adequate" care in the bent
that can be expected on ouch a large scale.

Finally, i1 in questionable whether the state has the right to
take A child from itg parents in order to prevent an injury that
in impalpable and contingent on its gocialitation into a lower-
class culture. (2.) Even if it were certain (and of course it is
not) that a child brought up in the lower clans would turn out to
be a "social problem" of some sort, it would not automatically
follow that society has d right to interfere so drastically in
people's lives. If failure to provide a child with adequate lin-
guigtic equipment ig considered sufficient grounds for removing
a child from itn parents, so in conniotency ought failure to
provide it with °a star to steer by." This latter criterion
would probably find almost an much application in the upper claesen
an in the lower. Au a practical matter there in, of course, not
the slightest ponnibility of a Lute being adopted that might
be applied to the rich as well au to the poor; thig appears from
the practice of the courtn at the pregent time. "Neglect" and
"abune," the grounds for child removal in the law of MOOt stAt09,
are everywhere interpreted narrowly to Mean abandonment of the
child, failing to nupply it with food, clothing, shelter, and
medical care, grossly mintreating it (as, for example, beating
it or locking it in a closet for 4 long time), or outrageously
endangering its moral welfare (an, for example, by carrying on
the trade of prontitutioo in its presence.) (3.) Emotional ne-
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elect seems the most obvion0 type to nocial workere," one of them

writes, "bUt IL is the most obscure to the courts in our experience."

(4.) The inability of psychiatrists to specify precisely what

"emotional negleceeconsists of in one reason why the contta db ribt

take note of it. (s.) Ono suspects, however, that if the condition

were found only among the poor, it would prove no more difficult

to define for legal !.frposes than, say, loitering.

In tact, even laws with respect to grosn physical neglect dnd abuse

aro not enforced stringently or uniformly. Mont cages of neglect

and abuse never come to the attention of the authorities. Neigh-

bors aro reluctant to "interfere," teachern rarely report it when a

pupil eomet; to school with cuts and bruises, and physicians fre-

quently either fail to recognize the "child abuse syndrome" or

decline to take the risk of being sued for damages if the parents

are acquitted. Even when a case is reportzld and the facts arc
beyond dispute, the court may be unwilling to take custody of the

child. (6.)

An a matter of logic, the simplest way to deal with the problem

--and one which would not involve any infringement of parents'

rightswould be to permit the sale of infeJits and children to

qualified bidders both private and public. (7.) (Public bidding

might be needed to ensure a price high enough to induce a suf-

ficient number or lower-clags parents to sell their children.)

This assumes, of course, both that a parent who would sell a

child would probably abuse or neglect it, and also that one who

would buy it (especially if the price were high) would want it

enough to take good CAVe of it. The trouble with the idea, of

course, Is that it is wrong to represent human beings as com-

modities to be bought and sold.

Another possibility would be to offer "scholarships" to lower-

class infants in amounts sufficient to induce their parents

to place them in approved boarding schools on a year-round basis.

These schools could be located in or near the children's neigh-

borhoods and could be staffed by working-clans women and girls

from those neighborhoods. These arrangements would enable parents

to see their children without having any responsibility for their

care. This, of course, is the basic principle of KIIAUTZIM in

Israel. The teaching of the children could not be done entirely

on a classroom basin, however, In the early stages of acqui-

sition of a new subject matter like reading or arithmetic, a

tutorial arrangement (which is what the middle-class child gets

from his parents at home) may be necessary; in effect, substi-

tute mothers would have to be provided at least part of the time. (8.)

If it is not feasible to entablinh boarding schools, day nurnerien

may be the next best thing. They are, however, a poor substitute.

even under the bent of circumstances, they are not likely to suc-

ceed in bringing children out of lower-class culture. In an

experiment project in Boston, twenty-one children, aged two and

one-half to nix, from disorganized, lower-class families spent

two or three mornings a week in a nursery school generously staf-

fed with highly trained personnel. The school wan intended to
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help the child "gain a 0OhnO of mastery ovor his immediate surround=
Ingo."

Trips wore followed up with related stories
and play activities and we usually saw to
it that there was something to carry home.
By encouraging the . ldren to tell details
about these trips to parents (standing by
to make sure they would be listened to and
adding facts or interest specifically for
the parents), we annisted communication be-
tween narents and child and gave emphasis
to the importance or the experience for the
child. (9.)

After attendance of from one to three yearn, there was noticeable im-

provement in the children's appearance, body use,,and self-esteem, and

many had "learned to express their thoughts, feelings, and experiences

with accuracy sufficient for communication." These gains certainly
justified all the effort that wan put forth, but the lives of the
children did not change drastically. Language problems, for example,
continued to hamper the children's ability to learn even after three
years, and the experimenters doubted that these problems would ever

be overcome. Reports that filtered back to them aftir the experiment

had ended were not at all encouraging.

Many of the children were placed in situa-
tions where more demands were made on them
than they were mature enough to fulfill. At

least five of them repeated one of the early
grades.

It is our impression that as failures began
to follow one another, the inevitable re-
gression to more discouraged, impatient,
frightened, passive behavior occurred. (10.)

Lower-class children could probably benefit a great deal more than they

do from day nurseries were it not tor the fact that they are at once con-

fused and stultified by what they are (and are not) exposed to at home.

When the influence of the nursery has made conditions for changing the

child's outlook and life style feasible, even small improvements in home

life might have large effects. As a rule, it in on the mother, or the
mother-substitute, that efforts to improve the home environment should

concentrate. She is bent able to give the child the support and stimu-
lation it needs, and, fortunately, she is likely to be lessperhaps
much lessimprovident, irresponsible, and violent than her mate. An

was noted in Chapter Throe, it is tho male, especially the young One, tO

whom lower-class culture comes most "naturally." For some reason--per-

haps because extreme present-orientedness is incompatible with the

childbearing function, perhaps because lower-class sex in sometimes too

much like rape to be very enjoyable to women, or perhaps because "tough-

ness" (one of Walter B. Millers foci of lower-class culture) in usually

regarded an a male attribute--womcn born and brought up in the lower class
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very orten behave in wayn that are not characteristic or that clean,

the loWer-clama motherbut hot the fatherm-in oft:ern Very mUch con-

cereed with the ehildren'n welfaret she may try to keep them in

school and out of trouble, soMetiMes she strugglen to buy a house.

Usually, her efforts are futile. Her mate and, an noon 4S they are

old enough, her eons are at bent noncontributorn to any °family"

project and at worat active opponents. If she managen to nave any-

thing, they soon lay handn on it nd aquander it. "Cutting ahead"

lu her idea, not theirs.

II would seem, then, that the aim of policy should be to encourage
the mother's aupiratioes and to nirengthen her hand as much an pen-

nible. (11.) Thin in edgier said than done, however. Ono nuggeot-

ed innovation in the "peace bond" an arrangement by which a man

incurs an agreed-upon penalty, ugually the forfeiture of a nmall

sum, if he does what he has agreed not to do. It in unlikely that

the lower-clans male would be deterred by such a penalty, or even
perhapn by the prospect of jail. Another proposal is that police

powers be redefined to allow arregtg for misdemeanorn on probable

came (in moat ntaten a police officer who did not ace a misdemoon-

or committed cannot make an arrest without a signed complaint).

Thin nuggention is open to several objections, One is that such

a redefinition or police powers might load to greater embarrassment

and inconvenience for those pernonn who (because of color, low in-

come, or whatever) are taken to be lower class when in fact they

are not. Moreover, the lower-clang woman may be just as unwilling

to offer the police a verbal complaint an she in to offer them a

signed one. There in atill another reason why workable ways of

protecting the woman from her mate are unlikely to be foundt the

lower-clans woman will often tolerate considerable abune rather

than lone the companionship of a man. Rather than risk being a-

bandoned, she may deny that nhe and her children were beaten, that

the welfare. money wan spent on A drunken npree, and all the rent.

(In Illinois, the police CAN arrest for probable cause on many
misdemeanors but they almost never do, partly for these reasons,
partly because they do not want to create additional frictions

within families, and partly because they want to avoid assaults

by angry mates. (12.)) Against her own unwindom (ir thitt in what

it really in) the police, the courts, and the wItile power of

government cannot protect her. And no it appears that it will be

very difficult if not impossible to realize even the minimum goal

of policynamely, to protect the lower-class woman and her child-

ren against the violence of her mate.

The conclusion iA unavoidable that for at least several decades
there will be a lower clans which, while small both in absolute

numbers and an a percentage of the whole population, will never-

theless be large enough to constitute a serious problemor, rather,

a net of serioun problemsin the city. The question arines,

therefore, an to what policieg might minimize the difficultien

that must inevitably exist when a lower-class minority lives in

the midst of an increasingly middle-and upper-class se.:iety.
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When the lower clans lived 011 rAfttle and 111 MM411 cities like OM-
town (the population of which, it will be recalled, wan about: V.3
percent lower class), its members were to some extent both held
in check and protected by being physically isolated from each other.
Also, there were few, if any, opportunities for easy money, and
without money the lower-class person wan effectively tied down.
An even greater contitraint on him, perhaps, wan hio violhifity.
In the ilium of a big utty, it in onoy to drop out of sight. In

a town or small city, on the other hand, there is no place to
hide. The individual is known personally by the landlord, cor-
nor merchant, and policeman; he cannot escape into Anonymity, In

the big city he need never see the same merchant, landlord, or
policeman twice. As an economist might put it, one who wants
to lead a lower-class style of life has the advantage of numerous
"economics of scale" in the big city.

Therefore, from the standpoint of a society that wants at once
to protect lower-class people from each other and to protect it-
self from them, there are advantages in having lower-class people
live in the town or small city, or, if they must live in the large
one, in having them scattered in a way such that they will not
constitute a "critical mane" anywhere. These considerations suggest
that government programs (subsidies to large farmers, for eXaMPle)
that tend to push unskilled people off the land and out of rural
areas ought to be stopped, that welfare programs should aim at
making life in towns and small cities much more advantageous to
the chronically poor than it is now (thereby ruducing one or their
incentives to come to the city), and that, within the large cities,
there should be an end to that kind of urban renewal (almost the
only kind in (act) the tendency of which is simply to shift the
lower class from one place to another and not to dissipate it.
As Wolfgang and l'orraeuti remark with reference to the "subculture
of violence," "Housing projects and neighborhood areas should be
small microcosms of the social hierarchy and value system of the
central dominant culture. It is in homogeneity that the subculture
has strength and durability. (13.)

It might be argw!d that the hardest cases among the lower classes
ought to be treated as semicompetent (incompetents being those--
for example, children, the insane, the feeble-minded--who are
incapable of knowing where their own interest, not to mention
the social interest, lies). Such persons could be cared for in
what may be called semi-institutions--small enclaves of lower-
class people who, either because they wanted help in "staying
out of troable" or because they desired certain material benefits
(extra-generous allowances for housing, food, clothing, and health
care) would agree to certain limitations of their freedom. Pot,

example, they might agree to receive most of their income in kind
rather than in cash, to forego ownership of automobiles, to have
no more than two or three children, and to accept a certain amount
of survcillauco and supervision from 4 ;em1 -nocia 1 -worke r-nemi -

pol iceman.
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Several considerations, however, argue against semi-institutional
care for the lower class. As n practical matter, it is Unlikely
that: many of the hardest easesthose from whom society most needs
protection--would choose semi-affluence in a semi-institution in
preference to the life of the slum. It these hardest cases are

to be controlled at £111, they muut be controlled totally--that

is, put into prison. This approach is obviously out of the ques-
tion, since "being lower clano" is not a crime or committable
condition and in not at all likely to be made one. The tendency,

in fact, is in the opposite directiont to confine fewer and
rewor or those who have been convicted of crimes or have been
judged mentally incompetent.

A very important danger in such efforts to restrain the lower
class is that they might be applied also to people who are NOT
lower class, thus abridging the freedom of these others without

justification. This danger exists in part because euphemisms
--e.g., "the poor"--have collapsed neeessary distinctions be-

tween the competent and the semi-competent. (the blind, for

example, are often lumped together in wetfare programs with
lower-class poor. (14.)) It exiits also because prejudice or
convenience sometimes causes caretakers to treat externals--
skin color, speech ways, and so forth--as indicators of lower-

class culture.

Another objection arises from the fact that at the present
time :fifty or more years ago it was otherwise) most lower-
class people in the large cities are black. Putting them in
semi-institutions would inevitably appear to be a reflection
of racial inferiority or an expression of racial prejudice.

What is even more important, perhaps, is that taking the
lower class black out of the slum of the great city would

tend to cut him off psychologically from the black community.

It is by no means inconceivable that the "black pride" move-

ment may engender morale in the mass of black people--morale
that the lower class may in some degree share if it is in

close physical contact with the main body of blacks. To

be sure, one could argue thin the other way, contr.:riding,

first, that nothing would do more for the morale of the black
community than to have the worst of the lower class removed

from its midst and, second, that lover-class people are by

nature of their culture immune to any moral influence from

the surrounding society.

Finally, there is clearly a tennion if not an out-and-out in-

compatibility between the goal of restra'eing'the lower-class
individual and that of stimulating him. The first calls for

reducing his freedom, the second for enlarging it. If it were

possible to identify persons who are irremediably lower -lass

and to place them and them alone under restraints, this objec-

tion would not apply. In fact, there is no way of knowing
which individuals would respond significantly to incentives

and which would not. The danger of perpetuating and increas-
ing the present-orientedness while endeavoring to restrain

it makes the whole enterprise of restraint suspect. Despite
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P.1,141.

,toes owt, into the world to discovi r. that nobody dives A aboqt het,

or her ttOilra4 her. .elo is -§0 rapidly 4eflatr,4 she teel AtAte paih.

rter in ltyn4non 14-Al.nsc.d thi4; ,Tto intlation 1414 arti-

tiial, diteo:or ,tslw rouftdatio, ,.441.11 lo tA prosi4ont

of m.F-,t babks and let ao APPOiAtftlffito or etfteh gON4t004 atie#
tiF0 tjtif how many t4'otes I reprostot. Loekinct back 6N it,

i! tA,A;IV. 00fe I VI, {7iUt of prison 104N 040 A year, NeVet

44ViAl AArriale, newr propawitinq Ay 4t4,11 kind, poorly e4-

i-wat-eA except for the readind 7 eo414 do in jailand people ioosild
f!Ei t6 addrt§e hihie eo1ie4e faille§ while the ffinb ehetre, "ftioht oh!"

indepeht thiokrr like Me who flnes intb a plate like '1,fnation,

..10r44 r11,1 Ar,4 artificially inflat,:i tikicial device of set;-,T

"1.o qt iht011i9e4t vi. ee§tyle, is 4 throwt if )ki

offor. eidally valid, ,e;1,, --na-stylei so tho up
pre§sube to makc. 1I confom IR 04A0§, people wnql4

f!=,r bf,PAtit,:-) 1 flye.qqht Ahy of thefti rit*I4 AndIj fnr2it rE itcc, I tend to talk in IgAl WOUltiii0, it rittiVe

1,-.4104fi4P tiwq:4+41t2:0 it didh't tit into thdir pattrn of tot-al acifi,,

frfflity, tl,poriot rt*.forA §0-40,p1, ultoere they said ter aittitod WAO

ieK,141 hy 41ViNU Vie ANPtliPt. rf,arathpn ghevihg=

hatfiM: W/PIT yF have like tynafte)n in ivihi0

*hr AitiA!t7 Vit!hic ols41474 Ahl IO Otit of the

if; Irle-q loof;e anl Aivetse* they Want to egOalite everybody

!Ley lon°t fer41 left out. The rob notonseiowsly tries to pre-

vent fhose AtA 14111iF/At f-41PWA within the roop from (1400

uhrit 100-1t1:,

wholl t AA f.oht.oiVv4 a tv,l-(t #r01.= tCriltthqi t1%,

lqierei eir A 1_117.41 *7.NVIeir4FACift 0-

,ey4an-144 11 VisIrte '0114WiAo i'1141 ,h4t keiktv tlarci Wn021 4.40 arldb,is
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Union, peAce movement, women'e lib, gay lib, thq reAponaivt people
working within thq two major polititai partioA, and thq othor
potqnt 1-!;crial mow,.entm th4t were rlivihroomini in the nixtiev. Syn-
40041 never had 4hy 7%rifIt4Ct with cho§o qroop§, or oven 4 rudimentary

working knowledge of thie Aoeial upheaval going on around them,

When t eplit frnm :;y44110h, 1 hAd no ido4 of 4tAttitt4 my OWTI ImOV-0.

moot. I 104§ like 4 m4n tr4inM to itve tn 4 covpany town. What

dotA he do when he Wzo4 to hew YorO / could diegoAA Vmergon And
Albte, bdt didn't knnw how to got 4 goOlai gteutity card but in

the bilk* of my mind there Wa§ a nagging nOtiOn that toffieday I would
have to build a 80eitty of Pt-tondo that could bypaga all tht non-
AcnAe in our culture.

It all Atartod one day on Polk Street wh, L via§ living in 4 cheap

flat, taAting about for Aomething to do, R4n into an old Chicano
buddy, drunk# punthing t'tn12 people tut tvtr Want Ray batting
averaget took him home and put him up for the night. nowt day he

bring§ hiA wife. Then four VynAoon Apliteeo heard about where f
W40 liVin4 4f44 movod in. W4d tO it,A around f(3.1 more POOP And

fp.14144 4 ,two=tory t14t Prz th t;rfPt that rentod for IMO 4 month,

l railed the teht tkoheY by bottlx.yi.-Q loah ahgoo, what we

call tlY1tIcks, wbo aft tlitgal L iU thy tharqt: 104Utio0.4 ifitereAt

rate§, 16.00 I'm Dvetl t5.00 boti' 44?.4:1, iltotoat pa,ralo wookly, and

Mana nothode of vot toot 1 fin , ,..fcrt?44i11' ot 1tp t worop, tone

of the legit: tool ctwpanitA 4)r figok4-,Ite:?0_1(1 touoi 14, with Ay eriffthat
toet461, (6t, I Oloy did, thoy 4,sato i-v4co1mtaht thtotoat1 bat tho
ohyloekt. of144-4o4i 1444 hO iht101-#0. FA,!, Oc&ratrns? thoy uoto
the, MIIV r*ItAT Itthilotzt I ty,lutd Iir it1 in hlh

,tz 7.1444 -ood ;vow I
tot. q.o.r.pi

44748r71; 190. torfi! v4/1nr14";%.44-Ozq r:;4
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1;04tiOh roolo tti t,. boot oorvod by tho ourvIvAl of
/(i,mmunityl Volancoy Ntroot foolo tho community to boot oorvod

by lho #orvivAl of tho individual, ff SynAhnn io 4 monootic or-
dot, bolAnt,oy Atroot to tho MAonno, And Itko tbo MAoAno, wo plAn

survivo thidcir 14NY totiiMe.

r, jo., 1,4 .4144Kr..., t' h 14 ,0-7.1t 77
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t

Ali *441ete 014:y Ich peoplo
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here, we take people who CAOst relate-, put aorm in a reality
nituation where they munt learn to, and they LVIOW out otronger.
This applies to rich people as well an the ulum addict. So

we move into the best neighborhoods and tell :-.A.Ar leading cItl-
tone, "Look, you people VACATED thin problem. lo we've durpod

right In your own back yard where you can't_ nweep it under
the carpet. And now, by Cod, you better Ivarn to do nomething
about it.

(m; Nov Yeatoo Pap 7P71, Afahop moPod hie enteueape tpcmry.

fYve Nteeractat et-addNite into a commandimg. three -efoey
betok rdnoion in the he4pt of Pacig.o Heiohte, Sam Peamot000.o
uttPaidohionahle dnd el!,i07.4Lp netted nooidentat woo. Ito

tventy -ming Pomo, pluo nine oommte bafho, had owe hnuoed
the oomeutar oeepe of thg Vated Aral) Repubtio; it had etopd
er,iptp oboe the Six-Pay Am!) -foratW Waeof DO?, whom Naeoae
announced Adt tIT Ameetoomo had boobed Fopti booduog he
X4M't br7F:k-'",Pk1 hA 'give1.4m fvpablv of luoh a mdnotve oir
otr4kg. Poypt -WA win me *.'r,fmnti.nt. the Ambo

lt-14 UTt it in thc hvde
Art 4t700,, -1-14Pito i s7 e'tlat firit 1,k) kW' WOO t 4 t.
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P.11H,

My niaht wAt.,thrtAri w.A oli much, mitt yoinr batite PAtroltilan
O'Hara obt).1 lun in hitt face anti barkl, "INIat±re's yer itointe?" tkyot

try niqh watch:n.4713 iN A rutIrto Rican from Spanizh Harlem where they
nevor heard of -you oittwr p4y the ront, or go'.t out. So he
reakt§ up and §ay4, t ain't ovtli) got no 1r.111"

?4.)rn$7:i 1!ri 17 Z7 r
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P.120.

ao they build thom to crtate Oftr: ':4;011, when tho

bureaucrats need tho taxpoyers' o To away with
mental honpitaln and VAVO money.' t;o 1- Ice hallpy

Reitman in cutting tho budget. Theft they tft.ti Ato-ftid and gay,

'We havo to lock in tho unomploymont-oanoci000 voto,!,' go they

build two now ptioons! Endleos, erozy tound-robin! We havo

oighteen montal institutionn in California, and a number of

thom are cloning, uo why do wo have to build new prinons?

It we MUST havo thin innono prinon nyntom, why don't wo junt
uto tht montal hoopitaln And build WALLS around them.

Roagan'a political position in unansailable. Sifted tho mon-

tol honpitals don't work, and in fact torturo peoplo, he

noutraliton tho loft-IlborAln by cloning thorn, ond pacifion

right-wing taxpayorn who Aro 'tirod of carrying all than@ in-

digonto on our rolln.' Thoy don't noo tho rolationnhip bo-
t000n eloning montal hoopitaln, cutting off poychiatric CAM
and the increaso of rape And murdor in the ntreeto, any moro
thon thono taxpoyoro oaw tbo rolotionnhip between bambino

Indo-China, and thoir children, who didn't wont to got eavot,
Wrin9 A 'AM@ PrdAy.

Wo built thin moek-op cell ahd tow It all over town bocouot

wo wont thtae toxpayora to witneoo the incredible intanity
of putting a youngtter in ono of these cagoo with Nati hood-

lums, motorcyclo ridoro running in (won, annaultivo homo-

noxual rapiotn, Mexican§ who think thoy'ro tho Mafia, nomo
kill-tho-hookio black guorrillao, ond twonty Charlie! Mansoh

typon. Whot flatworm in that any SANE mon killo anybody who

gots too clots@ to him, not bocatioo ho'll 4 had guy, but be-

couno ho'd hovo to bo crafty to do onything olno. Ton yoarn

lator thoy uoloono thin gnarling animal, fighting to nurvivo,

oh tocioty aod hit family. You look 4 dog ih 4 c4go, torroriro
and obuoo it ovory day, and whon you opon tit@ cago two yoarn

lotor, tho dog d000n't lick your hand tor lotting it out--

tho dog tidon A hoalthy bit@ out of your 4RO.

Odle P4hor 14404 oRt protoot roaroardo to Governor Rea-

aml, 4 110,1010 P"rOt V4P PhOlno undos Wit WO fho morn6WP

ho4dIko j 00P-W:For ;n ()Aland: 'Prkr dein't yeu

ovr4014, Meo:4110-hearfe ohoo a f T fr t;h0

41400., of ,,f,77 40 r 1. vow r. he 0) 1..,W.rto g'v" fil42.4e monio liONI

proto,,t o4147tor' tcJ 041" nlbor 4014"
4neoe!r.

What thin poor woman doean't to44IPP 14 thAl 0000 kind0
borroodouo orl000 4re Ouch 4 Mall lainOrity, MOO: PooPlfl

in loil sato thero for 000klog pot, Pold chooks, IP000tril

gar, 00,i0441y Of6 whAPO in (114P4/0 Who Or t! nuT*ab

tko4nn91$ i4 4 tin6plval, Pot viol ohout the nineteeoiloot

old potplo loot* oolotan wko lot!, W4,404 in Violnam, r&v,

P40k, hung 011 Vlith thiti wrong vorOW4, 4h4 /h( &Ph year§ IP

the, 014010/1 4.1%111710 hAVO tO ti Uh0014 00* thil 1010t OtittOil

lls
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of PUNISHMENT. Arguments against prison reform ore arguments Against
the taxpayers' own interests. You drive mon crazy by locking them in
cages like this oho and, in or Out, they cost you MONEY. We've got to
teach middle-clasn people about prison reform. The radicals and
honest conservatives dig the itigt106, junt like none liheraln do, be-
COU40 they're inttuse people. Put that poor womon was right when fthe
@aid wo 'coddle criminalWNixon, Agnew, the head of General Motors
that turno oot ut-mafe cars, but what we DON'T coddle are poor people,
blacks, Chicanos, or ghetto prostitutes.

fti);21 Wor lo o1.>e4,1111ed vIth Atturo. Wther we grow, or ve
hto p?ano Pt4 M:4)1oey StNot'n oroWth alio not modeat, told Ov rivet-

ugoo ofeetaiy:Ivhment paitica to ineure W.@ arooth are ,:evor lap
fA,tn o mi!ed.

There wilt be no nepuhlican or Democratic convention in our congres-
Monet district in which Delancey Street's political clubs are not
deciding factor. This sounds pompous, but NOT when you con turn (nit
a larger crowd than all other factions combined. We helped get the
vote out for John nurton and elected him congressman from our district

by canvonoino dooT-to-door, registering the unregistered voters, hand-
ing p41, Attatjrn knd literature the day before the election. We com-

putertrtql All tho pret,:inct@, color-coding them on huge mope. We helped

the aged, the fatuworxero, the women, the minoritien, woite them up on
olOn et4V and bused them to the polls. COMO d0109AtiOnVickinq
tiMe, 611 ti;e8t people will show up, dnd the old party hacks will have
to step aside. DeAancey Street packed the hall and supported the three
delegates fros out district to the 1974 Democratic Convention in Kansas
City, John POArtfidN, the law partner of our friend Annemblyman Willie
brownt Anne Daley, Sheriff liongisto's secretary and on old party War
horse; M4ttie Ja,*.104, the block labor leader on the Central Gabor

Council.

Delancey 8treet WAX dint% determine the swing vote in Van rranctneo'o
newt race tor mayk,T. Mont major candidaten, from both partieg, are
friend@ who wont to- hat tor too, And have put in a lot of time around

here. I have ofx hundred fanatical volunteers waiting in the wings,
and the candidate Vc!.r mayor who promises the hest for the people will

ger (14r n44Ort, WP will canvas every dintrict and net out the vote.

All Ott§ 60.0entin oot of the entablinhment, bpeattne we're
poor people wi1 Hk WITHIN the system, ond thin is what theoe 44inAlti

fear MOnt, not ratioolism, or ntedent nit-ins.

TM§ to why the t;4tabitohment qui§ no terrifted when I talk tiliO4t
04144 010 traditAA441 methods of Tammany hall to achieve the juot

ooriety. They Anvt" want MONIC4114, hiscks and poor whites in Undor..
'04444 th4t thiA Ifl RNWTIN how the Jews, lash and Italians pulled
themselves con of lAtt 411710iio. To atop people in Poaton anal ChiC4fIn

tiPP P4144141 him 4 FlOtw, the Ortnhman had to open 40P0
and thneral pArloFt ro 04t the vote, ror every ormoporner

whoop tunetal WA§ .J.10 roc PoO4A0A PAvor Colvy, h ,foN hoh-

tired VOtwi'§I yoor trtoloit yew (sit.



Delancoy Stroot'd going to opon tialoonoi ono noAr tho San Francinco

CHRONICLE, ono by City Hall, one in the Mexican and black dintricto,

04P in the radical-chic part of towns whero we already have a restau-

rant-bar. In the back room of every bar wc . put a computer, program-

med to give the voting records and campaign contributors to all of-

ficiato, all welfaro an0 votoratia bonofito availablo in the city and

ntate governmontn, all taxes, go that a man can come in 4nd flay, 'MY

house in taxod $4,000--and everybody elne on my block in taxed

60 WI, get the computer to tell him who to bribo. Or an

Italian immigrant woman comen in dnd nAyn, 'Thoy Arrentod my non
Nutioio, and I don't npook tnglinh no good.' Wo'll help hot' mint

hell, give hor tht data, tind hot 6 lawyor.

Delancey ntroot dimn to got back to tho old dayn when a man win
come into a naloon and nay, 'My brothor'n been pinchod and netdn a

lawyor, wo'ro from I34th fitroot,' end tho ward hoolor would cAlcu-

lato how many voten thin would mean to tho Domocratic party And nay,

'A fine young Loy like that denerven a broak.' COMP election tIme,
hin wholo family voten ntriiight tho otrAight Dolancey Stroot ticket.

The opposition can !innate ua for fifteen yearn. It they take away

oor tax-okomption 04 political grothidn, thon we will bocorov 4 ro-

ligion, ln fact, we plan to take ovor empty churchon-and thore'n

going to 1)42 a hit of them, junt like thoro'n a lot of empty mannionn,

And going cheap. We want to take OVet a nynagoguo whore town of
rod conlience could go without a mink coat, or tako over a Catholic

Church for tbono who actually hELIEVE in the wordn of the roundor.

Wo ntod lirotontant chorchen we eAn turn over to d good minintor And

toll him, 'Wo tiOn't Agrto with +mot hible-thompind, hot you noom liko

an othioal man who ntandn tont. Why don't you take ovor thin church

and proach?' Wo HAVE to go into roligiono, jont do we have to go

into 40444, politico, ovorythinl. Thero'n nn point to nor work

onion§ the world changen. Otherwino, wo'll lont nit horo forovor

And moroly e!UtO tho hOtt crop 0f dopo flondn,

%OW could happon 011 a national neale to that noighborliondo liko

(wird will firslAnio into i-vmmunity-action groupn to otAmp not_ the

drug poddletn and the Mafia, wotking within the logal and ethical

framework,

Thin 611,4t tettifte§ the 0414hItAhrlehtu.NleAtigie A§ 104i AO you

tom4lh oNIN 4 AfT0-eute Program, likt theno halfway heonon, thoro'n

no feat yo4'll egto any depo fiend, or nolvo any of tho roal prohlema

that 1-remo them, Vol ean't Owo A 1440$1-0 PicAn tiPpo flood 40 tid

nin liva in tne outh liconx, If ho'n REALLY eurod, he'd t14,1

ine only nano min on hin And thin would drivo him eraoy.

Ibu 06,tAibliAlf,00-. and tlio 1-0W4 who control education and

tba todtt4 I44411ry in thi6 rT1044try4 don't w404t root tw01410 to

rtvAltif:if, 1104 lituro-d at ho 54,11:74 f tia4,kt of ea,' Or141

',--Wf440;0.01A lai l,Ej 0i41140 I I uh loatned from t6e. Mollv Migutrea

nangtng t, If Halyaril af0 1,40111(41 101'1' POh Wol,t'it1A#00, 4hd

W1,10 rho, $11411400..4110- ft41144 11,1i4A041 li.011-io w4§ Ito*

twi,t."404,1",e' 11411.110 tor f ea I I V V h. I oni tu.it of -

4.1ht
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Delancey Street takes these ethnic models for nuccess And places
them on a multiracial as1 multiclann basin to perform the name
functionn mt Tammany Hall and the Sono of Italy. Thin alarms the
establishment, the social workers, the government bureaucrats, and
the prison officialn, because it means that their days are numbered.

Second governmentu like thin are common to the American experience.
The Italian-American had been so dominated by the Mafia that it be-
came a second government in urban 'Little Italy.' When I wan a boy,
my Trish clan whag much more afraid of the local political boss than
of the police. In California and the Midwent of the early IOWA,
the right-wing crank§ formed a second government, and folke were a
lot more worried about what they thought, than what the government
thought. To change society, decent people have to build an alter-
native and protective ntructura in their neighborhoods.

What in needed in the development of a DOW and INDIGENOUS philoso-
phy to alleviate the injunticen of the American rotate.

It in important to add that Maher's rehabilitation techniques
include the devastating social and psychological tactics developed
in Synanon to cQal with ex-drug mums. His program hardly "coddles"
criminale. Indeed, it expects a higher level of community involve-
ment from partieipantn than tociety anks of ordinary eitiatnt.
They nupport the farm workern, help older adults, reginter voters,
even run for political office. They alno manage their own coffee
house and are preparing to set up several businesses in the San
Francisco area. Yet all of these projects presume that the
criminal in an important an the victim to Mah er. genuine justice
requires that we all (and particularly the rich) annum acme re-
sponsibility for helping to bring ex-offenders back into society
on an equal footing.

These ntrategien, then, nhow us how corporate, liberal
and religious theories of juntice interact in the most banic de-
bates over neighborhood security. The kind of program that a
neighborhood organization develops to deal with crime, moreover,
will both exprenn and reinforce its commitment to one of these
banic standardn. The community that works to exclude potential
offendern, "lower-clang" individualn, will reinforce itn common
belief in standards of achievement, and the right to becleft
alone. It, then, may find it difficult to work out common agree-
ments in other arena that violate thin belief in privatinm.
Neighborhood§ that confine themnelven to crime prevention may
gain 4 semi@ of security that =men from knowing that neighbors
share a concern for problemo of nafety; but without asking why
nome people are harransing othern, they may never end the harrann-
ment. A community that 4OPUM015 the commitment asked by John
Maher--o committment to help ex-offendera--annumen a mueh greater
obligation, but may end up with a morv lanting renult. Mr. Maher's
mt-oonvictti are WCOming 40M0 of San Prancinpo's moqr constructive
cithtene. The real queotion for noiqhhorhoodA, th, ig whether
they are prepared to take the riplo that the ideal litratom, for
juatice miqht require.
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1. Edward Banfield, The Unheavenly City Revisited, Boston, Little,

Brown, and Company, pp. 234-36, 25149."

2. National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards
and Goals, A National Strategy to Reduce Crime, New York, Avon,
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1976, pp. 53-5t7-5D-61; 62- 7; - t 5-97; 157-161. 4

D. Ouontions for Discussion

1. Of the three strategics for security discussed in this session,
which makes moat sense to you: Winfield's proposal to remove
"lower-clans individuals from society until they can be reformed;
The Crime Commission's support for efforts at community crime
prevention; or Maher's proeram to rehabilitate ex-offenders?
Which, if any, would it oppose?

2. What efforts is your neighborhood association making now to
deal with issues of security? In what tradition of justice
would those efforts fall? Would you say that those efforts
are consistont with efforts thnt your noiohborhood in making
in othor areas? flow are they consistent?

3, ir you %fantod to perotiade members of your community to Wait
its oriontation to dealino with stourity, what community
leaders would be most effective ih making the case? Given
what you know about their ntandarda (,)f justice, would they

agree with you? Why or why not?

P. Por Purthor Ppagio
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A National 8trateuy to Reduee Crime,
tMt tint titaridardt-,
and tloaln, New York, Avon, 1975,

John maher of Volancey fitreet. Orover Salon,
Yo-r17-1.1347116R6ii7-1.171;.

What Amorleann Vdiould do About Crime. L. Darold de Wolf,
-W-4Newr, li-lilor

Ii.truTlie for juatieo. A Peport on Crime and Putiluhment in
-America, Proparea for the American rtiends Service Cum-
mittee, New Yoril, 11111 and Wan, 1971.
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UNIT vtr, ounver AND RKCIPROCITY

A. The Justice of Reciprocity

To many people, reciprocity is justice. Certainly, when we
think of the idea of fairness in so-6411y, notions of give-and-take,
mutuality, eompromise ae among the first that come to un. In

"Time to Weld the Bell," JOad0 Jackson eapturen the concept in his
descriptions of "proportional justice"--"you will reap what you
sow": and "reciprocal justice--an eye for an eye and a tooth for
a tooth." Professor John Schaar's brief summary of Aristotle also
describes what many Americans would call the justice characterized
by reciprocity:

(Artgtotio believed) that the state CannOt Attain, And therefore

nhould not aspire tO attain, unity. Re thooght thin wan AO be-
Catine the state cOnalata neither of One man nor or A body of i-

denticals. Pother it connists of a body of different kinds of

men. Therefore, he tells un, &immunity requiren different kinds

of capacity, intetest and character amono ito members. it does

no because throuqh the interplay of diversitien, men are able to

AerVe AA e0Mplimenta Of One another and to Attain a higher and

better life try the mutual exchatiqe of diffetent 'services. (1.)

Yet both Reverend Jackson and Professor Schaar argue that this
principle represents only a minimal standard of justice. To Rever-
end Jackson, "Divine justice, which hag a sacrificial character,"
ought to be our ultimate goal. To Stihaar, justice itself in "found
perfectly in the formulation that men form communities not jil5t to

live, but to live a life of felicity and goodness." The rest of us
accept these definitions when we talk about people who "fight for
justice" in society. Here, we are thinking of ideatists who work

on behalf of "felicity and goodness" in the country whether or not
they receive tangible rewards for their efforts. 60nuine idealists
urge Un to believe that goodneas I itg own reward, regardless of
other benefits that it-may bring us.

Thus, we must subject reciprocity itself to the ntandard of
justice. On what other basis, for example, are we to evaluate the
demand from civic leaders that young people clean the sidewalks
for nothing, an part of their service to the community? Is this a

junt demand? Or how are we to resolve the conflict between banks
and urban residents over mortgaee lending decisions An neighbor-

hoods/ The bankers claim that reciprocity to depositers reguires
them not to invest in low-income areas. Neighborhood leaders ar-
gue that many low-income and middle-income people are depositors
too. Whose position is just? In a third area, when government
offers tax incentives for business to remain in a city, corporate
leaders call it reciprocity. Wage-earners call it an injustice,
however, since they end up paying the entire public bill. Are

the wage-earners right? The treatment of young people, bankers,
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and businesses fAitie three of the mont important problems or
reciprocity that our neighborhoods taco. It ig critical to
sort out the issues of justice involved in each of them,

H. Justice, Reciprocity, and Young l=ile

As we have neon, community organigatitns race diffienIL
problemn in trying to develop a fair relati6nship with young
people. The problemn of youth--inadequate education: uncertain
economic opportunities--may be beyond the ability of any one
community to solve. Thin doen not prevent young people from
venting their frustrationn on the neighborhood itself, however,
through vandalism, harannment, and crime. Many organigationn
form to protect themnelves againnt this nort of behavior, and
mont people would support them. The difficulty arisen in de-
termining how a group can work for juntice for young people,
while instilling attitudea of justice in them.

As a otarting point, we munt come to gripn with the basic
reciprocity contract that we ask our children to accept. We
tell them that three inntitutionn will prepare them for tociety
--the family, the nchool, and the church. We nay that if they
follow the rulen entablinhed by thene inntitutionn, they even-
tually will find jobn adequate to meet their needs. Their re-
nponnibility in to follow the rulen.

When young people begin to break the rules, community
organigationn unually place all the blame on them. In thin
a fair renponne, however? A reciprocity contract workn both
ways. While the neighborhood an a whole may not mistime respon-
nibility to child-raining, it certainly han entrunted thin
renponnibility to certain community agencien. Wouldn't jun-
tIce reguire community leadern to examine whether these a-
gencien can fulfill their tankn by themselven, before decid-
ing that the young people have broken their side of the a--
greement without caune?

Reverend Jenne Jacknon of Operation PUSH in trying to
promote junt thin nort of reciprocity between young people
and society in every major city. The following article in
the Wanhington Porit summarizes his approach.

Milkih9.40hmlY.t.04fh
WilliAm Pam-Merry (2.)

It tot)); a little whiIo to noo whoro Poverend Jenne Jacknon
wan hoadod.
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"Thin !olio: hrtrak j favori,, -.whit. or y~s," tt, told the Tuesday
btn1lia lnseittbly at thint-p-r- tf;.kn t;cnota -jolt ati 110 statted hig

honors lizy talk, "but sin-,=, place has a roOf on it, And since
Les warn in herewhy dc,'t ,y)u young Mel just talti-2 your ts

lhere w ;otse

tacher- Ind parento 4110
;1At eVe:',' last hat owle

romp: lieutenant
.(sintr/ Preseher," i4w

Aaune (pitfAi from ill

-?re) ahd tlome efflgnment.
the diretor tition PUSH,

1,other KitA, thr :.tw:ago-b6lied

conn-.11 was AbsolutoP 173 ii to hin sc,,2ondary minnion here--
.ttln9 'riung black peopt tciovelop the 5elf-respect and dig-
lplise he believes is nete!i4ry for their acactic stien14.
(Min primary minsion is the Alining of a revivL_ at the 19th
Street haptint Church And lic::Ding to launch a Wkt4hlngton iCfili-
Ate of People United to Saw: sumanityPU511.)

Thin fiery phrantmaker, ostenlible radical and revolutionary in
rovealing himnelf an a thoroulh-going connervative with and a-
bidingand infectiougfaith in the old valuen. He alno in
showing that he undergtands the value of nymboln, of which dof-
fing hatn in one.

Mr. Jackson hag npent this 'week viniting high Schools around
the city, talking to students not about PIVOItitikati but about thtir
renponnibilitieg An civilizod human beingt.

In d bOtWOMIgOtIniOnn interview in hin hotel room, he likened
himnelfnot quitt no immodently An it soundsto a Monen junt
Arrived in CahAdh.

"You know, when the Israelites got close to Canaan and the phyni-
cal ntrvggle wan over, they turned to worshipping the Oolden Calf,
fighting Among themselves and generally lost the sense of what
they wore about. Monet; had to rink hin popularity by going to the
mountain top, hOt for a bigger budget but for Ton Commandmentn
of ethice by which civili2ed people livt. It was a prophetic thing

he did.

"Woll, thaen whtre we are now in the ntruggle. You can talk black
and be popular, you can argue for a bigger budget and more concen-
niong and be politic, or you be prophetic and nay what needg to be
said."

And what nteds to be naid he nommariten in the formula he repeate
at evory opportunity: 'Nobody will gavt on from un--but

Mt won't call thtm commandmentn, but Mr. Jackson hag bete enpouning

ten pointn which he believen will lead to the rentoration of disci-
pline and academic excellence in the public schooln, htre and in ur-
ban centern acronn the land.

1 wont lint them here, but their engence in nelf-renpect AO self-



contto.

he expronsed shock, for ,resence of untformed

police officers in nonie of t-.4 , '177-41 told the student

athIoi:r th In emphanis is a1w,17. itrioyn) that they should
annuMe IL in their job to bee,w1- Tothers" for the main-

tOtiatiCt or dindipltim In thflir

Uc fil1it4tA many or hi (1 In mt , sliohh hP-

cauml h., believes that enurtiew. May b nwortant ag

"the Institutional group (1pii1J k i iiInj numeihing pant

the moment."

One of his notions is that, for year, report cards

should not be sent home with th udtt hut that parents

should be required to came to ttick them up and to

discuns their children's dUtih ress, "If the parents

don't show up We ought to send equivalent of the

truant officer to go looking rot hi

This civil rights radical is cbli enough to believe

that Otte nource of the discipliu- lh the schools is

that the schooln are too informci kt1 A remedy, he would in-

stitute regular fall and wintet -morvon:stions at every high
school (shirts and Lien for stuseyr lull academic regalia

tor teachers).

Principals could take advantage j the convocations and their
state-offtthe-school messages to ctt pledges that "If I

have to take your children's hat cir tiht;, or cards, or if I

take their radios And sell them iug:: f!.1 the, 17/01W,/ ill the

senior clans treasury, I won't hal4: yoll 41 court."

he would have the mayor and city r:T. proclaim weekdays

getween 7 And 9 p.m. 44 A "citywL hour" a.,1 a means

of helping parents to teAr their tii'tlt.*u away from their

TV sets. "And somewhere Around i ought to be bedtime,"

he declares.

"If Johnny can't learn because he is nuogry, that's the
fault of poverty. ma tr Johnny cAtift may attentinn because
he's sleepy, that's the fault of pc4fulit,"

Ite would enlist fathers for reghl:kr sthooi . patroll duty and

demand that radio disk jac)!Ilyo tthrr ltvol of rn-
§ponaibility since they program top# cf tir children's minds

than their parents and itatliort;:.

And he would have everybody atiath -.he rhetoric that leads

black youths to sec tilos:solves j :i.'4,;.ipty's victims rather

than as human beings with the cagniz=c;lity of controlling their

oion destinies.
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"What urban eddeatiOn ttori tri hut MOre mc,dny but more p4rOtitti

willinq to Ow+ their chrin c'ate, motivation and chaqtinement
----the will to learn" he 11-lared.

"Do that, and thene ether thinnl; will become le51 of an inane
tIIfltJd liho nodgetri, or pinch nonnenne ft black children can't

learn from whi!'e tenc!hor,"

Neighborhood leaders who agree with Reverend Jackson can
to oXaMiho a reciprocity program for young people themselvel..

Por oxamplo--Wo assume that families will undertake the major ber
den of raising children. Do neighborhood conditions permit famiLie,
to assume this ret;ponsibility, however? Are there adequate jobs
for all parents who need work? Are there decent child-care faci
ties for women whose jobs remove them from the home during the (1,-1

In previous generations, all members of a family lived in the neL
borhood--aunts and uncles as well as parents. If one member of
the family had a problem, others in the family would help solve
it. Do families live together like thin in neighborhoods today?
If not, what provisions does the community organization make for

families that face difficulties? When A young person begins to
cause trouble in the neighborhood, do the neighbors ask the parents
what they might do to help/ Or do they complain amongst them-
selves and wonder why the parents can't "control" their children?
These are basic questions that a community organization ought to
ask before assuming that young people are exclusively to blame.

Community oroanizations alien eomplain about the schoolP,
but do they ever Ask how they might help to improve the quality
of education? Not all teachers arc anoels, 'tit no teacher can roach
A student without some support from the parents. It is for thin
reason that schools support the Homo and School Associations and
the PTA. no these organizations operate within the neighborhood?
If not, is tho community association making efforts to meet with
teachers dnd principals on its own to determine what kind of As-
sinLanco the schools need? When did the last meeting between com-
munity residents and teachers take place? If no such meetings
have taken plac<2, how can comounity residents even understand
what's happenino in the Ochmls, let alone do something about it?

Young peofte will not ,even attend a church or synagogue
without support f:rom the parents. Parents, in turn, will not
take religious clommitment seriously in the absence of a community
that encourages it. What does the neighborhood do to support
its various religious institutions? As important, what does
the community misediation do to encourage discussion of basic
values among the people of the neighborhood? Nas the association
worked to involve religious leaders in its activities? Was it
ever introduced the kind of neighborhood social contracts that
we have discussed in these sessions? Again, if the community
has not taken direct responsibility for reinforcing the institu-
tions entrusted with proservina higher values, should we be
surprised when young people don't take the values seriously
either?

1 9 8
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rinnuy, to ,;ttent to the commtie, aoroc.L.atLon workine
tu quarantfle the kind future that we ptt,,r oar rwIlq peoPiu
th cxchaneh for their ziioneeY We tei tt-xx: if they
work hard, attend 1(-.,.h,177t-J6_ tv-; thry'r oiL they IT a dectmt
job for thmselves and 1-=1,eir tamilies. Itow joes thP rtnUnity or-
ganization respond, tht.,%, whell) the un4imp.loynt ra, tines to
12% or higher? Does it no reaponsiba:ty ft= .,&letnanding full
employment, or 4oes it '),;Jin 71, various public oamptioltt for jobs?
1r neighborhood retidente dcrnt work actively for job5, hOW O2)11i
t4nnilies and schools pm-7%W young people thct wor will be avail-
oble for them when they .tradwitc7 If we prminc e=ontrtio (*pet-
tunity in exchange tor r,toprAstble behavior, 5hou1LA wa O nurprieed
when irreepenoible behavior ot.xlurs in ocenotic harshi : While 110
one community organizati.-m -at create full oenloymmt, a Young
peron might reasonably ,:tsk hew each organizion is clntributing
to the effort.

Thus, establishing reciprocity contractn with young people
may really require a commitment to justice from neighborhood resi-
dents an0 institutions themselves. /ndeed, creating a future for
our children suggeste the most powerful practical reason for us to
care about ideal justice in the neilhborboode, If we assume that
vic don't owe anything te one anotherthat families. schools, and
churches can give direclon to young people in the absence of corn-,
nunity cooperation and ,r,opport--we may end up parallyzing these in-
otitutions for vent of aupport. If, in turn, we brelieve that a
few political and businesn leaders will create full employment
without continuing public., preesure, we -.may discover that our own
sons and daughtrs will be unable to tihd work when they graduate.
Young people are unsure of themselves. They expect us to be con-
sistent. When we promise them a livelihood in exchange for obe-
dience and hard work, they expert us to deliver. tf the promi,ee
in just, we owe it to them to take this gort of jetetice seriouely.
That is what a just reclprocity contrae. requires.

C. Justic Pecimr and tonom c Inn t eutions

The task of creating- eccnomic tcr for younT people io4ds
us directly to the reepolnibility ofv.timom instiltstions to the
neighborhoods. In the eensioh on recillrocity, we sou that commurei,ty
residents and businerisee 111Wk ! elaims upun icle.anothor- that politi-
cal leaders must resolve. ,79te community may expect industry to
adhere to environmental -Flto4.,ards, to hire 16eal worEirs, to pay iAN
fair share of the tax buttlen,, and to contrimAto to Ity

Industry may expect the ,:oemwnity to support needed public serviets,
to provide a trained worX force, and to insure adequate standarde of
security around the plamts. When each gide respects the claim of
the other, then just reciprocity contracts are possible. When the
businesses assume that the community exists to support them, however,
then serious iseues of justice arise.
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!he tla -arl ,,vottulion in '110 pant deca,le have

holt thi, 1,r ,(gieeF-; r rod r mid urban ulan-cntstmelit on the
part (7; 11,1n Alt :.--)uqh t practices ;:v7e r-n confused,
they are no, exactl the Redlining is tilt. policy of draw-
ing a rer nc ilt-cnd -11:!.1.x5:%r1iood for sorry reason and
retuning t-c, invent it. .5,--111-,-2rtimes redlinfru; (1.-:curs response

to racial ruJe IA; i ne Sometim.,,.- it oCCurs because
of econol, nr1 noviai in the netorhood :ledependonf
of race. t !.hor way, it .2.-L-3ure the dearf --' the community In-

volved.

Urbo- 1 tninve,,11ent taken placo a result of red-
lining, bn- J. May take 1),f7 other reaRo IF. as well. The
term mearw -%.actly .rtiat i ,,-.5--distilvestmen ftInds from an

urban area othor kinthi %-,!ity may not be

redlined. The bari may it±i i 1.,.tamt a eel., morties hero and there.
Vet gradually I J removirro t1 bulk of inventents fron the ur-
ban neighborhoods to the Lkaburb; or to other pts of the country.
or course, the 'capital acmtirea to make thene .investments has

come from the origina: desiters _N the city. Yet for various
reasons, the bodkeru have c!hole-1- to ignore these depositers in
their pursuit of more lucrative investment elsewhere.

Redlining in respons to racial change i riot only immoral,
it i probably ti..1i d air Funning Act of 1068. Courts
in cinctnnati alroady hdvc ralti to this effect in response f'o a
suit, and the DePartmew- r7C flcusinq and Urban Development OVA
has hold lwarings to practicco elsewhere. Thus,

if a community organiz.:JytOrn btLio v12. that its: neighborhoo t is red-

lined becau5e, of rat,o, need furth..- than the courts to
ontahli5h ti,o lostice (Yt: their c1ai71-.

Vio knottier of rOcip=itv --.1.1vo around redlining

and urb-Ln disirvestr,m1 1?Ir race. T7) bankers,

reipro,.77ity requir the 'decent interest
to thoi-.~- jopon;tel, .7aus:... they tr;«w rtAt lortgage investment

in unsaf: neighburt :w-1eme A,:..icrbiloThoodn, in neigh-

borhoods, where tie rek j dp-fittarating constitutes an
unwise zze of thcL--: jm.7-rasits' saving. Wh a few politicians
are now ciumandiPo tiat sect.rn-4astme the major re-
sponsibility fo7-- sojvinc ar,ir t--._oncAmil.c problems, these

representatives of the '7,71 sol-tvr gmte willing to pass
the burden t)ack to the. ;rr.17inment.

Cdoimunity orttani71112; in vtriom however, have won
widesprad support for fi4, !;Acla Wet a bank ttt receiver; most of
its capital from deposit tn a neighborhood nwes something to
the neighborhood an a whol..0 not merely to OACI:t individual deposi-
ter. After all what leoC. does 0, return on .9 person's aavings
do if his neighborhood is !Toing to pot? rven if urban disinvest-
ment is not always the first cause of this decline, it invariably
accelerates the process. Realtors WAVI prspeotive homebuyers to
stay away from ',he ne-ilbothood, it is redlined. Simu1taneou5.1y.
realtors and fl W-.4qe. t,4,1*Avrt; nli te lick up 'new clients 9,11-
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!Ace low-incomerresidents with firqo fomilior ourcharq homes,
no money &awn, vAI PHA insured icann--uVen when they,have no idea
what home :laintenance costs and when the ceMmulal is net prepared
for a large influx of young people. Neighboruoth7 certainly do
deteriorate rapidly in response to these deveirvrnts, but by thc
time the procelm is complete, the banks alreay ilave reinvested
and porhaps even relocated to the suburbs.

A reent federal dirwlosur-n aot oc1 rh nkn tc;-: rErvral
locations or their mortgage activity by ,;nd census tract
will help community loaaer determine whether L.1.ban dlainvetmont
ia taking place. By itself, howevert thc kttci w,i,;1. not provv

7ihat redlining i t1 taking rtace, let alone i2ii redlining. A
cmimunity organrzation win have to correlate t#e mortgage' activi-

with other trends in the neighborhood--ractal change, economic
...r.range, shift in public services. This process will not be im-
.1tossiblo, groups. in Cincirnati did it--but it *ail be diffic.ult.
71te banks, moreover, will bc hiring rcsearchets and attorneys of
their own to derend thomsclves.

Community activists in softo areas, t:hergore, have tried tl)
dramatize the ethical insuc of reciprocity thrratagn a tactic known
as greenlining. It is a form of economic boyentt, in soine ways
narallel to 4 strike. Tr workers prove their worth to a company
by withdrawing their labor, neighborhood organkzers attempt to
'74rove the collective value of depositers to bm by permisdIng
them to remove their savings. When wv11, qrganzed, groenlining
-ampaigno solicit participation mut onPv -rom individual depos-
Lters, but from institution-ill Aepovitcrn -r.urches, even city
cjovernments--as well. They atm at gettitl bress attention for
thuir efforts and support from major pub:1, leaders, tr. f_LnallY,
the banks do maree to grant mortoages c qualified app.licants.,
thun the oraanizers usually 'aist upor camrv.ign
the bank to this effect as 0 juarantr 1

Mr. P-bert Creamer, a :orrr....4.-ccr r- t1Tri nicago
Pro,lm, outlines how A (Ttlq1_'1.111r" campaign can operate.

MT,07
by Pobett Cnatc,er (3.)

INTRontleTroti

In th last year, the Chica.ge basod Citixons Act:ton Program (CAP)
con4rass of community Orgenizatians has pioneered a new orgenirl-1
techntque that gives local commuaity organizations the ability to
permenontly appropriate coni;idat:ible pc.it.ol- over the feturv oT their

neighborhoods.

This JIchnique is tootEed tr -hp .LxFffulf,2Ading thAz-tho docizttons th4t

most iteinificahtly affeo- oosmunitiet-: are finaatial.

They Are invegtMent macip by Atvings 6 :-.aans, Banke. insur-

ance 4!ompanies, large la.! >eirtio,Tyrs ard
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flimply put, the strategy involves Vhc recruitment or t)r,linards of
pledges from community residents tIt o. ilwy will allow tk-nclal in,

stitUtionq to have aceess to their vingtt deposits only

use these deposfts to shape the community according to tA7-P1 f de-

sires. Thin procedure, known as "greerd_ipzv4" caas originaljv de-

veloped to deal with mortgage redlining, wbereby institmirois arbi-

trarily withdraw mortgage capital from certain communiti

THE D/DfNynaTMIINT
Thousands of p0Optc in Chicago invest savi; every year local

hanks and Savings Loans. Ov/ir 13 iii Ii I ri 1nrs are ih

Saviron LOAna alone and those dollarn ro:r,-vicie the bulk mor-
gage financing in the Chicago area.

For yearn, Banks and Savings & Loans havtr 51ad a free hand deter-

mine exactly where money would be invel3teregalAless of the needs

of the communities from which they get :xtl= savings. Th'e cosult

has been a net outflow of housing capittl from the older ughbor-
hoods or the City, and 4 virtual bletdinq ary t mortgale utpital

from neighborhoods threatened with rac_1.4,1

Prequently, financial institutions have elqayxl in thy ptitt.i.e of

overt redliningdrawing A red line around communitie!I wttet they

have decided to curtail or completely off mew lAvdtMttt.
Areas that ate solid, viable communitLe a rt41n rellinvq bocause.

mortgage institutions decide that in the Ulng rut the er,7s. "*Fh5

risks." howe%er, this becomes A. nelf-fulfjMtvg propPecv- VIth-

out mortgage !unds, home improvalment iaiiis, i:130 1.04r1q,

the community does, in tact, d4itriorate.

Of course, the result of this practice i:Tt ,74,,71.41111y rtan01; are4s

can bo complete re-segregation. Whtm x)frm;,:txtual mtn money
in withdrawn from a changin5 area, pant.t 4ti it1e i.:AltAnti

buyers and sellers cannot get arvtnIng but --'414, insUrlAti itierr4..nges,

the door is opened for Unscrupulous mortgaw, tankers a.id pvre
peddlers to completely turn over huge areas %tsing severa mavh

abused sections of the FHA housing lawn. Thr, rosult itt

of dollars in profits for mortgage banking firma, ant i. riplOrolfsi

but it is also the loss of thousands of ;t7111;iire ih ptverty

values to current and former resident,;,: oxmloition trfs tIteu-

sands of new buyers who pay exorbitant- . hitr4u mtaT,

abandonment, and enormous racial hatrlod

Disinwastment, however, may take more ,suiatle fornn 1r Tforiodn of

tight money there simply isn't an muob- mortgage mmney gr around.

So o2der neighbrhoods that didn't ge., much moeny when qmeliit was

abundant, don't get any when it in anrcr.,

During the first, hihe months of 1974, thmsands cf patonti city

home buyors were told that mortgages vexo unavalilAble betme money

was tight, or that SO-60t downpaynnnts would btl-necur.sary And

money certainly wan tight. The 1.3 blJilien (1o1itn i correntional
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Mott:Wit:J(10 made in t Chicago area oVer that period Wan eenniderably
under the amount ffialp in the same period in 1973. Yet, the fact re-
mains that leans we7 made. And most of them were made in the far
suburbs and in condominium developments along the posh lakefront.
Throughout thin period, homen and developments were continually ad-
Vertised in these areas at low interest rates and 5-10% downpayments.

In other wordo, tho limited amount or money that wan available wan
all going outoide of the communities that generated navingo. One of
thy major causes of thl phenomenon in the procesn whereby Savings
and Loans give latqo paceage forward commitments to big developers
six months or a year hororo mortgage money in needed. Through thin
procedure, large suburban developers get all of the money they need.
before the individual home buyer even gets to enter the market.

Other disinvestment techniquen are commonplace. Some institutions
will not give mortgages on frame houses-even though all of some
neighborhoods any. frame. Or, institutions will not give mortgages
on less than 35 foot tots, even though huge areas of cities have
smaller than 35 loot lots .

THE GREENLINI1)0 Rt;spoor.
In facing the problem; of neighborhood deterioration, the Citizens
Action Progran has dnveloped a systematic response--a strategy for
forcing financial imtitutions to meet their obligations to the com-
munities where they oot their savings. .This strategy, known as
"greenlining" i..nvolves organizing the navers' dollars through pledges.
5avers pledge to invest savings ma in institutions which agree
to shoulder ttozr share of the mortgage demand in the community.
These pledges then used a!: the basis to negotiate contractural
agreements wit;; lending institutions for specific levels of reinvest-
ment into the communitly. Thc agreements are renewable on a yearly
basin.

Currently, over $50 million in pledges has been recruited from over
13,000 people in Chicago, These pledges were collected over a nix
month period through oAnvaoning in local neighborhoods and recruit-
ment through churches and other institutions. Individual community
organizations which are members of the CAP Anti-Deterioration Coali-
tion ate now entring into negotiations with financial institutions
for contracts. Simultaneously, the citywide coalition is beginning
discussions with downtown Savings 6, Loans.

The target date for the completion of the first major organizing
drive is April G, 1975the date of the citywide CAP Congress Conven-
tion, At that point, the 4,000 delegates will determine a strategy
for enforcing these agreements. The Convention will determine which
institutions will be targeted as examples of those which have failed
to sign contracts, and pledge signers will be asked to move their
savings from those institutions to others which have come to terms.
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motipme coNompW4 ALLow;Na FOR TIM SUCCNSSPOL APPLICATION OP TUN

0RMENLIN/N0 STRATrOY
Obviouely any etrategy involvihg the orgahitation of money will only

dUCCeed if the amount of money Whinn it id pOddibla to organize iu

adequate to seriously affect target institutiOnd. Several eircum-

stances have allowed for the success to date of the Chicago Creenlining

drive:

1. It in not mammary when dealing with financial intermediaries such

as Danko or Savingu & Loans to organize a eubstantial portion of the

total aneetn of any given institutions or the industry du A whole.

Rather the organization must gain control only over a large percentage

of the inutitutions liquid assets for some limited time period. About

17% of the asseta of the average Savinga 6 Loan are liquid in any given

year (or about 4,25% for any quarter). If a high percentage of the
pledges of savers in target institutions Can actually be implemented

over a quarter, then the amount of pledges needed to seriously affect

the institution need not be terribly high.

The current credit shortageparticularly in mortgage capitalhas in-
creased the power of savers to affect institutions with a limited num-

ber of pledgee. Of course, for a $100 million institution, 5% of total

institutional assets still represents $5 million in pledges from about

1250 pledgees (the average savings account in the Chicago area is about

$4,000),

2. Throughout Illinois there is sharp and constant competition for

savings among institutions since chartering practices are relatively

liberal. This gives potential savers a variety of options among a

number of relatively convenient institutions, so that the pledgee

is more willing to move his or her,savings from one institution to

another. In some states, like Michigan, chartering practices are

considerably more restrictive and competition is therefore less pro-

nounced.

3. The withdrawal of savings accounts from Savings & Loans is a fair-

ly simple and uncostly proposition from the standpoint of the saver-

pledgee. Savingn & Loan accounts are, of course, passbook accounte

and are therefore leen withdrawable than bank demand deposits, but they

are still easy enough to withdraw to make the threat etedible. The

percentage of pledgees who actually implement their -,iedgeo is maxi-

mized by concentrating on a few target institutions a:. examples and

following up on all pledges in these institutions through mail and

personal contact.

Also the ease of transfer is increased because forms are available

which Allow the transfer of funds from one Savings and Loan to another

entirely by mail.

Mont importantly, of course, savers are not being asked to remove

their navinge so rapidly that they will lose any interest. A principle

requisite of all money organizing strategies is to assure that it

will cost the participants as little as possible in the short run.
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4. The managemento of Oevingn & Loans and Banke.--particularly at the
neighborhood level are deeply concerned that once a highly publicized
program asking pledgeen to Move their savings from the inntitution wore

initiated, many other non-pledgee savers would jump on the bandwagon.
As a result they fear that they might lone deposits far in excess of
the amoung pledged. While organizations should not depend on thin e-
feet for their bargaining power, it certainly does increase the credi-
bility of the greenlining tactic.

5. Illinois law hoe historically prevented the development of a few
dominant chain Sanke or Savings & Loans With many branches. People

therefore have a sense of many Banks and Savings & Loans an neigh-
borhood institutions. Residents ate able to love or hate specific
neighborhood institutions much more than they would love or hate the
neighborhood office of a faceless metropolitan-wide Bank.

6. In each neighborhood where the pledge drive has been conducted,
the drive itself had been preceded by other types of activities
geared toward making the residents aware of the redlining issue.
in many areas this included a year long campaign for disclosure of

lending information, confrontation of savings and loan officials,
public hearings, and demonstrations. Of course, as the issue
has become better understood throughout the city, lens lead time
has become necessary to kick off opecific community driven.

Other areas which adopt the greenlining approach might not have
exactly the name lint of conditions as Chicago. Certainly most

areas in Illinois are very similar. But one thing should always

be kept in mind: before adopting ea, money organizing strategy,
a serious analysis should be undertaken to find out just how much

money is needed to have an impact, and whether the organization

has the ability to recruit that number of pledges.

FORMULATING DEMANDS
For a campaign of the type described above to prevent disinvest-
ment, contract demands must be carefully developed and ironclad.

The following in en outline of the demand formulation.

DetermininortaeDemat
Cook County maintains precise records of yearly home turnover and
market price for each of 400 neighborhoods throughout the country.
This data (supplemented by census data and data from the Society
of Real Estate Appraisers SREA) allows CAP to determine meta,
how much money is needed to finance the home sales that occur each

year in each community.

Each organization determines exactly how to define its own area.
Neighboring areas crucial to community stability, as well as sub-
areas vulnerable to deterioration are specifically designated.

Determining How Much of the Demand in Each Area Given Institution
Should Meet
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Pirni, the dollar demand in the cummiunit-; will be divided between
each inotituttes in Ow market meoil hn proportion to the aaaets of

each institutim. 7he bigger the 1711.etitcon, the more money it

would be asked to T:+it back into the neigLburhood.

Secondly, a rider LIJ attached r7, ach 1oca1 agreement to the effect

that their propoLTAon of reinv#'gtment in irj immediate community

could be reduced in direct proportl,en tr, the number of agreements
CAP can ge1 from the central aree F.avinTs Loans. These central

area (downtmin) S,Ivingu N LoaeH oonO.rel allout 20% of the assets in

the metropolitan area and nhould Ezalider the responsibility for

20% of the demand in each geogirArel,:. area. But: there le no guaran-

tee at the beginning of nectoUat.i6rs1 th4t they will do so. There-

fore, CAP demands that all demand.::. .:Te met by the local area insti-

tutions to help get agreements the downtown institutions.
This procedure, of course, could c modified where a high propor-

tion of savings from an area goe :r downtown institutions.

Determtning.t4lItch,Pinancial Insftlions Are in_Each local Market

Th
'M.D.....

inntitutionn included in tqataii. Itairket areas are chosen mainly

on the basis that they get a lreemit ,dt:421 of savings from the community.

Determining How (AucL21.51s152.91,_ittlirf_y ohould be Made Available qy Banks.

Banks, unlike Savipqs 6 Loan's, a7 rimt nake moot of their investment

in real estate loans. In sone: ,temmunities (like the southwest side),
they meet virtuali tp. none or tho mertgage demand. In others, they make

considerably more. On the everaqe the Pederal Reserve Board indicates
that Banks make approximately 'S.r6g, of their total assets available for

home mortgages.

At a miniMIIM CAP demands that Bank CAP considers important make
at least tels percentage of trF: tretal assete available for mortgages.

To determine the proportion of denand i. a community that a bank
should shelider, Cet,P trecotzl a :1"0 Bank that did not make

any morteaties at all like $5.6 mittion iivingn F. rioan. Where a

$100 millien Bank puts 201, or .ifts Intel mortgages, CAP treats

it like a O minion dollar r;.iral.ing 6 Loan. In other words, a

$100 million Savings and Loan rataLi be expected to shoulder five

times more mortgage demand atm al $100 million Bank that puts 20%
of its assets into mortgages.

Before beginnin9 negotiationv-vith banks, however, CAP is develop-
ing other additfonal demands fur redevelopment funds, small busi-
ness loanG, amd home improvement leanssince this is the area in

which the bean& Aould be most ikLy to contribute to the welfare of

the neighborhwids...

Is CAP Ak1nqtL l'hat a Finncial titution MakcMor4gages
.4-Available" to the Community?

No, CAP is asking that the inntitution actually invest a specific
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P,14(1.

titorliou S 41,4:;_ty0 11,0 1,M,40
TOTAL n7%06'4,1111 .117:7437TR

ttollitorih2 the Adroononte

cAgn ingritution ;Runt 4rr o provido quarterly. CPA vorifiod dincln-
ouro of londinq and 0740 4P dintribgtion. 400qraphic ,Irean brokon ogr

by tho inotitution nuot bo opetifie enoulh to aoourt that tho aqrtonent
io f*4h4 tenplied with.

bioolongre for thio monitorihq ohogld inelottek dollar 4ffialiht Afid MM =

ttt a both 16411§ Ahd oavinqo dtpoolto for each deographio AtA4 thiVAt=
td by tht agrtenotit, for othtr arta§ of tht city hot covered by tht
wetmeht, and for tht auburbot honihal ahd tfteetivt ihtertot rate§
by atom downimyrotit and lonuth nt torn by areal dollar 4Matiht4 tpit
on ailvortioinu intontiod to attract *avingo in tho aroa and Chat uhich

io intondod to inform tho oommunity of tho availability of mortgogo
loan* in tho community.

POgAIPM t101=0114 or tionry OP4AUlgili4 A/PAY/MICA
Tho of0Oh1ttithol otrategy in nignificant becauot it recolniten that the

forgo§ %high nhavae tho future of neighborhood§ At@ prinarily econontc=
not ravioli, and to 4 large Mtit APT even political, ihrouqh the

teonlininl proiets and other related proiocto to Worn MA, CAP ha§

0000 §1kfttA0f41 at iihititio *hitt and blat*L tonnuoity lt-O4p§mtV01 it)

chahlthl heilhbrAh"OodA=alaihst the ecttoh ehetili0A of thc§e ttofthih1ti0§:

tattle fihahcial ih§titutiohs

Ju*t a* important, however, tht oreehlininq concept could very well

provide the oafte kinfi of p44rof for coromnicy organiaing that the

otrike weaboh hao provided the labor 1116~Oht1 1c give§ people the

ability t OtitahiA0 tho capital. tieheratod by thoir oavingo and at-

lewo ito uole only for putvi000 whigh oorve their interooto,

§o fat thio ti of oflanicoil m@noy PP40t hao been tioed nattily to

aeourt that &nand tor nortgaqt fund§ AtO VOA th tbOthlhttitA. 1%0

PlOt 001041atO o*tenaion of tho ptoqrard *Iola Co to aomiro that
homo toprovononv loan*, P*MMOtet41 loan* t4 404411 t$44th0**1110h 4144
1*40V0IATMItifil to4N4 tor oreeifie pro)ecta 4t0 available,

Pevelopinl opec7ifig dollar denapin in the§e area§ in 4 h4g% PlAtO
ouble:i7tive pro:Tie,00 and will require t0§04f0i OA 4 ccmn4nity by POP=

0144004,

1%0 0414?40 Of ',24r04 th4ttk41144§ tIb aff04t 4;7:0POWhit.400

41§, be aAlr000e4 uoi!..0 thin tofhnigue, For inotane, nab!,
inoutahe (t9"oloioo dioel-ini;*ate alainot tOttaih at04A ih their ta1.0

'741tWtut.04 11 7..&, WO:44Mo lhat. ptolramo Co 4ov4lo4" o4 tO cf4s

4AMAp cco414411014 10 tho 4t04 41A to give t94AtheA4 oftlY 10
4044v14 ithe Ifwaf40110 ite-WmeAT,
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izAbto mormy 4:An hv ai imrAet,

the iinve§tment policte§ of AdrO inAtitliti6n6 - including inautance
conpaniog And onritialo bAnkerg - Aro not of couroo go intoodiAtoly
§utloct to tho typo of gAvtni§ orlianiMng deocribod Above. no
p000ibility of offectinq even th000 inotitutions, hewev6r, fthmila
not be oet ooido oo orgoniAino of thio oort opondo oround tho
country.

The OfqAhligAtitin of A OgAMAnitle§ CApitel rre td bo o
fundamental new, departure in c6iimunity otganiein g. ff it vorilof

real community tohttbi over A number of the deei§ion§ that affect
neighborhood§ nay be A real po§§ibility.

It doe§ not require much thought to rocognino tho oteitaeles
to this gort of campaien. If a state prohibit§ branch banking,
the a neighborhood at leaet knowg that itg depoeit§ constitute
the entire gource of the local Saving§ and Loan Agsociation'e
capital. If tho banke 1-6n oetablieh branches, however, thon green-
lining will work only if the community'g depogits do ropregont 4
sizeablo portion of the bank'g income. Dank§ that already have
diginyestod and relocated from the citieg are unlikely targets
tor greenlinine, even if their capital did come from urban neigh-
borhoods originally.

The ultimate obetacle, however, may lio with tho noighbor-
hood re§identg themgolveg. If ingtituttong rolating to young
people cannot inspire jugtice in young people without community
gupport, mogt economic ingtitutiong will not grant jugtice to
neighborhood§ without community pre§eure. Ju§t ag gtriko§
require unity among worker§, eo greonlining campaign§ requiro
unity among neighbore. They rmgt Owe a ntandard of iustico
that a§ks each per§on, oach in§titution to tako seriously the
good of the whole. Regidentg who rofuge to accept this prin-
ciple, in effect, are egreeing with the bank§ and all other
busine§ses that argue that the market iteelf create§ a juet
distribution of the wealth. There is a sort_ of justleo In
this position, the non that Andrew Carnegie urgod upon Amorica.
An tong an neighborhood reoldentn aro willing to abide it. they
will have to Accept what they get, whother or not they think
they deserve it.

0, eiprooity ao4 Uril4n Covernment

The ionise of reciprocity between economic inutitutiono And
citizeno oxton48 4eyond their priv4te deAlintio to principlea of
90vornmont i1,401f. OY !kW, POW 1Moric4n4 aro familiar with fed-
ern! t lOophol00 that porit larqo porporation§ an4 wealthy in=
dividualo to pay almoot no tANOA At 411: Thoy may not roalioo that
federal taxahlo ihooJwo i o tho haoio tOr Ail l0041 tA.AtiOrh AO

1 89



Thug, national 100ph-01CtA Af0 wigged along to the local level.

Urban 10Vcrnti(AltA ;lad to tbcno tax advantagen by offering
tlx tw,?nefit0 of their own. A atatc or city may exempt invest-
ment income from tAX0A impoNed on wage-earnincia. Real etitate
4§§eggore may Adopt i double gtandarl for egtimating the value
of indugtrial property and homeowner0 property. Large gtock-
holders may pay no taX00 at all on their investmilit portfoliog,
oven thototi 4 "property" tax tined to apply to all property, not
merely homeg.

Bill Callahan, Dirtetor of tht Philadelphia-baged Tax-
payer'n information Project, outlineg how and why the inegoi-
tiog occur.

h(*# MWhY0Pri_MAf40 in PonngylvAnial OVA Who'o Middlo
CiA§0J AnywAy?

by httl CallAhAn
TAxpAyere inforoAtion Proiegt (4.,

(*o of !tho cofteholne*t A74#tie4t1ongl aboOt AA#VigA 1# that th# imiority

of Af?ifii..:An§ At4;$ **wino elA§§"--thAt t, totattvtty Afflo@nt. with
e.Otbe Iti*Ohey in the 64hit, A hthffie, A eAti Ah4 Ah ihetttke 1eVel *bleb

is Vague bi Vt in th vkinity of 112,000 to $5,066 a yeAt.
While 0)4:9 pArt about the home and car oay be true, the '"fti(141e

el400 thcore to A oyth--Ag dootonottatotl by thtt followintit

funiJordin0 th 1Y10 tOhS0§ fihOt0§, fAhtliOg ih Phhh§VIVAhi4 brolto

ilor,401 (Atcohlinq to intoe,p) Attottlinq to tie following rough tiftho--

bottoft fitth
.§orontl fifth

htddle fifth
fourth *

top fifth

bolow 16000
totuo@n #6000 And AWiut 1P%00
bott000n WOO eintl 111.000
totuoon 011,0P0 and 41%000
01S,000 And up

The "ooili4n f4oily inrame in PoprowiylvAnia in 1070--the lovol which
h44 4o im4hy C4fttltioo 4611vo it 44 tielOW 4t.r=104§ Thie w40

AC*Ot §1000 64Iftw uti4t h440-1 o aie 4

'tatc rudflot* for 4 tottly of fotit.

All tlwoo hAvo cvAnt, op ivy 4444t 4 thou4An4 4ollfe in tt. I4ot

Our y4ro tiho coot of Itviol 44o wihe up Now), 04t oVOn Ilwti
(0( A otoopot rtgo, tho f4ift to that IRE omoom OF PEUWYPAIttA rAnt.
tar4.-Ar 1.0+41 Twooriwomwru.L HArt LP la TOM 41!tiVO A ITAtt. Mil It

t4400 in4ltvo041:0 withoutjeaW04 into ocrountehich w, rethkt. 01110111
thoy co4wituTe 014v oot of every fain- toulsobollta--then of the total toim-

P4Viio 40itoi th Petwoylv4n14, 41 104I footw(i(044 040 looli 0440

W5,000 4 y.4r, 404 twil,thir44 prPtAhly p.A44e leo.4 than



$V, it thVttOTA A "tiAVAd mid410 vlaw.0", it louivally ineltij0t4--

00 tht boats of incAbtufamiliog raking botwotn t6,000 And
n5,000 a roar. Pooplo mAting P_Or 4f0 At 1.At in tho "uppor
middlo class*--which unfortunatoly (for thom) sounds A lat
wor.6<, %him you'r LIej tAX brralo. And thon with in-
come§ of ;:'5,000 nore *Iry Anoni the top 5' of tho popula-
tion.

'Myst AtO ibportant facts to ktop in bind whorl omanining tho
impact of thv tAX oyten. Tho tocont flofeAt. at tho Uqw Jorooy
incomo tAX WAA d0@f At Nowt in pArt, to ths migtakon idta that
tht "broad middlt class" (that is, tht majority of hard-working,
taxpaying eitiAons) Was going to bo hurt by tht mtasurt. Tht
06tibb that tht $20,000-a-ytar doctor bt othtt proftssional is
a "littlo guy" in toms of incomo.--that such tampayors ropro-
gont tho intorost of MOM' tompayorg--ig politically ugoful for
opponontg of progrtagivo tamtg, hut it jugt ign't truo.

Tho rtal "middlo class" family may havo 4 hg4§4 (but it's
mortgagod) and a cat (two or throe years old and still not
paid (or). Thoy may ovon havo A littlo monty saved, Although
thatig logg logg likoly, hut laity dofinotoly do !JOT holm

on intorogt in hAdinq 00CP 4 rogroggivo tom gygtom bogo4 on
flot-rato tomog, brooks for capitol going, or tamog on congu-
mot and rtsidontial proptrty,

TOC MAL 00kbtli or stAt Am LOCAL TWA If$ titittiA. It W3ItStIVt...

* of fotoro Iitd ty (amtly At four, Phtladolphi4

iht000

f1,000

* paid

7,000 401
109000 4,4

It.006 4.0
Z0.000 /.i
V1.000 0.0

(r;optout Pi4lri,o 04 eoloohia gt/lidy 0( latlogi Mot-icon ettiO4#
1141

t'LkeftOrt 'TANYA.;

'Ow 14k on (041 4filitie, tA 1104ts.§§iVO, 1417i0(lt peiTIO VO P040.

f(11010t Lmc pp).111r p0 A 6i4iO4 rove.ontalo of thoir Ine000 tot
hoo4ito thitto Ao Iti6-900 isaoplo. 4ovoltillot,§ 041noittes

All TAX Worn e4ttnoite4 160 ivporilea with itwomeo of V90,040-f7,040
pAy 4t of their ihrmmeA in 'vat .04t4V0 t4.X4 4011t10 Clatilie* with

IN,?Whoti W,064),,,w,,Aoa Iwo til4(1 ii4r14111e $14;14f6.

P4V t0"1-' vOito (leo) tekit4tr: t4* 404434 in tioir

root,



P.144.

The roderal Zoverhment allow you to deduct property taNta from your
income tax, hot Alain, thix holm, hiqhor income people Per@ thAn lower
ineemo people. The rederal tax deduetion flax the ttoet of reduciel
property taxen by lat for people with incoven of S25,000, but by on-
ly 1% for people with incorefs of ;05,00047,000. And tenanta are not
allvoed to deduct the property tax they pAy At 411.

heyond the overall regreaxivity of the property tax, it ix Applied
in 4 way Oat lUCREAUS THI: WWII or LON AUDI Mt001.t INCOMV PEOPLV.
Thix occur§ in novorel wAynt

1.) in htlatlh in iUal1. Ittniden-

tial Aenenumehtn in Philadelphia rang@ from 40% or leen in nom@
Arean, to 65* or more In othorn. Th* official rat* in $65%, Mont
of tho Aryan aaa@PA@t1 at highor lovolg aro low and middlo inooma
noighhorhoodg. The TEA party hAg ontImAtod that if all buildingg
woro A00@0gtd At A uniform 60* (tlt lower than tho progont official
r4to) t40 04114.00 io Additional proporty t4K0a would bo rained. if

the city didn't need $40 millioo, than all taxon could bo cut.

Another oolution tc thin problem would be to rain*, 411 4015@a4A441tzi
to 4 uniform 100* of fair market valuo. Thin would mAko it mote

difficult fclt faveritinci, iiiC4l payoftn, ote., to operate,
nince xippl full VJI0t4 t.6 4w1h to underxtand, and thecA out,
than pereew.44e ratiox.

th@ repredruce shawo, sattersaysittlinotnotih by
411t.E-mteLplmay tax Unliko

nomo tam break§ (Wooly AE4 doliboratoly granted to induco bunifiong
to rolocato in 4 given comnuoity (end which ar@ thtMa@llt@t4 Of goon=
tionablO vallic in producing tho lotondcd tomtit) Limn@ tax Wmakg
arc juAt FaVer0 done hy the angenaorn for largo corplAtionn.

p,iimetiogrtroin tom OX@P4, 20% of all proporty In tho
city or Philadolphia in @watt from proporty taxon. While thin git-
nation in not: 44 bad 40 It in in gomo eition (for oxarple, in hooton,
one half of 411 prorerty in *wood by tall omerpt inntitutionn), it
d000 Amount to moro than a quarter of 411 proporty in the city, 4n4
rainen everybody OW§ property taxon to rAko up for loot Nolo.
Thin tam ciWAlpt proporty inoluden churebee And nchoolg. It alno
elioleg other proporty held by 040PationAl ingtitutionn, gueh an thit-
vernity of P@AA4V1V4tita borritorion And lahg--And ALL land held hy
the Wedevelopment Authority. A4P0 of the lAttor hnuoile ooloq

nooxe4, whik7h pAy oo property tax.

4.) PrPr011 ihclodeo rpre thAh teal .0,1t40. hitt mill t.e.411_"Mite
Aa_tamfti,untrinym.Arty_tom. tiTher 0.1040 of property aro tAtio4

at tottch lov0r 141004, or AAt at all, IA the United Ataton to44y, 11.0.dIila, rn14.0rAtimo, ere hold 000 $7 trillion worth of 44.,

40t4 ferVINIT0y). 1,41 only $114 trilliqo io tamed by P4FrOsst ptoper

ty tamea. Iiimirteat i4 taYW4 at P44h 1o4or t4t414, for 004,010i0. 00ere

14 o ,4* to* otoOte and Ifmtol4 in P0A64y1V4A14, vetting a 4,41* to*

oh 115A) POtattx, te0 tiA04 40 11,406 rarttolr, ire0600 pr040CiA9 100000

trial mAchihety, ouoll 40 the oil retiheriee In taxtvick, are tomid-
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ot(A porsonal proporty and aro not subject to any local property tax .

obvinoaly, rWtIc ncvimil people who own any property are likely to
own a house, and less likely to own thousands of dollars worth of
§toek§ and bonds. Wealthy people, while they may own a house or
houses, may also DAV@ a largo aMOUnt of money invested in other kinds
of property like stocks and bonds. This property, unlike your home,

inc_Pne tor these individuals. yet Id taxed at a much lower
rate.

This hag contributed to the much greater disparity in the distribt .
tibh a Wtaith than in the distribution of income that exists in
AMOrlea tOday.

The property tax burden must also be considered In light of servioes
given bank to the taxpayer. Unequ44 wealth in different parts .of
the country means that taxpayers it, pocr7oreas, who, might be pe7kng
at vtry high t4:1-. ratIl relative tt, thfs-t 4nct.n iJr gtill itteve

fewer services redriivd than taxpayerwin extremely wealthy areAti.
In other words, qtaxpaTurs in Appalachimight pay A higher percen.
'cage of their iNIrMOP in taROA than tavmyers In Montgomery County,
Pennsylvania. V. OW schools in Montqmnery COunty will have TIPrO
tq spend on oath ,-;;Ald, because the tak base thereis higher that) it

th APPelactiia. Vne only solution to this problem would he sone
kind of reeerai aAtttilAtiOn Of prOWt? collteted.

Interestingly enough, urban mayors not only do not apologise
for these inequitiee, they brag about thwft. In an era when multi-
national corporationa can control whole countries, let alone cities,
low taxon have become part of the price 4 city payn for keeping its
buoinemaen within Ito bordera. The idea le that private industry
offers reciprocity to people merely by existingby providing jabot
income, and 4 tax bone from the individual employeee. They owe the
cities almoet nothing oleo in return.

Even if urban residence are not happy with this arrangamee,
moat abow little inclination to reaist Le, While there have been
variouls campatgne to prevent tdx increanee on homeownere And weee-
earners, there have been few eimilar ee-Apaigno to force buetneeeto
to pay their fdir ehare of local revemee. 'In many inotancoe,
couree, vitisene don't know exactly whAt benefite industry receives.
even when thoy do know, however, most re reluctant to apeak out
againet them. They, too, are afraid that buoineenen will merely
le4Ve, taking their job opportunitiee with them.

eeotede 4 community organisation can promote 4 reepo t for a
ntandord of juettce that emphanisea our mutual obligatione to one
another while it toleraten A syntem of taxation that permite al-
moet every edvantage to the rich remainn to he no@n, Certainly,
millione of ordinary citiAPOO begin with the tax oyetem when they
W40t, to prove that the oyetem ie weighted dedinot them. Again, the
quention in whether they are prepared to ueite behind A etandard
of juatice that would force everyone to pay their fair ohare-
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kind of reciprocity that our tax system has consistently ignored.

E. Conclusion

Reciprocity moans give-and-take. rt. is always a higher
standard than rugged foclividualtsm and grpe4, since it involves
@OM@ Adjustment r1,.q.tvigoo two parties. Yet wo havo seen that the
fairest adjuntrwnt. depo4d8 upon our commtment to 4 standard of
ideal justice. We cannot expoct our you rm. people to respect
neigioorhood rulos tramr, we deliver on '-fto just promises that
wo ma'te to them. We -cannot expect banks and businesses to honor
economic justice un2 are prepared enforce the standard
throulli our own t-N111ovtAto action. We e='inot expect government
to acIopt 4 JUAt t4Ittitsvm 0! taxation And U-,:14An financing unless s,
demand it. Sineo trtal .are three of the most important issues
faciml our commtolitif,p,, vo may begin to =cognize how critical
the idoet of juatico Lr iJ general. ?he iirviva1 of the neighbor-
hoodv, in fact, Toay do,;)e on it.

Footnotes

1.) John Schaar, op. cit. p. 27.

2.) William Raspberry, "Making Johnny Learn." npliagallek,
January 30, 1976.

3.) Robert Creamer, "Organizing Money," blic Pot/ Reader,
Meeek IheAter & Leo Webb, eds., (Was tneton, In.. tti 0 for

r714.1cv Stbdie§, WM)

4.) Dill CallahAn. "Fair Taxation with Real Representation,"
published by the Tax rci4ity for America Party, Philadelphia.

r. vuestions for Discussion

1. To what extent ean families, schools, and churches respond
to the needo of young people in the neighborhood? To what
extent is the community 41440ciAtion working- to help these in-
stitutions live up to their promise*? Fake a liot of all the
thinfis that you think that your community association should
be doing in this area.

. Doyoung poophi' to the neighhorhood feel that they will find
jobs whet* they graduate? What to the COMMOnity Afit40eidtion

1 4 I
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doing to help them?

3. Do banks give mortgages in c> ighberhoed? Do they give as
much mortgaoo money a 1.11y ho.:d deposit5? r,o you think they
should? What do you think your qcomnunity association should be
doing in thin Aron?

4. If your neighborhood organization conducted a graenlining cam-
paign te force a bank to give mortgages in the neighborhood,
would the neighborn support it? New about the inotitutions?
Why or why not?

S. Do you that urban governments should provide special
tax benefits to businesses so that they romain in a city,
oven if working people end up payilg all the taxes? What,
if anything, han your noighborhood organination done in thin
area? What, if anything, do you tA-ink it should do?

G. For Further Rendng
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NTT Nt II. Z1USTICE AND ML 01.1.SZP

A. La.(21

Writing about America in the early 19th century, Alexis de
Tocqueville observed that, "recliner: and opiniong arq recruited. the hearv
ig onlarged, nnd tho human mind ig dovolopod only by the rociprocal igfluonlo
of men upon ono another. T have ghown that theft, influenvek are A1MOtt null fr
democratic countritg, they met therefore be artificially urtatett, and thig ec
only be aecomplithed by aggoeiationg." (T.)

We have focused in theso pension's on the problems of develo-
int) aftnociatione at the neighborhood level, anaociationg that can
create "reciprocal influence of men upon one another." We have ar-
gued that behind our local problemg lie ruptured relationships be-
tween people and between people and institutions. We also have tried
to demonatrate that battles for our "interestn" reflect continuing
conflicto over the principle of justice.

Some gkeptico, including a few leadere ercei-gle, i;;t.

reject thig porgpoetive a% beihq :(31,0t itleAtti(7i TT --7,AsPonP)
We point Out thAt ovot9ttiinq wo 4o 4nd dkac77us in polifuTot rofloets
ideals, even it thy- arg the narrowest ldealt of geearkty and pow-17_
The ideals ot interegt And power lead to the rule of the self-inta,e-
ented and gtrong, regardleng of justice. We have tried to show thm
the ideal of juntice can lead to balanced (immunities !fer all.

Of courge encouraging people to purgeo justice Always involvea
an extended proceno of political educationone that is made all the
more difficult by our nchoola, which neglect juntice in order to pre-
pare gtudentn for bureaueracien, private and poblic, where- lUctlefig
depnds upon regpecting the ruleg. University social ncientints don'
talk much about jugtiee either. Indeed, moot or them continue to
promote the myth that politica in little more than a ntrmele bu
tween individuals and groups for larger slivers of the pie:.

Such lennono, learned early in life, fruntrate the efforte of
orgenizern to unite communitien behind a neareh for broad idealo.
Even when a few neighborn do dencribt crime, or unemployment, or
redlining an injuaticen, for example, they rarely revere juntice
itnelf. Their entire civic training, beyond ritualistic appealo
to "liberty and juetice for all," hen convinced them that a politica
batted upon the principle or juntice is imponnible.

Paradoxically, cynicium ia all the more re400n for an organ-
izer or leader to identify the goal of juatice at the very founding
of 4n erganization. Some community organizera are afraid to begin
thin way. They think that becaOne juntic0 in A high principle,
they should wait to raine it until neighborn have 4Chieved rP5Ulta
on "emaller" mattere. ?hie strategy cannot work. As wo hAve OPOO,
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there is no solution to the smallest conflict without reference to
the broadent principle of justice. Yet by demonstrating the role-
vence of the ideal to immediate issues, activists might be able over
time to build ,ommitment to the principle itself.

The political philosophers whose theories we have discussed in
these sessions--Plato, Aristotle, St. Augustine, Rousneau--also in-
sisted that justice had to be a founding principle of a community.
Plato argued that lawgivers and philosophers had to establish both
just law ane a just system of political education if justice were
to survive. To St. Auguselne, the only just basis for a community
was the will of God as revealed in Scripture. Indeed, he maintained
that the corruption of Rome flowed directly from the corruption of
its founding in the slaying of Romulus by Remus. Rousseau believed
that the average citizen, "heving no taste for any plan than that which suits
his particular interest," (2.) required a superhuman Legislator who would
write the terms of a just social contract into the Constitution, then
disappear. Subsequent rulers, Rousseau believed, would have to be
tough-minded in crifurr;inq these first principles.

We find in hiotory 4 thousand examples of pusillanimous or ambitious
rulers, who were ruined by their slackness or their pride; not one
who suffered rig' having been strictly just. But we ou9ht not to con-
found negligowe with moderation, or clemency with weakness. To be
just, it it neAissary to be AdvOtitt to permit vice, when one has the
rioht and powor to suppress it, is to be oneself vicious. (a.)

These arguments should not appear strange to Americans, however.
In the course of our history, public leaders have referred back to no
fewer than three distinct netional foundings, all of them establishing
some principle of justice for future generations. Some have invoked
the Puritan Pounding, the Model of Christian Charity signed aboard the
Arabella in 1633:

Tho ipd is to improvo our lives to do more service to the Lord, the
comfat and inerease et the body of Christ whereof we are members,
that ourselves and posterity may he the hotter preserved from the com-
mon corruptions of this evil world, to serve tho bord and work out our
salvation under the power and purity of. Hie holy ordinances. (40

Many have repeated these familiar lines from the neclaration of
Independence!

We nol4 these truth tA he solf-ovidenti that all mon aro created
equal. That they AI* endowed by their oreater with certain inalion-
ante rightsthat Among those 41-0 MO, iihotAy Ana the pursuit of
happit100-§, TO seeute theeo rights, onvernmento are institnted almond
meo, deriving their- 'tint pow,ers from the consent of the governed. t!"4,)

?o;irl all rmind 1.15 of tho preamble to the COhli itution:

'vie 41f the Ositeii 4t4te4, ih orJer to form 4 tAgirla pfryfotil
46$ 00 Mil 1 Ao 140 ieo, r1,3 r;rovithi for tho C'\AP441/4310

4,0'04 ip ho 40, Ike VA re I (Ale, 4ed I A eteeltirro the 140.00 j js 0( Ii irony
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upon oursolves and our posterity, do ordain and establish this Con-

stitution of the United Staten of America. (6.)

II is hard to identify an important political speech in our
entire history that does not refer to at least one of these passages.
This process should remind us that what we say about an organization
at the beginning in likely to be what people will nay about it for

many yearn.

B. TB@

Both classical philosophers and their American counterparts
equally emphasized the importance of fellowship to sustaining a
community's search for juatice. An Rousseau advised;

rt in not enough to nay to citizens, ...e..b.2211. They Mutt be taught

to be go: and even example, which in in thin respect the first lag-

oon, in not the gole meann to be employod; patriotinm in the most ef-

ficacious: for, as I have void already, every man in virtuous when

his particular will is In all thingn conformable to the general will,

and we voluntarily will what it willed by those whom wc love. (7.)

The Puritans sought to put thin principle into ptactico:

Now the only way...to provide for our ponterity in to follow the coun-

gel of Micah: to do juntly, to love mercy, to walk hukbly with our

Cod. Pew thin end, we mutt he knit together in thin.,work an one

man. We munt entertain each other brotherly affections we must be

willing to abridge ournelven our nopor(luition, for thesupply of
others' tweet:pities; we munt uphold a familiar commerce 'together

in all meeknenn, gentleness, patience, and liberality. We must de-

light in each other, make others' conditions our own, rejoice together,

mourn together, labor and nuffer together: always having before our

even our comminnion and community In the work, our community de mem-

ber:: or the name body. So shall we keep the unity of the spirit in

the bond of peace, the bord will be our God and delight to dwell among

us, an his own people, ond will commAnd a blenning upon tin in all

our wayn, go that we shall gee much more of Hig wisdom, power, sood-

neon, and truth than formerly we have been acquainted with. (0.)

From this perspective, fellowship assumes a critical im-
portance in reinforcing the hest ideals that a ommunity sets

for itself. Wnile most manuals on organising talk about pressure
tactics, mobilisation of support, fund-raining, press conferences,
and meeting schedules, they ignore this critical dimension. Be-

hind any successful organization lies a group of dedicated friends.
The friendship ig what enables the workers to sustain defeats and
frustrations that invariably occur in long-term efforts for change.
Their gatisfaction comes not simply in tho victories but in tho

pursuit. They view the process As one of continuing education,
mutual roinforcoment, and growth. Obviously, when practical of-
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forts fail, even dedicated cadres fall apart. Yet the process of
sharing in a sustained campaign for justice can be sufficiently
meaningful in itself to hold a group together beyond immediate
victories and defeats.

Thus, an organization that believes in justice must find
ways to build close friendships around its pursuit. The process
cannot be an afterthought. It must become an important part of
an organization's structure and plan. Nor are we talking merely
about "getting people involved" in the organization, as critical
AS this process is. We are talking, rather, about getting groups
of people involved in the community as friends. While the range
of techniques to accomplish this objUaT7F-17-the subject of a
course in community organizing, we may examine how three different
kinds of organizations approach it--a cooperative, self-help or-
ganization; a direct Action organization; and a political party.
Prom there, we can make a few points about promoting fellowship
around justice in general.

C. Coo erative Self-Hel and the Dialo ue Procesa

In Independence, Mo., an organization called "Independence
Neighborhood Councils" is attempting an elaborate program of self-
development that involves pooling community resources for extensive
social, economic, and political cooperation. Earlier in these
sessions, we discussed one technique that this group is using to
achieve reciprocity among neighborn--namely, the "Neighborhood
Courtesy Guidelines." The organization's method for promoting
fellowship initially involves generating "Dialogues on What Could
De." It is an interesting example of how neighbors can identify
the Values that they share. Here is How Joe Falk of Future As-
sociates, Inc., describes it:

HOW DO YOU GET 1'),OPLE TO COOPCRATt

rim you have to have 4 common pressing problem or A rhanoe to have
each person in tho group benefit personally in some way. Host people
will not cooperate unless their feet Are in the fire or they AA@ some-
thing that will benefit them Almost immediately.

If you have such A situation, then you have to get the people who will
benefit moot talking and listening to each other about solving the prob-
lem or getting the benefits. As their ideas develop and as they got to
know one another, they will gradually move toward organising A cooper-
attire effort it there seams to be no easier way out.

WO h4V0 dOVPlopPit 4 very simple, fun to do, method that will gave you
some time in getting people started discussing situations and possible
solutions in a way that leads towards action, We call our process
Dialogues on What Could Re,.,Our dialogue method is A kind of do-it..
yourselves educational process that works in several levels of your
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awaroness potential and provides several different loarning experi-

encos at the name time.

First, it enables each patt ieipanl. to gather information about a

particular subject...

Second, it orients your thinkim tctl the future...

Third, it lets you practice "w_avoaetive" communications, which is
an active form oe listonino. 41 droaing out of the other person

by oxposing yoursolf first...

Fourth, it lets oach participant experienet being a leader and
followor, 8inee you will take turns directing your dialogue, oven
though it will bo structured to some degree by the evocative ques-
tions that we provido...

Fifth, it encourages you and you: dialogue matee to look for your

differencos and mimilarities, rather than seeking consoneun...

Sixth, this entire process is designed to let your exporience co-

operating in making your dialogue better, no you can got 'aorta()

on your block and your neighborhood once you master tho process...

Tho ruled for dialoguing on what could be are listod bolow...

How to 'Dialoguo on What Could De'

1. Put the evocative questions we havo provided or othors that you

write in soquenco on a eingle page and leave room botween quentlonn

for noto writing.

2. Provide a set of quostionn for each perion who will bo attend-

ing the sension.

J. Arrange et seating for eroups of four at card tables, in.facing

chairs or 0111 tho floor.

4. Strive to have at 1eAllt 12 people (three groups of four) or no

many more AO possible, nince it's bettor if you change dialoguo

matPP every tom' questions,

5. Explain that ono individual is to etart with question 01 and be

the "evoker" for that quoseion. That individual in to anewor the quon-

tion first and thon draw our the others for the poriod of timo allocated.

5 or 10 minoten per queation maken A one or two hour session if you have

a sorion ot 12 questiono.

6. If anyone starts "lecturing" someone in tho groop Le to wiggle his

finger at the person to indicate that they should got back to asking

goestioha, hot giving annwors. If anyone getu bored, hp can cot off

the dinc444100 by saying lot's /novo on to tho noxt quostion. The per=

onn on tho loft of tho ovokor takon ovor at that point.
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7. Prior to the end of the time limit get for each question, the
evoker should try to point out areas of agreement and differonceq
a opinion, You 4f0 io arrive al a consensus, 1114f 4t/

1W4t0hOlie of where you ate in relallon to others

8. tach participant in the group is to play the role of evoker for
one question in the time allotted for those four questions, 5 or 10
minutes per question.

9. Arcot o4,Jh foqf qNti0M40 haVe the partleipanta awltch table§
and diqetma the next four with different people. Thin will enable
everyone to draw out and be dtawn out by nine different pople dorm

tpw It wlii ti 4104 evetyano Involved,

10. When the dialoque tgAiOn 14 rittiA0A# the k.AIIVW4' 0:1004 44
for verbal and Written feedback and V4e ahy announcements for
future seasions. ()0

This section iz from the book Coo prative Community Devela-
Mont, Witod by Joe Palk. ruture Annoc ates a so pu iihen nix
tnnll bookleto including "evocative" guestionn for dialoquen on
Communicating, Learning, Changing, Living, Planning and Working,
These are available from The ruture Aanociatea, P,O BoX 912,
Shawnee Minnion, Hannan 66201, for $4.9,

Since we are concerned here with developing fellownhip
around juntice, however, connider the following questionn for
a. "Dialogue on What Could Be" entab1j5hed at the firat or necond
meeting of a group, These quentions are similar in form to those
zuggented by the Future Associatest

1. Name as many injustices a4 you can Uat exist in this neigh-
borliniod of affect it.

2. Who or what Ao you thihk is rcpoiu
justiceS?

le for each of these

1. Which a these Injustices ean we in the neighborhood remedy on
our own? Whirh would require help from people or groups behond tbo
tie ighhofiltrOd?

4. Por each injustice that requires help from peeple beyond the
nelqhborhood, what ate all the people or groups whose assistance
would be needed to end it?

S. Uhlith thrce ininatice yav think that wix. nhould try to re-
medy firot7

6. Whol Arz tho nrixt mmpl=1 thIt $4. CO !AP in ITelrwlying eiith
of the§e inju§tieii§?

7. Who t4l1 take responsibility for implenentinq each of theSe
steptl

0. Won thould tho nom_ mootinq bo to report on tho progregi awl
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to plan for our noxt ntepn7 (10.)

tr followed systematically, this process should lead the
neighbors from a dirieurinioh of specific Injustices to a plan or
action to remedy thew note, howeVer, that we use the word "ih-
justice" rather than 'problems," in order to encourage the communi-
ty to identify common standards of fairness from the very begin-
ning, By engaging neighbors in continuing efforts to fight injus-
tice, the activist eventually can encourage them to develop a com-
MOn otAndard or juotico imgor,

0, The Prot! ,qtt of 'oh liet
_ .

The process' of remedying injustices should embroil any
neighborhood organization in a series of conflicts with govern-
ment and private institutions. If organized carefully, these
struggles should strengthen the commitment of neighbors to one
Another. Indeed, a second important school of community organi-
gation, pioneered by tL late Saul Alinsky, is based entirely on
the notion that continuing conflict ia absential both to build-
is,! the power of a ilroup and to atrentjthening the bondn between
it5 memberg. Here it how Minsky himself describes the process.

-01hrlie_A Tlcticg"
rrom

Pnve Ile for PaqiA:als
hy ol Aliogky

A l'3,01,14,'1, i 4 I 4roup Thig rva!;.1 170 iTonly

;1n.1 rqtly tiA; F)le rea5on for (..ominq into leinq

to WIT, war olaiwt Ali eirilr; cakin0 nofferinq an4 unhappi

hr!.5. A 1",-(1)14Th Orqanization is the banlinq ttyqether of large

nufl,,,r of 11, awl writhoo to (foto_ for thono riqhtg which ltigure
tio,:ewt way of i fo Moto thin c.onatant tonflit7t will tahr

plowo nrdorly anti ,,:onvonlially apprOved lcta1 rocitdortbut
ih all fiqhts there como *hr_,h "the law spoke too softly to

bo heard in nuch a noino of war."

Ltinit0 of 4 Peoplo'14 Organif.ation in the building of a tic2W
power qroap. ThgJ ereation of any new power group Automatically
titccitrir:i An ihtrugiun ATA 0 threat to the eXinting powr arratoqe -
PNt2nt4. it ricri!., with it the itw_,Painti implic4tiost o( fliop1aco-

n(!lrit 4t-4 aiorgivoi44tif,o of tho §tatoo quo.

AlfieS t ,lypt of the Wahintton poihteid thit ont in 4

t_licti7 Of a i'eoplo's OffiAnatioh ih chitalot

N;v7!,f11;(1 of rili10:,X0V'fi ;1100 1170er

f4,1f h10, !!;1%,/ I1loHe4t ,4/rPqt foOtwO

40 tr!F;,71.1'7,,-0 htc foV;;f .Nl'ea4ftiV
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a competIttoe city ilko chtoago, any nod polder group boa to go
through battlea if it le golly to (nip:Viso. rholp thIJIWAIg ou

promos,' Ia oory obtvio.

"Wo betIo0c that 4o,iot, pOgmmout ,vnetant/u PeopoN4=
l'ng to !-he manure of tte pcflpte," a group of council membere
(laid to mo, "The biggerg hope fOr democracy ia that Amevicana

overcome thol.r lethargy and that more and MOPO people and
gyoupa oill become artloulate and fmmulate their needo."(1.)

A People's Qrganization in not a philantropie plaything or n social
service's ameliorative genturo, ft in a deep, hard-driving force,
striking and cutting at the very roots or all the evils which beset
the people. It recognizes the existence of the vicious circle in
which most human beingn are caught, and ntfiven viciously to
break this circle. It thinks and acts in terms of social surgery
and not cosmetic cover-ups. This is one of the reasons why a
People's organization will find that it had to fight its way
along every foot of the road toward its destinationa people's
wurld.

ne,aune the character or A People's Organigation in Inch that
it will frequently involve itself itt conflict, and nind0 Mont
AtteMpt0 at the building of People's Organkations have been
broken by the attacks of an opposition which knows nO rules of
fait play or so-called ethien, it is imperative that the or-
ganizers and leaderl of a People's Organization not only under-
stand the necessity for and the nature and purpono of conflict
tactien, but bocome familiar with and skillful In the use or
such tactics.

A People's Organization in dedicated to an eternal war. it

is a War Atiainst povottV, misery, delinquency, dittewte, in-
jkoti.c!o, hopettlAstic, despair, and unhappiness% They ate
basically thr sAMO intiOe5 for which nAtintin have gono to WAY

almoAt evg.lry frtiration.

A War in not AN intolivt-441 &kite, And in tho War againgt
Ancial dviln thr!to Aft: tin fnIon or fair play. In thin OdnAd
all Warn Afd thd naMd. Phlen C. fait play Are regulations
upon which both sides aro in mntnal agfdemdrit. When you have
war, it means that neither side can agre6 on anything. The
minimum agreements of decency that either side may display
stem not from decency Lgt from fear. Prisoners are treated
according to certain ml4imum standards and both sides hesi-
tate tO OJAO certain inhuman wear,ss simply becaue of feat
or reprisal.

In Our war AttAihnt the necial menaces of mankind there Can
be no ,t'ompromist. It is Iife or death. railing to under-
stand thin, many well-meaning liberals look askance and
with horror at the nakedness Ath which a People's Organi-
zation will attack or counterattack in its battlen. Liber-
als will settle for a *Inoral" victoryi radicals fight for

1. "Ord rly Revolution," Washinston Post, 30ne
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victory. 'Mono liberals cannot and never will be ablo to under-
stand the feolingn or On rankand-rlIn people fighting In their
OWn Peolde'a OrdaniVAtiOn Any more than One who hoo never gone
through combat aritiOn Can rutty grasp what combat Medlin, The

fights for doCent housing, econoMle aedurItyi health Programa,
and for many of those other social ls5UeS for which liberals
profeos their sympathy and support, are to the liberals simply
intellectual affinities. They would like to see better housing,
health, and economic security, but THEY are not blVII4q In the
rotien houses; it is not mrtm children who are oicki lt
hot THEY who are working with the specter of unemployment boni-
tos over their headol they are not fighting their OWN tight.

It in Very Well for bystanders to relax in luxurious security
Ahl wax critical or the tactics and weapons used by a People's
f.elanizatton whose people are fighting for their own Orildren,
th,2ir own homes, their own jobs, and their own lives. It is

very well under those circumstances for liberals who have the
time time to engage in leisurely democratic discnssions to

about the semantics of a limited resolution, to look
with horror on the split-second decisions, rough-and-ready,
up-And-down and sideways swinging and cudgeling or a Peoplo'n
Ot-IanitAtion. Unfortunately conditions are not always such
that a board or directors ean leisurely discuss a problem,
refer it to a cohttlittee, and carry throUqh with all of
Pobertms Pules or otdet, that luxury is denied to the peo-
ple who soddenly find themselves subjected to a lightning
attack, of what iihk wiAild call a foul character, by

the opposition. The peOple in a Poople's organiation can-
not afford simply to stew in righteous feelings of indigna-

Pion. They are in A fight for everything that makes lir
mi,aningfol--and attaek 11,,- the enemy calls for counterattw7k.

eorle' Oraaniation doen not liVe comfortably and
in an ivory towc, tolere it hOt only can discunti

confrovetial i7oies but w:tually possesse the choice or
whether or not to tai,,e a hatvi in thr_? c7ontrovnrny. In actual

no rtany other thingg that happen to us,
too 1,4w01-14 1,,If too much with our own prk,rt-rencna

of !he Oott,,env any torel ha I (lona wfth our lodgement as
to whethcr or not it in title to fight.

A ropio':; ru-nianigation lives in a world of hard roality.
lives in the midst or smashing forces, clashing strug-

oles, .weoping cross-currents, ripping passions, conflict,
,1.r111.4i0t., :teeming tivio, the hot and the cold, tho nOtlaittr

4101 drama, which people prosaically refer to att iiftt and

Airretenee hott.,-een i::ohVt,t0A0hril I btal Ut-0100 awl
life-asl-Aca*b tyve of lacti.7:n uned by a Poofrie'n Ordan-

i;!atit7n in illunr-tel by an ilitount or A tArtirilitt of OMO Of
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the mont powerful People's Organization!! in the nation. Oric,

or the leadere of thin organization demoribed the methodn used
In what he culled "the battle of the People vereue the Tyeootio!"

"The giant of the retail business life of the Acronn the Tracks
neighborhood in Tycoon'n Department Store. Itn nize, volume
of buoinean, and capital indelibly ntamp it an 'big buninenn.'
Tycoon'n ntando at the corner of Main Street and Wanhihgton
Poad, in the heart of &row! the Tracko. Since the turn of
the century it has been ntandinq there, a mountain of glitter-
ing merchandise in a valley or misery.

"The mtge. of Tycoon'n reflected invereely itn interent in the
local people. It Wan the biggeni And itn financial backing
the tichent and itn pricon the lowest. Such a commercial
combination neemed impregnable, to hell with public relations
As long an Joe Doken could buy cigarettes 20 per cent cheaper
at Tycoon's he would keep coming regardlenn of what anyone
naid. Money talks, and here it wan hollering cigaretten
$1.30 a carton every place, but at Tycoon'n $1.05. Black
And White Scotch $3.25 any place, $2.25 at Tycoon'n. Why
worry about public relationn? You got 'em. Money talkn.
Let the little aquirtnthe two-hrlour ntorendo the
back-patting or the neighborhood priente or the leadere
of church or fraternal organizationn, dr nhell out in con-
tributionn nor dance programa for youth clubs, or for build-
ing a recreation hall in a parloh. Let thone nmall buni-
nentmen pay off Suckers! Well, they weren't Any better
than the people. Out not Tycoon'n. They were big enough
not to have to worry about what thin church or that organi-
zation thought. They were no big they couldn't nee the
nmall people.

"The Tycoon StOr0 completely tgret-el the local inatitu-
tionnthey never gave any contr4bItiono to any ef tho
churchen or any other neighborhood organizations--the lever
showed any interest in the welfare of the community--and
their imperioun and domineering manner resulted in at leant
two of the churches asking their parishionern to boycott
Tycoon'n. Tycoon'n met these boycottn with their sure-fire
formulaby advertining drastically reduced pricer; for cer-
tain nationally advertised itemn. ',tont of the people ig-

nored the advice of their minintern and prients, and buni-
nenn boomed at Tycoon's. There hen alno been conntant com-
plaining and criticism regarding the warren paid by Tycoon'n
and lB0 the eonditioni u..r which employees worked. Al-
though Tycoon'a cut-priced eac4 local church boycott into
failure, they also cut dcmpor and deeper into the pride and
respect of the ministers and priests. Bitterness and ani-
monity began to 00dht.
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"The Tycoon public-relatione policy at rbrintman probably caused
more bitterneee than any other tangle act. or yearn it had been
traditional ror Acroge the Tracks to raise a general Chrietman
fund in order to provide Chrintman baeketo rot the needy familiee
of the neighborhood. Toward thin collection the nchoolehildren
contributed pennies. But each chrigtmae, thin 6ulliver-like tre-
mendous department ntore, which far overshadowed all of the other
Lilliputian beninegn houses in the neighborhood, would contribute
03,50 worth or hard candy to the entire fund! Aecordieg to
whinpers in the community, the wholenale price of the candy to
Tyeoon'g wee approximately forty collie, This action on the part
of the Tycoon etore interiated the people of the heighborhood
and within two years a mlogan gprano up in the commueity!
'Chrintmas ie coming. Maybe big-hearted Tyeoon's will contribute
fifty cent's worth or candy inntead of forty centg.'

"The icy indifference of Tycoon's made the people boil. Like
a snowball getting even bigger an it rolls downhill 50 did public
Mir/Or mount higher and higher. Each panning day aggravated the
eituation. Each panning week found more and more people articu-
lating what had now become a hatred at; cold an the icy indiOvrence
of Tycooh's.

"The Tycoon situation had become a tinderbox and the nlightegt
gpark would set off a public conflagration. It was also apparent
that the Christmag geason would be the one time of the year when
even the tiniest spark would start the fire.

"In mid-November,1941, the npark came. Some 250 of the local neigh-
borhood boys who were workinTat '"ycoon'e joined a labor union and
went on strike. These boys, whom we knew an human beinqn--many or
them we knew by their first namen--eome of them had been married in
our churchegelome of the baptired--almoet al) of them members In
the Vationn athletic organizations in our community--these boys wore
our boys!

"Public feeling against Tycoon'n steadily climbed to the explosive
point. People in the streets were talking. The slogan of the
ntriking union, "hire begine at $14 a week at Tycoon's," began to
cryetallize all of Ehe latent hatred, prejudices, and antagonism
of the Meal reeidentg against Tycoon'g.

"Through the People'n Organization the people began to act. A

soup kitchen was net up for the strikers. Ministers and priests
crusaded their cause from the altars, and organization leaders
spoke before their members. An organized people were moving.
Plans were drawn up for an all-community strike against Tycoon'e.
By the last of November it seemed certain that the United Stereo
would be confronted with the first 'all-community,"all-eonnumer'
strike in its history. An arouged people in Across the Tracks
had reached the decision that there should be a complete boycott
of Tycoon's Department Store. A community strike with an all-

eommunity picket line: ministers, privets, labor leaders, heads
of fraternal, eocial, nationality, religious, businese and patriot-
ic societies gide by side--120,000 people versus $10,000,000. A
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battlo that could havo only ono outoomo--vfotory for the pooplo.

"Pacod with a hattlo or thoso dimonnions the Poople's Organization
appointed a War Cabinet to load them through tho Ty000n war. I

Was elected chairman,

"At the outset I attempted in every possible way to delay any COM-
hilhity action. / did this heoauge on tho surface thare wan a jurin-
Aloioo dlopnto involved horn in which another union 00Mich, lodging
itom 1,1 'heir aotionn, had n good solid streak of racketeering in

n,-f: been brought tht0 tho picturo by Tycoon's and Tycoon's war
tt.00ting to hide nder the quioe of A juriodictional dinputo, Thoy

nolding up tholr hands and saying 'We're for labor. We junt
Of_ hoW WhoM to deal with. Thin isn't a fight with Tycoon's.

in 4 fight between two unionn.'

",, s spite ,r all wo 000la do, the situation became stich that
tho 3o7ople's Organization would be engaged in an action such as a
owtmality strike, thon it Wiln imperative that ouch action take place
on issues that would be impoccably clean. An it was, we recognized
tho danger or boing maneuverod by Tycoon's into a position whore
'hgtood or the fight being between Tycoon's and the People's Organ-
iztion, it would be a conflict botween the Peoplo'n Organization and
Wie Of the contonding unions.

"Among the many other reasons whion, to my thinking, argued for delay
was thin: In order to make an all-community strike effective against
Tycoon's, it would mean not only the removal or all restraints but
actually further inciting an already enraged people. While there war
no doubt that thin could be done and dono within twenty-four hours, we
had grave concern an to whother a community, once no completely aroused,
could be hold onder control and not engage in actn of violence which
would rooult in discredit to tho Peoplo's Organigation.

"Vor example, from Tycoon's operations (an will bo dencribed later on)
certain throats wore made against two of our priests and ono of our
ministers. Onco those would get out, John would Loll Pete that. rather
Cmtih had boon throatonod. Peto would toll Jack that rather Smith had
boon slugged. Jack would toll Ted that rather Smith wan in the hospital
with a skull fracture. TOd would toll Jim that rather Smith was dying
and Jim might very well physically assault the Tycoon officials. That's
the way stories go and thore's nothing you can do about it.

"With all thin in mind, wo bogan to stall. Fundamental to our stalling
wan the general idea that time nerves to allay human angor and that dolay
would lessen tho posnibilitios of tho contemplated forceful direct action
by the community.

"With tht tremendous riro, goal and passion on tho part of tho Pooplo's
Organization flaming up into dangerous proportions, there seemed to bo
only one way in which to control it and lead it safely through a logi-
cal strategic campaign that woold bring victory, and that wan to appear
to bo even more bitter and oven more vindictive than the others, then
gay, 'Follow oo,' and take them around the corner Into calm waters.
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Once again, thin ie eomeihing WO commonly do in our everyday
tiro, Tho common orroctivo approach in trying to defond time
pernon againnt Whom your companion in very bitter in not to
say, 'You're wrong; he's really a good guy!" The only reeult
of that kind of approach is an argument, the building of a
barrier of hontility, of bitterness between your companion and
youreelt. The intelligent approich in to pick up the cudgels
with your companion and beat them in uninon an followut
'There'n no guention but that you're right. Smith in a loUfle.

1 hate him even more than you do. nut you'll agree With mo
that on thin one little point Smith ham something oe hie aide,
aed of eourve you'll agree with me that he han thie too.' And
you juet keep going until Smith inn't elicit a bad guy atter all.

"However, we were in a real dilemma. First, we Pad to win the
Eight. second, we had to win in such a way that there would
be no violence and yet the battle would be sufficiently drama-
tic to verve an an outlet for the ntimi-up passions of our
people. In other wordn, we wanted a bloodleon victory.

"We decided to weave the campaign ntrategy about the one big
weakneee of Tycoon'et their nuperior high-and-mighty way of
dealing with people--and Algot nince Tycoon'n would fight by
no rulen, We wouldn't either.

"The People's Organization held a meeting on December 15
end demanded action from the War Cabinet. When we announced
that the time had come for action, there wan great relief on
the faceu of those present. I could not help but realize what
a ntrain it must have been to them to go along with our pre-
vious policy of ntalling. They all began to tillk dt Once.
'Oh tvy--eow let's get them."Can't underetand why you waited
thin iong."Let'e go--let's go--come on!"

"We dincussed for some time how to net off the opening gun
for the war and finally agreed that we would act an a people's
court and give Tycoon'n a chance to prenent their nide of the

cd4e. Then there could be no charge that we fought them with-
out even giving them a hearing. With thin agreed we tried to
speak to the president of the Tycoon Company, but hid necre-
tary coolly informed U5 that he was in conference. The haughty

Tycoono were running true to form. '7f they can only keep it
up,' we thought to ournelvea, 'we'll win.' After failing to
contact them by telephone it wan agreed to telegraph them with

the understanding with Wentern Union that the telegram would be
delivered pernonally to the preuident of the Tycoon Company.
The following wire wan sent:
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PRESIDENT
TYCOON'S INCORPORATED
MAIN AND WASH/NGTON ROAD

FoLLOWING mEssAGE LEFT THIS APTERMON WITH SECRETARY TO PRESIDENT OF
TYCOON'S: WE ARE CALL/NG YOU ON BEHALF OP THE PEOPLE'S ORGANIZATION
REPRESENTING ALL OF THE CHURCHES, SOCIAL, PRATERNAL, BUSINESS, AND
NATIONAL/TY ORGANIZATION IN ACROSS THE TRACKS. WE HAVE BEEN REQUESTED
BY OUR PEOPLE TO INQUIRE INTO THE MERITS OF THE CASE OP THE PRESENT
STRIKE GOING ON AT YOUR STORE. YOU OR AN ACCREDITED REPRESENTATIVE
OF YOUR ORGANIZATION LS REQUESTED TO BE PRESENT AT TWO PM TOMORROW AT
THE COMMUNITY HALL OP THE ACROSS THE TRACKS ORGAN/ZATION. IT SAS SEEN
AND ALWAYS WILL BE THE POLICY OP THE ACROSS THE TRACKS ORGANIZATION TO
GIVE A PAIR HEARING TO BOTH SIDES BEFORE TAKING ACTION.

WAR CABINET, PEOPLE'S COURT
ACROSS THE TRACKS ORGANIZATION

"Thin telegram to Tycoon's prenident requested him to appear, before
a Po:Tic's court, to defend hin company'd cane agninnt the ntrikers.
We informed them that after the hearing the Acronn the Trncks Organ-
ization would reach a decision and act upon it. Tycoon'n indignantly
refused to accept the invitation, hynterically chargingt 'People'n
Courtn--they have thone in Runnial Thin in the United Stated of Amer-
ica--we believe in the American law, not in People's Courtn.

1

"With the absence of Tycoon'a prenident from the hearing, the War
Cabinet of the Acronn the Trackn Organization lintened to the cane of
the union and found in their favor. They then isnued a terne otatement
to Tycoon'n asking them if they naw any reason, in view of their ver-
dict, why the Across the Trackn Organization should not take ntepts to
enforce their decinion.

"Within an hour Tycoon'n attorney wan on the phone. lie inninted on

our coming down to his office. I wan prepared to refuse him, but
upon glancing out the window r noticed a driving nnowstorm--what a
perfect opportunity for a demonntration of the arrogance of Tycoon's
in (Hiking that five prientn, three minintern, four buninennmen, and
three labor leadern trudge through the cold wintery snow; to meet
with a lone Tycoon lawyer! Alno, hin being a Tycoon lawyer would
provide a perfect netting out of which tocome in from the cold--we,
the humble poor from Acronn the Trackn coming into an orrice suite
furninhed at the cost of thounandn of dollars. I accepted the in-
vitation. The plan worked beyond my wildest dreams. We came in
out of the nnow to the luxurioun offices of Van Snoot, Van Snoot,
Van Snoot, and Snoot. Snoot made the horrible mintake of trying to
imprems un with all hin opulence and power. Becautle there Wan an

innufficient number of chairn in the conference room, he nuggented
to one of the prientg that he pick up ono of the chairn out in the
hall and carry it in. That wan the crowning blow. It wan not the
npecific act itnelf but juat that it fit into the general picture of
the didain and contempt of Tycoon'n and their representatives for
the common people.
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"Dering the meeting Mr. Snoot admitted thot: the malority of the
Store employees WOU0 0Srollcia IS the membernhip of the etriking
unioe but: he attempted Lo portray the dispute ad one betWeen the
striking union and another union widely suspected of racketeering,
with Tycoon's being the innocent victim. Throughout, Mr. Snoot's
manner toward us was one of condescension. Our position was simp-
ly this: We were not interested in the alleged jurisdictional
fight per se. We believe in the law of the land according recog-
nition to the rights of workern to chooee their own unions and bar-
gain collectively. tr the majority or the employees preferred the
striking union, that nettled that: and from what Swot had said it
appeared that Tycoon's nided with the racket union ahd WAS deliber-
ately fighting the striking union. We charged collusion between
Tycoon's and an alledged competing union which by their own admit:-
sloe Was nonexistent. Snoot arose in a rage and bellowed: 'Are

you people casting insinuations against the integrity of our
clients, the Tycoons?' We all laughed. Someone said: 'We're not
insinuating, we're naying so.' Snoot ant down, and a grim look
came over his face. 'I'd like to have your names and organizations,'
he said an he picked up a pencil. 'What for?' we inquired. 'ror the

record,' he replied. I pressed him: 'What record?' He flushed.

'The recordyou know, the recordi"I don't know,' I answered.

Snoot looked very stern. 'Ara you afraid or giving me your names?'

"I thought to myself, 'Well, why not7 This in a fight for keeps,
and ag far ag what Tycoon's will do with the namesit will probab-
ly be nome action that will rebound to our advantage--for, judging
from their acumen to date, Tycoon's ean do no right. We gave him
Our names and then walked out into the snowstorm.

"Tho next morning it began. Oroups of armed thugs profesning to
represent the competing union descended upon our neighborhood and
threatened those of es who had given our names to Snoot with bodily
injury and worse if we did not withdraw from the case. In their

dark threats of violence they included the namen of ministers and
prieste. Statements such as these were made to individual membern
of the Across the Tracks Organization: 'If you want to stay
healthy, stop fooling with Tycoon's,' or otr you want to keep Oh
breathing, get your ann out of thin fightand we mean businens.'
To our guestionn as to where they got our names they replied,
'You know damn well where we got them.'

'We called Snoot and he admitted turning over our names to thin
union. We told him what had happened and he calmly replied that
he wann't responsible for their actions. We said, 'YOU THINK SO--
listen, fellow, if you start an automobile, put it in gear and then
jump out, you're responnible for what happens. You turned our names
in to a bunch of killern and whatever may happen le your responsi-
bility from now on.'

"'Wait a minutewait a minute--' he broke in. There wan stark
panic in his voice. We hung up.

"That night we decided the time had come to attack. Thin watt it.
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The Tycoon blundurn had rendered them no vulnerable that a certain
lino of ntrategy might well win the war with none of the dinantroun
offecto that we had feared.

"Dere was the pnychological moment to attack, both to win the war
without a war, and yet to provide a satisfactory outlet for the
high-running pannionn and aggresnions of our people. With this as
our purpone we draw up the following plan of strategy. First we
would prepare an attack of such devastating proportions and no ut-
terly diabolic in character that in dome respects it would even
shock the morals of such people an the Tycoon officialn. With the
stage thus set, parts of the curtain would be carefully raised
in front of Tycoon's ntoolpigeons no that the full picture would
be conveyed back to the Tycoons, with the undrrlyinq UndorLond-
inq that thin was just .4t1.1 s,u were going to do in the preliminary
skirmish--God help you once you taste what we will actually do in
battle. Our objective was very clear. If we could pulverize the
Tycoons with fear and force their capitulation, the victory would
be won. In that cane the terrible coot of a long struggle would
be averted.

"We then began to net up the nightmare props on our stage. First,
operating upon the golden rule of 'Do unto the Tycoons an they
would do unto you,' we net up the machinery to bait the Tycoons
as subscribers to a totalitarian ideology an expressed by their
low wages, use of mobsters and gunmen, and general unAmericanism
in refusing to acknowledged the rights of organized labor. Fol-
lowing the threats against our officers, among them mininters and
priests, which we made on a Saturday, we peepared to go to court
on Tuesday and request an injunction restraining Tycoon's, In-
corporated, from murdering Protestant ministers and Catholic
priests. While we probably would not have been granted an in-
junction, nevertheless the publicity attendant on our action
would have blow the Tycoon empire clear out ef business. Tyeeon's
had presented us with our trump card. This and other Tycoon
blunders were turned about to form a huge Frankenstein monster.

"The stage wan set on Sunday. A Tycoon stoolpigeon wan given a
peek under the curtain with the announcement of Tuesday an D-Day
and ten A.M. an 11-hour. The chips were down and if now Tycoon's
did not capitulate it would be a long and bloody war. Monday
night the president of Tycoon's, Incorporated, surrendered uncon-
ditionally.

"Although this has nothing to do with the fight, what happened
after the Tycoons gave up certainly proved our point about all
kinds of people being able to work together in a People's Organ-
ization once they got to know each other.

"Tycoon's joined the People's organilmtion and today they are not
only bmong the most popular, respected, and loved members of the
cc;mmunity, but one of the chief officials of Tycoon's has been
elected and re-elected to one of the most important posts in the
People's Organization."
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The foundation of a People'n Organization in ihn community, and the

foundation or conflict tactics in community traditions. Juut an

knowledge or the terrain is of the utmost importance for military

tactics in actual warfare, so too is the knowledge, the full under=

standing and appreciation of the power of local traditions. The

first maxim in conflict tactics to all leaders of People's Organi-

zations is that THE TRADITION IS TH8 TBRRAIN.

We have seen in every actual conflict tactic how organizers and

People's Organization leaders have utilized the place or role of

traditions and values in the community in maneuvering the opposi-

tion into a vulnerable position. The traditions of a community

are so strong that a resourceful People's Organization leader

can utilize these traditions to defeat opposition which is far

stronger and far bigger than the actual People's Organization.

In many cases the stronger the opposition is, the deeper and more

seriously will it impale itself upon the spearheads of community

traditions.

The description of the conflict of the People versus Tycoon's brings

thin out clearly. The exploiting by the organizer of the demand by
Tycoon's attorney that five yr:it:Ate, three ministers, four business-

men, and three labor leadern go downtown to meet him, instead or

his going down to the community, fitted in perfectly with the commu-

nity tradition of resentment against Big Business.

A historical illustration of the role of tradition in conflict wan

found during the critical days of the Preneh Revolution. The Revo-

lution it.self wan almost lost because o£ the inertia and fear of

the general populace. Thomas Paine's 12Lighlp_aftian vividly des-
cribed what the violation of tradition meant to the Prench Revolu-

tion !

tvoopo bogan to aduance towards the city, Phe Prince

JP ramboec, who comInded a body of Oarman calvary, approached by
Place of Lota:a XV, w1dch Connecta iteeif oith Come of the otreeta.

IN hio march. he insulted and struck an old man with his sword. The

Prench are remarkable for their respect to old ago, and thr? in-

eolf,no, oith which it appeared to be done, uniting with tha general
lomentalfoq they wore in, produced a powerful effect, and a cry.

To arms! To arms! oproad itaelf in a moment over the city.

The enormous importance of tradition in shaping the life of man is

a common and accepted fact. What is not too well recognized Is that

violation of tradition has from time to time unleashed powerb which

have drastically altered the course of mankind.

Thus, through working together on direct action campaigns, or-
ganization members develop strong attacnments to one another. It

is a process that anyone who has served in the army understands,
and one which anyone who has heard veterans talking about their
combat experiences can appreciate as well. Tt is no accident that
Alinsky uses military metaphors to describe how a People's Organi-
zation operates.
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Yet we must offer a word of caution here. Alinsky is talk-
ing about organizations that develop an coalitions between estab-
lished groups within a communitychurches, unions, social agen-
cies, civic associations. These groups already have developed
techniques to hold their own members together, techniques that
may never involve conflict. Conflict may heighten commitment,
but it is tiring as well. Without a process to stregthen loyal-
ty in the absence of war, n group can lose its following from
sheer exhaustion. Moreover, if an organization without any of
the cohesion that characterizes churches, unions, or social clubs
comes together exclusively around conflict, it can bring out hos-
tility and hate in its members without ever providing experiences
in planning positive programs that justice also requires. As
Professor Wilson C. McWilliams observes, "A comunity of battle
can't outlast the battle and never does. Those who get tied up to a community
of battle, in fact, become perrennially violent persons. They can't live
without it." (12.) We may recall that while God permits Moses to
lead the Jews to the Promised Land, He leaves the creation of the
community of Israel to others. The emotions of war are not neces-
sarily the ingrediants of just rule.

E. The Political Connection: Tradition, Symbols and
Fellowship

The limitations of conflict should force activists and or-
ganizers to reinforce common commitment to justice among neighbors
even in the absence of specific campaigns. The inclusion of jus-
tice in the constitution as a founding principle is part of this
process, as is an effort to involve members in continuing dialogues
on what justice requires. As the group matures, moreover, its pro-
gram should both broaden and intensify. What begins as a series
of campaigns to remedy specific injustices should emerge as a con-
tinuing neighborhood dialogue on the vision of justice itself.

If this process sounds utopian, we should realize that at
least one important political institution is based par-
tially upon it--the political party. Indeed, Alexis de Tocque-
vine argued that it is often the political party that strengthens
civic involvement, not the other way around:

Certain men happen to have a common interest in some concern: either
a commercial undertaking in to be managed, or some speculation in
manufactures is to be tried: they meet, they combine, and thus, by
degrees they become familiar with the principle of association. The
greater the multiplicity of small affairs, the more do men, even
without knowing it, acquire facility in prosecuting groat undertak-
ings in common.

Civil associations, therefore, facilitate polical associations: but,
on the other hand, political association singularly strengthens and
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improves associations for civil punx.in, In civil life, every man

may, strictly speaking, fancy that he can provide for his own wants;

in politics, he can fancy no Finch thing. When d people, then, have

any knowledge of public liro, the notion of associations and the

Wish to coalesce present themselves every day to the minds of the

whole community; whatever natural repugnance may restrain men from

acting in concert, they will always be ready to combine for the sake

of the party. Thus political life makes the love and practice of

association more general; it imparts a desire of union and teaches

the means of combination to numbers of men who otherwise have always

lived apart.

Politics cp,ve birth not only to numerous associations, but to associ-

ations of cceat extent. In civil life it seldom happens that any

one intere:A draws a great number of men to aot in concert; much

skill is r,luired to bring such an interest into existence; but in

politics opportunities present themselves every day. Now, it is

solely in great associations that the general value of the princi-

ple of association is displayed. Citizens who are individually power-

less do not very clearly anticipate the strength that they may ac-

quire by uniting together; it must be shown to them in order to be

understood. Hence it is often easier to collect a multitude for a

public purpose that a few persons; a thousand citizens do not see

what interest they have in combining together; ten thousand will be

perfectly aware of it. In politics men combine for great undertakings,

and the use they make of the principle of association in important

affairs practically teaches them that it is their interest to help

one another in those of less moment. A political association draws,

a number of individuals at the same time out of their own circle;

however they may be naturally kept asunder by age, mind, and for-

tune, it places them nearer together and brings them into contact.

Once met, they can always meet again. (13.)

As de Tocqueville argues, the sheer magnitude of a political
party allows its members to contemplate the broader issue of jus-

tice. No one neighborhood group can promise to create jobs, build
houses, and provide decent health care for everyone. No major

political party will fail to do so. When citizens confront a
bureaucracy from their local neighborhood group, they have only

the strength of disruption and argument. When party activists
confront a legislator with the same demand, they can threaten

to withhold political support and assistance as well.

It is not only power that preserves political parties; they

survive through the cultivation of political memory among their

supporters. Democratic leaders ask their followings to recall the

noble deeds of Franklin Roosevelt, Harry S. Truman, and Lyndon John-

son. Republicans invoke the memories of Abraham Lincoln, Herbert

Hoover, and Dwight D. Eisenhower. Democrats talk about being the

"party of the people"; Republicans boast of their traditions of

"freedom." In short, parties instill loyalty to their best ideals

through tradition and symbols. We may cite no greater expert on

this process than George Washington Plunkitt, a Democratic Ward

leader in New York's Tammany Hall around the turn of the 20th Cen-

tury:
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th#V 01-6t1.144tfr§ thom*olvo* af, I on't troublo thom
with p4s4ttfrat 4t11.414. I ito-0 *tu,(ty h#man nator# owl Art Ar-

pfilin'.

thit itaV tiAs i,taPik51 ioL4h4t 6#4: 34ith tho hilh=tonol foller§,
the fellets that go through cotiele apd thoh join the CitDeh§'
Uhion, g).1 CA,:)Aise it bmuldn't votk. 1,hatie a gpoeial troatoont

for thvft, Aip't like the patont ordieino nAn that give§ the
ttoilikiko for All 4i§eA00§. 'VW eitiron0 Vnioft kind of A younq man!

4.'§ tho da-intio§t morpol of tho loto and ho don't

OttPh ##-tapro ti=o,

Poforo lottt-'w rmi lye*, feattli 14tft, 10t W0 0.0011An thAt ltOto

y#Ar, tho eiti#oh§' t*Ion *Aid th#y hA, four huh=

drod of tivo hundrod onfoll#d votor§ in my diAtt-Ot. Itoy had A

toVolV hi&AAtiliattot§, IWg Utllia,ttlp a#4414 ati4 tho ttato§t

1144ft in tho morld, It I swmeo. 44,,elloAA tr haviiiI vontfihotod to tilt

op th . n#*t for th.m, I wouldn't dony it **dor 04th. 41*At AA

irWAn toy 1641? Newt mind. Yoq '!'"A*4 nOctiLkd from the 4thiu61, if yoWto

0011Pt

*44i, 4.14 ,1-41110* tlico titiAon** Pni&O§ e.andidat# fof

:;!ots'at,6,t, 4.4ito #44 41A4h0 Old* 001tri,4 tiVO Vii.f00 in It.0 dio-

1(40, vo4 l#,4 *opothig Polo, 149n00 00!0*, toel'

,044c 474 C4Iti§4 #nrolle4 NoriAor* ih diA-

trio'? i-4ri.4!1# 14#§§ed ¶ t kh.0 WI* wo4
Pteli ati AtrciA atA *54ko,d 410 ON,0., eitp, tio. 44140 ttwo iowo

1140 tA408.411. 01*,41417,41 AO, *oo ,r4,14 14040 w,h4lit, may, too,

Aiwyt 1,0-07 1 li0V-44f femAt4,40T:1 43,10fiti 444*0 fWip 4474PPOAIDY

4.4 044'4 Ve loO 4 P!kot,H1 1:4 I 'Orkoil 401 ,sliot 11344 41 tNr., (4171 too( mit

1)16t (04':'..0140 44V $.t.-0'4'9 Oolvosni," t,14iO4,4 4k4 roV

'41401.tif *4.0:000 40 44f4,-..04W1i,A1



tell you truokly. thouoh, hoi4 I hsve itoptured 5vre ot the Citi4eW
vouho w,r6o, t hsve 4 144h %hat WV I vstvh the City

4ot*-4.14 to oe-f, Oieo there'§ tylco @X444thatiOh4 for ipogl thiol§,
Th4 I tA0 itoy y6uhl eit to hso,d, tell hio 411 about the ilood thloo
sftil let hilt, uvtked up till he qcom sod tskeu an examination. I. doo't

bother U,Pla hin shy pore. 1.F0§ A cimh he that he cmit bACk TO
4r0 in 4 fW flay§ sii4 40.4 to Oth TaAPARy l, COBO over to wagbing-
ton Hall aome night and 1'11 @how Whi a ligt of nafteg eh our roll*
votkell "C.N." ig1tgh 7peso§, "bucked op agsto,=ft 6%41 §ervice."

hg to the older voter*, I reach them, too. Wo, t don't gond them
campaign U_terature. MAO§ Mt% fe6ple, Odh Q@t Ali th@ politital
*tuft thty Waht to rtad--Ahd a good deal mort, tooststih tht papete.
Who tAdt epetente, novadaya, anyho0 It'e bag though to liettn to
them. You ain't 95th' to gain any VotO5 by atuffin° tht Ittter baxte
wiv campaign documenta5 hike a§ not you'll loge votea, for there'a
nothin' a man hate§ more than to hear the letter carrier ring hie
hell and gO to the letter box expeetin' to find A lector he woo
lookin. for, awl iitid only a lot of Printed politica. I b@t P$411

thiA Witty POthih/ who told no he voted tho Uomocratic State ticket
laat yonr boCAUAO LhO Pepublicang kept Cr4rMite hia letter hoA with
campaign docupentg.

What tell§ in holdtn' your grip on your diatriot ig to go riqht down
Among the poor fatlieg nd help thtm in the different wog they need
holp l'vt got A tleAtilat §y§tt6 t,t thtA it there'a A fit@ th
gthth, Tenth, ot tlevehth AVehtie, fot ekaMple, soy hoot Of the day
or night, I'm ueuaIly thete with wlte Of Ay election ditrict cap-
ta14A a§ goon ae the tire engine*. It 4 eamily ia horned hut I dwo't
a§k Whtther they Aft, Repuhlicang or bOPUttAtO ahd I don't refer them
tO Ihts Chatity Otoaftioati1711 Xociety, which would invegtigatt their
klet in 4 0Ohth or tuo attd 4etj0.e thty wort worthy htlp about the
tioe thoy Aro dead (ton etarvAtion. I 1uot got quart'Artt for then,
buy clothe* for them if their clothe§ 40f0 burnA up, and fix them
up till they got thingg Uafintfil 4440, It'a philantropy, but it'a
politica, unto-mighty good politica. Who eau ttll bow Now vote* one
of thoao fire* bring mo4 Ito poor atO the itost ostotol poople to
the world, And lot ro toll you, they have *mere triondo in thett ortioli-
64fli4e44 0414 ihre rich have in theirg.

If there** 4 faoily in ny diatrict in 0040! I *now if Wore 14,d
00f0.444@ §174@f140- d, 40 PO ahmi AT Ateh At@ NW- f4ii 000 WA40:

#t4ii..0 ecti,r4 is;,4 §4,470, C4§@0: i!itch§044@fiet i§

0,41 f0,4 ofilAr 103041 oe w. t144kitt a§ A faffuoto 0,040
41ft its fl'An*ti,le-,Ea!A 4Ah' 4 $4140 4 him. olo-0 &Ay,

Another thing, I eAfi 414440 Opl 4 i1 for A c!'14.44*04#i" P14116 494.11.e

if a tOihl. to k#01, :Oh the trs4 tit InhA, soft it p.014(90 toftveo4 thit

4on't ihsvo OFW Op AT 14100,0 eVa4y ff,,f 44V. I ktOm oven,' CC,11

vimpl4Nvot tho 4i§A7741 An4 in the *611,160, CAr Vt0,4 oatttr,

and thry AiWt i 0 IPe hahit Of ti4yt0 " On wo Thre Nkl,g,n 5 -,NA,; whom tor

And 441.4tiow-, 1 14 to '4 4:40 4;00-k11 0 141A104
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or thv ond olany ho coo otwoyn took rotwat'd to richo!-:
ool h, ,tottot thto4,th tho OvOlocy or hi.F; doily togtoto,

4P .-)T ArtOk by illoA

,A0cp hy thra ritillirdl or hiT,. wolt
to the door or.4 o bartoq,:. who 4riko.d him to go to 010- polio

ohl hail 4 fialooh-k4,ey,-r who had k0.04 Arrep.t*A for viw.

Wind tbo exci6o lAw, Forrii§ned bAtl And toturntd to brd ot thr.-o
o'clotA.

A.m.$ A.0-4koned hy fire ongino§ pAgging hi§ hoit§e. ItA§totiod

thfi !,-4'4-int of tho tiro, Affording to tho Eti4tOffi of tho TAmmany df§=
ttioi toAtiors:44 to givo a§§i§tarico to rho tiro §ufferor§, if notdod.
Mot §ovorai of hi§ tItetion di§trict captain§ who AtO alway§ undor
ordor§ to look out tor firog, whith oro ebtv§ildrod gteot vott-gttter.
rogod §v7er41 tvhoht§ who hod boon bortiod out, took thom to hotol,

gupplied thom with elothog, f@d them, And arrAtigod tomporary quArtorg
for thom until thoy could ront and furnigh nnw ApArtmontg.

Wtnt to th policy 1;c-irt to lot+ after bit l'brtitUrbl!t,

You44 "Ar4ok§." irsI tho 4igeharqo or four by 4 tir.o_ly

4030 t40 144104 ond bAid thp Nilo§ of two.

A11'Olf04 44 th0 MunicipAl Piti cu1 i&tI 0110
hi§ AitriUt v.-A1-5.4Ain§ to Aot A§ fot widow AlAin§t whAfl

dis§§§§ ntc:-tottIng§ ttAA 4#14 ObtAtht4 AO 'Irrh§liTh

Of tilt,e, toid the reht of a toot tat!iily 41-xTht tO r!;- disroecflA atml
lavE theta a dollar ror rood.

4415.i Ai ht.mc, Oloih, roohtt tour theft :44i1,441 tor L4;-fi, 0,fir

1.04,4 Ai§0014104 by tho 11.0,ttOpo1 ttAti Poilway tor hrdivti

duty, 444 WA414-7,4 Oft tikttitt_t 141odot to rot thifop, AO0t4Pr V441r0

4 iob 004 tho f044. Tho third 044411-11 o pioe%! t I ';1.44IY

foutth, 4 141i0Org W4A looking tor work With tho Omio011oted
-17ht2t di§triet loader §-pont wally thri,o bow* fixind thinu6

tot tho tout ArrAi ahd loito7to-dot th 04th

1,a11.1 AttphdrA the rAirieral 01. 41, 11.41i44 40 t4f 4 4140'. Trcry.

jiiiirtrisA 6404 4,?-i totaiie bik.§411,)04r44 05.0 f4401-41 4'4 Itris4

it0v4it. WOW. 004Wie4000V to the ftroht tocith io tho r4,00,0e

.chorx.,* And the 4y440044e, 44 1411§r 4fteril4e4 0040* 2,0,bfirn4ti,,14

4c7otnAo,nio§ in tho §yoAoogon,

1 V.01,i 10040 tO 41101r1101 4:04414.4Uter.0 44A literi0e4 isv.or

or eiret104 C-404i00-, VAoh 41,',414414 441,0itrloi A t 5I r
4.11 t4r, wt.,:,114 to hi§ -t.u0fle4 04 111114 Airt110,P 10440.

laftti`Aahy, §i141,1§ft-A wi 1.1ge *104i Oihir 1511m 114,0 C041A 194 ,#0.4*

1O14 W.114 i0 4r4A+ 444 41,;.0 Ver0 I t troublo of Any kind A4I tbo

Ilor§t *my to tc44:' Piorto loAdor tPok nolo§ tiii lAve

U,Psi Wihr6l le* 1 i-%4Celi fAir, Wolk ckolpv1-6 $14 %,,verythihg, toolbt

1r-7v (AvAXII riff 050 VP441 (0146 440 tiNe Vhil4t04, tKI4is,v,4 ICut

la4441.# 11411.sif*-1 their Poiii4erti l!,,00,0s., t4eir 0104644 14COW C;If

thinl d&ogil At ;40 brher-,

69
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At the elublituto again. Spent SlO Oh titkttt for 4 ehureh
rxeurion And promined 4 tnibncription for 4 tivw ehurch boll. Nought

tiOkot-!1, for 4 b4g014411 game to bt played by two ninon from h din-

trit. Li§tetIOA tO the t":0tTlAihtN Of A doAen puoheatt poddlern who
taid thry were prrtteuted by the polie and atlured tht!ill he would go
to roliev beaJquattern in thr roroing and zee about it.

1006 Attended A Hobrow wedding rocoption And dance. Had

pr-JtogAy toot a handtome wedding iretont to the bride.

tv.d.

That tt tho actool r000rd of ono day in tho lifo of Pluilkitt. Ho dot§

tor of tho tate thing§ tvory day, but hit lift it not sO thOhOt0h00§

to be U'eArto.

;;,AIrtimon thr work of 4 dintrict leader in exciting, t§pocially if
ho hapriont to hAVO A rival who intend§ to mak@ a eontogt for tho

tho primarien. fn that cane, he it @von MOre AlOrt, CflOgi
t0 teach tho fire§ btfort hit rival, tend§ out runner§ to look for "drunk§

and ditorderliot" at tho 11O11e0 5tationa, and *eopn a vory eloge watch
on the obituary column of the now papern.

A tow yoani A90 thero Ion 1 bitter cOnt@,:at ter tho Tommatw leaderohip
of tho Ninth Ot§trie:t between John C. fditehan And rraok J. Co,odwio,
Nith had had lo1.14 rsi*INArhp tit l'AfnAtiV polititn and both 400T§t004.

eVery 00Ve Ot the 44e;

rvery POrMitrq thOir agent§ went to their rovective headquarter§ be-
fore trven o'Onck and road through the death noticto in all tho morn-

vavort. ft thoy found that anybody in tho di§trict had ditd, thty
vithod to tho home§ of their prin6pal§ with tht information And thtn
th-to e.61 A tAr:*7 to the irouto of the doet Aged to offor COhdolvtic.
and, if the family wore Itntr, pomothinu tore onhntantiAl.

PI? '4W day of 140 ttontr41 thrrp wa§ ahothor pt.ntr§t. fAeli faction

irtp1 10 iTas thp Oth*it t tho hititet WA awe:native of tho CAO,
iq nr,t41 14.) 111.0 NhOral, AlA Mato than Ithry 411110§t tAh0

Wv-r; A4 tho Ovurch Or in ihe

'oriqi4^44,,Itt06 plAVe4 4 tri!zik on thoir advr,ttolrip§

iMit41e4 in othor 41.1;tric-tn. A wil-ktwowo

40,wo o following died, Aod t'or,ith

t00tt

4 V4 '4'101480A 41 144, fwAli4A1,

,-at,-n the rneiNv navo,ngt Or -40e1-,t

,11 ;40 e fbi, jiI eriti 114.1111P.

1.14e !h'4 /WO tondr04 tywil I ro., 0,N 11100 A,z.,

2,,AA 144g Amy I 417/TVIA 411 4/'6, 1:jWri044ett

t'L-04 *4,;144'41, Vet 4t4t1 i14141.,,,i 11,, 401441 4C'e )4I9044 10W

11W. ,-.0014 114iV3, A .',1444A,O, !t4,
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Ho called his dintrict committee together in 4 hurry and explained
the situation to them, lie could get 411 the vehicles he needed in
tht adjoihing dtntrict, he said, hut if he did that, Goodwin would
l'Our; the VOtOtri of the Ninth by declaring that he (Sheehan) had
patrtnized foreign indutries.

finally. it WAti decided that there was nothing to do but to go over
to gixth Avenue and iirocidwily for carriages. Sheehan made a fine
turnout at the funeral, but the decated wAg hardly in hit grave be-
for loodwin raised the cry of "Protection to home industrits," 4n1
den.unced hig rival for patronizing livery-grable kooporti outs.le
of hig digtrict. The cry had itg effect on the primary campaign.
At all tveitg, Ooodwin wag elected leader.

A recent contest for tht leadership of the Second District illus-
trated furthor the strenuous work of tho Tammany district leaders.
The contegtants were Patrick Pivver, who hAd managed the district
for years, And Thomas P. Poloy.

hoth were patticWarly 40J6010 to Oectit0 the large Italian vote.
They not only Attl-.eled all the Italian christeninqg And funerals.
hut als kept A close lookout for the marriages in order to be on
iiAl With i0J1liWri presents.

At first, taeh had his OWA reporter in the itaiian 'quarter to keep
track of 00 flarrt4Or§. lAtOff Pole'? conceived A better plan. He
hItcd 4 man tti stay all day at the City Hall marriage bureau, where
0,V8-!At Itatiah couples go through thc ivil tetenony, and telephone
to li At hi§ naloon whtn Anyttifuo WA§ doing tt the hireAU.

foley had a hamheir of presents rt_14di tor upo anti, whenever frt.,

kA,iVoti 4 tolophoho MoAtAtto from his man, he hattontd to thy City
Hall with 4 ring or 4 watch or 4 pitIVz of silver and handed it to
the bride With bi,P ronitatnlitionn. An A consequence, when Divver
,01 the firWi 4nd went to the home or the couple with hi§ pre§ont,
!0. always found that roley had been Ahead of him. Toward tho onl
of thy= eamtAllti, wtated A Mat* At the marriage bureau
And when there wotr daily foot races And fights between the two
htilers.

gRriottp,0§ tho rtv41167 .;44o twr.0 confliet At the de tivtied. 0104

tVilif fiat I R VO0Ator siid I n00040,F0t- noi§ reachrtil

'.1VVor ahd VAloy ain tho '040=O tire, i 4§ thfiy looW
wa,.= destitute, OArh 400 v,!6 -Iki+1444v,ftakOt A44 btought hiP21

$10-.=1.et.,0111 711r,00 107WINIW,

I va I Ah4 1ho MI,41-.11q4k044 ti.)01 41 ho.4ziri Ahl 4h Altet,AttoP

iqtriirf tihdoitaket

h4,o thole, earrialw4 AW tho f16e4414 hilwever, arid tiv further 1141.,

ty,;, rtyit,4 WirliPW'4 tont for A Imanth,
liur 1441 I Yr0:11 00 a siirool floor
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Tho rivaln wore put on their mettle toward the end or the campainn
by the wedding of 4 daughter Df ono of tho original COhohn or thu
Baxter Street region. *rho tw VotO in the dintrict in nearly 411
14r90 4§ the Italian vote, and Divver and llolty 40t, OUt to capture
the Coheng and their friendn.

They nrayed up night§ thinking what thoy would qtvo vhe hride.
Wither know how much the other wo, prepared to npend on 4 wedding
progent, or what form it would takc) to tpita were employed by both
sides to keep watch on the jewelry otoreti. and the jewelorn of the
dintrict were bribed by each nide to impart the denim! informdtion.

At latt Poley htard that Divver hdd purchaned d tet of nilvtr knivtg,
forked ahd tpoont. He at once bought a duplicate tet and addtd d

tilVor tea gorvico. When the prenents were displayed at the home of
tho bride, Divver wan not in a pleasant mood and he charged hin jewel-
er with treachery. It may bo added that Foley won at the primaries.

Ono of tht fixed dutiog of a Tammany digtrict leader in to give two

aUtinge Overy fdf the AiWi of hid dintriet and the other
for the women and children, and a beefateak dinner and a ball every
winter. The nettle of the outingn in, unually, one of the graven

alond the Sound.

The ambition of the dinttiet loader en then@ oecaniong ig to dtM00-

ttrate that hig MOn have broken all records in the Mattel= or eatihg

and drinking. He given out the exact number of pounda or beef, poul-

trY, butter, etc., that they haVe consumed and professed to know haw

many potatoon dnd tarn of cOrn have been nerved.

According to hig neuron, the averago eating record of each f"(1 at
the outing it about ten pound§ -A bto, two or three chickens, d
pound of butter, 4 half pock of potateos, and two doxen earn of corn.

The drinking worths, 4V given out, ate ntill more phenomenal. Per

name redden, not yet explained, the dintrict leader thinkg that hin
popularity will be greatly Increaned if he can els:* thit hin follow-

erg can eat And drink more than the followerg of any other dintriet

leader.

The 0400 idoa governs the oeefoteak dinners In the winter. It ',At-

ter§ 00t wh4C nort of oteak n nerved or how it in cooked/ the die-

trier leader Ponnidere tidily the quention of quantity, and when he
excels: All others in thin pArtLolar, he feel§ eomehow, that he id

4 hiihier 044 ato 4000rWS M6f0 parrog4. th4h hig 4g1400t4ten in MO

14IMMAny r/WUtiVO CPMMitto4,

Ag to the ballo, they 4r0 th0 OVO0t0 of the winter th the OitrOtir

U441 1;i4o and Went Aido noeiety. Mande and Madlio anti drnnio pro

pate for them Montho in 4.4V4000, and their yourg Men ,o4Ve yp for
the occastoo jugl 44 they nave (or the nommer tripn to Cbney 4.

The dintrie-1 leader tii7 in hiA glory At the opOnifiel of the WM,

hq Ie4d rt illiPn with the prOtti041 VON4h prtinent,-,hie wife,

if he ha§ petr4iiting--and epend§ alo§t. the viKilo night .*$hAkind

ri



handn with hill c:owItituontm. Tho ball coritt; him a protty honny, hut
ho han found Oar, tho invogtmont payn.

bY tho§o ft14mhn thc, Tammany dintriet loader reaction out into the homen
of hig diutrict, keep?: watch not only on the men, but also on the wo-
men and children; known their needs, their liken and dinlikes, their
troublo and their hopes, And places himolf in A pomition to umo him
knowledue for the benofit of him orunnization and himmolf. Im it any
wondor that mcandalm do not permanently dimablo Tammany 4n1 that it

rocovorm from what AVCM4 to be crumbing defeat?

To be wire, most neighborhood associdtione of the kind thdt
we hevo boon diecuneing will want to remain non-partisan. Yet the
traditions invoked by Tammany Leaders were non-partisan as well.
Moreover, just an a union will remind its members of early labor
pioneers, no a community associetion nhould remind members of AS
much history and trAdition within the neighborhood an it can recall.
Ultimately, the organizdtion nhould entablinh ito own little tradi-
tionn: the annual meeting, the community fair, the awards banquet
for noighbothood service, even aongs and slogans. Justice id more
than a program to meet material needs. As an ideal, it must cap-
ture our imagination through oil the symbols that help give us
continuity and meaning.

V. The renown ip of aUntieo

Before starting an organizetion, activisto and organizers
probably will be skeptical and unsure aboul whet they can oce0M-
p1imii. Ouentionn likt, "If people wanted to organize, why haven't
they done no up to now." will go through their mindn. An they
travel door to door, theY will find many people who nay they Aren't
interested, or who vay that they are but don't nem to mean it.
These renponees are always dincouraging.

What often ourprIsen the orgdnizers, however, In not the
people who stay away from the firnt meeting, but the number who
come. Even An attractive leaflet dietributed door-to-door in an
unerganiAed noighberhood--one that talke About eeriotin problemo
like crime and abandoned houeee--ean bring out 50 to 100 loca1
ronidentu. it in not before a meeting that the organization failn.
It is At the meeting and afterwards, II the ottianizern have no
clear idea hew to involve and sustain residentn in the proeees
of vontinuiea ehoaae,

The initial willimneon of neighborhood renidents to come
to a cormunity mectinq should tell un how Anxioun many of them
Are to bevomo involved. If on oroAniger aeon problem:, so do
many of them, If on organOer enjoys getting together with peo-
ple, so,do mony of them. ;I An organizer has grown up believing
in eo have many of them, The only differenee between
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the orqanizer and the community lies in their assessments of
whether these ideals can be achieved. The oruanizer has con-
fidence in what orflani:tations can do: the people often must he

shown.

For all our rhetoric of democracy, modern bureaucracies
have not given many of Us the feelinq that our highest common
ideals depend upon continuing participation in all areao of
civic life. Instead, we hear that hard work, obedience, and
"expertise" can provide us with all aspects of security and

success. Even if our technology were able to guarantee this
kind of social arrangement, it still would not satisfy many
basic human needs, however. As Plato and Aristotle told us
over 24 centuries ago, we are social and political animals.
We can imagine goodness, beauty and truth, but wo know that by
ourselves we are powerless even to contemplate achieving them.
We roach out to others, emotionally and intellectually. We

aspire to build community.

These nessions have offered a few prelithinary notions
about the process of building community in urban neighborhoods.
We have discussed immediate and lono-rango problems of security,
reciprocity, and fellowship. We have argued that common activity
succeeds only to the extent that people discover and share a
common ideal of justice. In thin regard, we ehould consider our-

selves fortunate. Americans do learn to respect itiStiOT=, at

least in principle. We grow up utterieg a pledge of "liberty

and justice" (or all. some of our greatest heroes are those

who distinguished themselves in trying to make this dream a
human realityThomas Paine, Thomas Jefferson, Elizabeth Cady
Stanton, Abraham Lincoln, John L. Lewin, and Martin Luther King.
"Citizenship is thy American Weal," t;.K. Chesterton commented
many years ago. "There may be an army of actualities opposed
to that ideal, hut there in no ideal opponed to the ideal."

Thus, there in a fellowship of justice in the United
States, if only in the standards that we set for ourselves
and in the common objects of our deepest love. Perhaps the

key to realizing this fellowship lion in recognizing that in
A democracy, it in we who are the heroes, upon whose common
efforts the sticce4A or failure of our dreams ultimately de-

pPndg.
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C. Ou s ions for Discussion-71.ea.,,IINg-mre,..

1. Review the questions for a juntico "Dialogue on Wbeit Could Ho?"
04 two 6, Would thetio bo good cluestions to raino at A first
meetinti of noighborhood rostdont0 Why or why not? What in-
iUstieos do you think would bo iTwkattiod most froqueutly7;

. How willing would rosidonts be to engaqe in conflict with es-
tablished itl,stitutions to achieve goals that thoy think of an
being Just?, What steps would have to he taken before they would
enciage in Ow sort of conflict doscribed by Saul Alinsky?

), HOW AWAU0 4r*.s rOtildOntg Of th0 bigtOry o thoir noiqhborhood
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community:, How many lived in the neighborhood all their lives?
How many are nowcomers? What impact do these residential pat-
terns have on fellowship in the neighborhood?

4. /f you had to list the national heroes whose work for justice
would inspire neighborhood residents, who would they be? How
about historical figures? How can the work and memory of these
people he brought to bear in promoting fellowship in your neigh-
borhood?

5. What sort of regular activities do you think your community as-
sociation should sponsor to promote fellowship around justice?
Describe each event.
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